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The GF Environmental Systems Program turns open plans into reality.

Your most ingenious open office plans become reality because the GF Environmental Systems Program gives you so much with which to work. There are over sixty colors available. Panels can be placed together at any angle, yet moved overnight. And these durable steel ESP panels are fire resistant.

There are both acoustical panels and acoustical bands for sound control. Convenient work-surfaces have been developed for word processing stations and panel-hung tops can be set at any height. Power to each workstation may be supplied through a unique, new electric post. Of course, ESP is totally compatible with other GF furniture.

A new client just handed you his entire signage program. Now what?

You need a program that won't lose vitality somewhere between concept and execution. Your client needs an image that generates impact, awareness and customers.

To enhance that image, Federal Sign's proven full-service capabilities help your client achieve a totally integrated look. Working with you from the start, identification will never be an "add-on" or look like a second thought.

A professional Federal On-Site Survey thoroughly analyzes your client's needs, saving you from time-consuming details like traffic counts, checking local codes, site information and installation needs. We'll even help implement your color and design concepts in relation to the graphic environment.

Our design engineers work with you to mold a dramatic and effective communications tool, tailored to your specific designs.

Federal Sign's quality manufacturing means your client's identification system will be as attractive and durable as your design.

Professional installation assures the appearance, safety and durability of the identification—both inside and out. Across the country, Federal installation crews use sound engineering skill and specialized equipment to get the job done right.

If your client wishes, regularly scheduled maintenance can keep his identification as effective as it is the day we install it.

An optional leasing plan can free your client's capital for other needs and provide tax advantages.

When you come to Federal, you're going to look as good as your new identification system.
In today's environment, what's on the inside of a luminaire counts just as much as what's on the outside.

That's the beauty of these General Electric luminaires. At the heart of every one of them is an energy-efficiency system that delivers the maximum in light output per watt of electricity used.

All of the GE luminaires you see above use High Intensity Discharge (HID) light sources — mercury, metal halide or Lucalox®. That means more efficiency is built in at the design stage than with conventional lighting.

Take GE's Decaglow® 1 luminaire. Using a 150-watt Lucalox lamp, it provides 50% more light than a 500-watt incandescent unit . . . and uses about 65% less energy to do it.

So you save a pretty penny in operating costs, too.

That's just one example of beautiful efficiency in outdoor lighting from General Electric. If you'd like more information about GE decorative post-top or floodlighting systems, write: General Electric Company, Lighting Systems, Section 460-03, Hendersonville, N. C. 28739
BRILLIANT LIGHTING EFFICIENCY

GE LIGHTING
MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Letters to the editor

Robert A. M. Stern’s thoughtful review of Andrew Alpern’s “Apartments for the Affluent” (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, February 1976) is most appreciated. Nonetheless, as Alpern’s publisher, I must take the blame for many of the faults Stern cites. I chose the title, “off-putting,” as Mr. Stern finds it. I insisted on illustrative content at the expense of a cover.

But I join with Stern in hoping that this will be the first of many books to celebrate styles in housing other than the modern. When I proposed that we publish “Apartments for the Affluent,” I was warned by my colleagues that it could never succeed. I am (and they are) delighted by the enthusiastic response to the book which thus far has exceeded all our expectations.

Jeremy Robinson
Architectural Editor
McGraw-Hill Book Company

The December editorial “Progress report: selecting the public architect,” leaves the impression that the NSPE antitrust case involves fee schedules or fee guides by its reference to NSPE’s willingness to “outlaw” such schedules.

To keep the record straight, NSPE does not have a fee schedule; the issue in the case is whether NSPE’s ethical provision opposing competitive bidding for engineering services is legally permissible.

At the second hearing on the NSPE case before the District Court following the Supreme Court action vacating the first decision against NSPE and remanding the case for further consideration, our attorneys did comment that NSPE would be willing to delete the reference to fee schedules of other societies in the NSPE code provision opposing competitive bidding if this would clarify the issue. All that the language in the code provision says is that it is not considered to be competitive bidding for an engineer to give a prospective client a copy of a fee document of another society as general information.

We hope that your readers do not get the impression that NSPE is backing off of its position opposing competitive bidding for engineering services. So far as we can prevent it, the way is not being cleared for some price competition. Whether we ultimately win or lose the legal battle, we will continue to do everything possible to prevent the imposition of competitive bidding for engineering services on the public and the profession in the firm conviction that selection on the basis of price competition (which will invariably follow if there is any degree of price in the selection process) will lead to shoddy, inadequate and incompetent professional services.

Milton F. Lunch, General Counsel
National Society for Professional Engineers

I have read Robert Stern’s well written and comprehensive review of Apartments for the Affluent by Andrew Alpern. While Mr. Alpern is obviously skilled in the use of words, I disagree strongly with what he has to say. I do not have Mr. Stern’s architectural training and experience, but as an architectural photographer I deal with architects and architecture continually. I have photographed many residences and they have fascinated me, but until the Alpern book came along there was nothing to enable me to broaden my knowledge of apartment living beyond my very limited personal experience.

Architectural analysis and compass points on the plans may be necessary for scholars, but for us mortals, Mr. Alpern’s book is right on target. The photographs are a fascinating insight into the ways in which the rich and the middle-income people of New York City have lived for the past hundred years. Of course I’d like to see more, but that isn’t always the mark of a good book, as a good meal? As for Stern’s complaints about the Goldstone foreword, I thought the foreword made a perfect entrée to the book. It would have been grossly inap­propriate for Goldstone fils to use the opportunity to laud the accomplishments of Goldstone père.

If Alpern’s book can stimulate others to write books more to Stern’s liking, well and good. In the meantime, `Apartments for the Affluent’ is an excellent book which fills a long standing gap in the documentation of both the history of New York and the history of architecture.

Gil Amiaga
Architectural photography
New York City

Calendar

APRIL

30-31 Institute on Industrial Archaeology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Contact: RPI Office of Continuing Studies, Troy, New York 12181

MAY
2-4 Annual convention, American Institute of Architects, Philadelphia.

3-6 Regional Highway Transportation Conferences. Contact: John H. Jenrich, Highway Users Federation, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036.


31-June 3 1976 Architects’ Workshop, Gliorita Conference Center near Santa Fe, New Mexico. Sponsored by The Church Architecture Department of the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board. Contact: Howard McAdams, AIA, Church Architecture Department, 127 Ninth Avenue North, Nashville, Tennessee 37234.

31-June 11 Habitat, the UN Conference-Exposition on Human Settlements, Vancouver, British Columbia. (The Exposition will include an exhibit at the Vancouver Art Gallery of submissions in the International Design Competition for the Urban Environment of Developing Countries Focused on Manila, conceived by ARCHITECTURAL RECORD and L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui and sponsored by The International Architectural Foundation.)

JUNE

JULY
4-9 International Association of Shell and Spatial Structure World Congress on Space Enclosures, Montreal. Host is the Building Research Centre, Concordia University, Montreal, in cooperation with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal, and Form Studies Unit, Architectural Research Group, Carleton University, Ottawa. The Congress is also sponsored by departments of the federal government, Ottawa, and the Quebec Ministry of Education. Contact: Dr. Paul Fazio, Chairman, Congress Committee, WC0SE-76, Building Research Centre, Concordia University, Sir George Williams Campus, 1455 de Maisonneuve Boulevard West, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

6-8 Annual conference conducted by the Guild for Religious Architecture, Copley-Plaza Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts. Contact: The Guild for Religious Architecture, 1777 Church Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Graceful greeting.

Add the warmth of wood with Sexton Uniloc® locksets and Rosewood mortise locksets by Russwin. A hearty grasp of the grain, contoured to comfort the hand... styled to enrich any decor. Enduring design in the Russwin tradition. Russwin, Division of Emhart, Berlin, CT 06037. In Canada—Russwin, Division of International Hardware.
Some things we just have
to cope with. Or do we?

Just stand outside a building sometime and watch what happens.

Then think how an automatic entrance could eliminate all that congestion. Keep traffic moving. Even enhance the very look of the building.

Obviously you devote a lot of time to an entrance. You probably consider it the symbol, the focus of your building. By thinking one step further, you could make it all the more inviting.

Next time, think of the Stanley Magic-Door® people. The people who originated the whole idea of automatic entrances some forty-five years ago. And are still the leaders in the business. Stanley Door Operating Equipment, Division of The Stanley Works, Farmington, Connecticut 06032.

STANLEY helps you do things right
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Beautiful is expensive, right? Wrong!

**GLULAM—Structural Glued Laminated Timber**—offers architects as much in cost efficiency appeal as it does in aesthetic qualities. And that's an established fact! Yet, some specifiers still aren't convinced that glulam can be both appealing and economical.

If you routinely think of certain structural materials as being for certain type projects, here's a different line of reasoning to consider:

- Glulam is a stress-rated structural framing material that's competitive for most types of construction projects
- Engineered glulam installation is fast and efficient
- Exposed glulam is creatively attractive and eliminates expensive drop ceilings
- And, the fact that glulam can be manufactured to virtually any size or shape presents you with design opportunities limited only by your creative imagination.

Cost efficient glulam? Right!

If you think of certain structural materials as being for certain type projects, here's a different line of reasoning to consider:

- Glulam is a stress-rated structural framing material that's competitive for most types of construction projects
- Engineered glulam installation is fast and efficient
- Exposed glulam is creatively attractive and eliminates expensive drop ceilings
- And, the fact that glulam can be manufactured to virtually any size or shape presents you with design opportunities limited only by your creative imagination.

Write for your copy.

American Institute of Timber Construction
333 West Hampden Avenue
Englewood, Colo. 80110
303/761-3212
Call 800/525-1625—Toll Free!
Now,
Computerized Building Automation at an Affordable Price.

In the past, when you suggested computerized automation for a client's building, you may have gotten responses like these: "Sounds great, but I can't afford all that. What do you think I am, a finance company? Tell it to the Pentagon." Today your answer can be forthright and simple:

Tell him Johnson Controls computerization, in new and existing buildings from 15,000 to 500,000 square feet, averaged only 51¢ a square foot last year.

Fifty-one cents! It comes to a lower total cost than he usually pays for exterior lighting, or landscaping, or carpeting the corridors.

Fifty-one cents—for the computer, the control center, and the building-wide multiplex wiring—out of an average building cost of $20 to $60 a square foot!

How the JC/80 Computer System Cuts First Costs

The JC/80 is the computer built for buildings only. It's not designed to reserve flights, or mail bills, or figure compound interest. Its sole purpose is to monitor and control building automation systems. The JC/80 system cuts first costs because the same computer, the same control center, the same multiplex wiring are used to monitor and control HVAC, humidification, firesafety, security, communications, lighting and clock systems.

What's more, with or without input/output devices, it can monitor and control three, four, five or more buildings all from a single location.

Even more impressive are the ongoing savings the JC/80 delivers year-in and year-out. In the average installation, the JC/80 pays for itself in less than three years!

How JC/80 Cuts Operating Costs

In heating and cooling costs alone, the JC/80 system can save 8¢ to 12¢ a square foot out of the estimated yearly heating/cooling cost of 36¢ a square foot.

By activating totally automated programs for enthalpy switchover, nite set-back, start/stop, supply air reset, chiller plant control and load shedding, in a 200,000 square foot building the JC/80 can save $16,000 to $24,000 a year!

What does JC/80 hold for you?

The Johnson Controls JC/80 lets you provide the ultimate in esoteric building control at the lowest available cost. Alternatively, it lets you start with the basic necessities and then "add on" automation systems in the next few years. Either way the JC/80 gives you a cost-saleable design. And Johnson Controls backs you up with one-source supply, one-source responsibility, and the expertise that has commissioned more than half the computerized automation systems in U.S. buildings.

Owners want what computerized building automation can do, and they're prepared to pay for it.

Especially when you give them the punch line: 51¢ a square foot. For more information call your local Johnson Controls office. And send for Johnson Controls 12-page booklet, "JC/80 Computerized Building Automation." Write R.J. Caffrey, Vice President-Marketing, Systems & Services Division, Johnson Controls, Inc., Reference M-2, P.O. Box 423, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.

JOHNSON CONTROLS

Prime source of problem-solving systems.
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Architects, houses, and involvement with people

4 Letters/calendar

33 News in brief
Short items of major national interest.

34 News reports
The AIA Board has endorsed sweeping changes in professional ethics, including permission to advertise and to design-build. Manhattan Regency Hyatt proposed next to Grand Central. Congress and Administration push an assortment of energy bills.

37 Human settlements: world news

40 Buildings in the news
For architectural sightseers at the AIA convention, Philadelphia offers a profusion of new and noteworthy buildings.

43 Required reading

165 Office notes

ARCHITECTURAL BUSINESS

65 The small firm is alive and well, and furthermore . . .
Firm size and design quality seem difficult to separate. An informal RECORD survey of a cross-section of firms reveals that architects have an unshakable faith in the future of the small firm as the place in which design quality flourishes best.

Building costs
Because of computer problems, RECORD is unable to supply the April building cost indexes normally found in this section. We will resume this service, provided by the Dodge Building Cost Services, in the May issue.—Ed.

73 Building activity
FEATURES

95 University of Petroleum and Minerals
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Caudill Rowlett Scott, architects
With over $50 million worth of
collection in place on the
not-half-complete University of
Petroleum and Minerals in Dhahran,
CRS have compiled a vast amount of
knowledge in the previously
unexplored requirements of local
practice—both in terms of technical
knowledge and relevant architectural
expression. Their experiences and their
notable buildings should be of special
interest to architects entering this
"unexplored" territory.

101 New Harmony Inn
New Harmony, Indiana
Woollen Associates, Architects
"Situational architecture" is how the
designers of the new 45-room New
Harmony Inn describe their work. The
situation is the historic town of New
Harmony, Indiana, and the result is, in
the best sense, a triumph of modesty.

107 Mitchell/Giurgola Associates
three bench mark buildings
The reddish-pink color of local clay
infuses the enveloping stucco walls of
Casa Thomas Jefferson, a bi-national
enclave at Brasilia (page 108). Columbus East High School kicks up
the sod of rural Indiana with the
civility of a gentleman farmer (page
110). In Philadelphia, the taut metallic
skin of INA Tower displays
Quaker-correct manners toward the
urban environment. (page 113).

119 "The American Environment"
by Ashok Davar
Ashok Davar, a young architect, artist,
and author, born in India, presents
here—in simple words and revealing
drawings—some of his initial
impressions while traveling through
various parts of the United States.

BUILDING TYPES STUDY 486

125 Stores and Shops
Consumer buying power has expanded
and retail store owners have expanded
and revitalized their facilities
to attract shoppers. These six
projects are examples of some
more successful ventures.

126 Jack London Village
Oakland, California
Frank Laulainen & Associates,
architects.

130 Lee's Art Shop
New York, New York
Macfadyen De Vidio, architects.

132 The Gap
San Francisco, California
Bull Field Volkman Stockwell,
architects.

134 The Record Store
Palo Alto, California
Whisler-Patri and Thomas Aidala,
architects.

135 Bookstore for Museum of Modern Art
New York, New York
Abraham Rothenberg Associates and
Thomas Lowrie, architects.

136 Retail spaces at
Water Tower Place
Chicago, Illinois
Warren Platner Associates, architects.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

141 Store's plug-in lighting system
saves both time and money
Time was short and the electrical
engineer had to lay out the
distribution system for Luettgen's
specialty store before the designer
had done the lighting. A plug-in
above-ceiling raceway not only
gave flexibility but cut labor cost.

143 Superdome's seating rolls into place
to suit the activity
Movable stands seating 15,000,
supported by a pipe-support
understructure, move on rollers
when pulled by a cable-driven system.

151 Product reports
153 Office literature
206 Advertising Index
208 Classified Advertising
209 Reader service inquiry card

NEXT MONTH IN RECORD

In May 1976 RECORD will concentrate
on one of the most urgent problems
of our time: the accelerating urban crisis
in developing countries.
Within the context of this crisis,
RECORD will present the results
of its unprecedented International Design
Competition for the Urban Environment of
Developing Countries.
This "Human Settlements" issue
will be published just prior
to the opening of Habitat '76,
the major U.N. Conference-Exposition,
to be held in Vancouver, May 31-June 11.
Compare the
ALL-STEEL executive look
for design and value.

All-Steel's new 1600 Series offers you the many advantages of steel with the executive look. Desk and table back-panels available in choice of recessed or flush design. Three panel styles: To-the-floor, 18 inches and 12 inches high. "Floating" top set off with black reveal. Specify with double, single, or no pedestals. Desks and credenzas offered with choice of 9 pedestals, including EDP for printout storage. Concealed wiring channels hide telephone and machine cords. Flush bases in mirror or brushed chrome. Flush drawer pulls.

Desks and tables are available with or without center drawer. For more information on the 1600 Series write: All-Steel Inc., Aurora, Illinois 60507.
Architects, houses, and involvement with people

It is in vogue to put down houses as irrelevant—not part of “what’s happening in society, or architecture, today.” And, even in these days of tough-to-find commissions, more than a few architects continue to say that they “won’t touch houses because you just can’t make money on them.”

Well, if I were king, I think I would make it a rule that every architect had to design a house every year; and I would surely make it a rule that any client who wanted a custom house would have to be served.

It is, of course, true that houses do not solve any of the world’s ills—house people living in sub-standard conditions; or help the poor, or the sick, or the under-educated. It is also true that houses probably do take more planning time and design time and hassle time—on a percentage basis—than any other building type. But whether “you can’t make money on them” is true or not depends more, I think, on your accounting practice than anything else. Sure it is true that you can make more money per hour doing an office building or an industrial plant; but isn’t it true that you can make a fair day’s pay for a fair day’s work doing a house for someone who desperately wants it? I think it is.

All this comes up in my mind for three reasons: For one thing, a book on houses I edited, entitled, to the despair of catalogers everywhere, “Great Houses for View Sites, Beach Sites, Sites in the Woods, Meadow Sites, Small Sites, Sloping Sites, Steep Sites and Flat Sites” (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD BOOKS, 214 pages, $16.95) (Advt.) has just come out, and I’m full of writing about the delights of houses that are just right for their site, that promise real enjoyment for their owners, and which had to be a joy for the architects to design. For another thing, we’re in the final stages of writing RECORD HOUSES 1976 (our 20th Anniversary RECORD HOUSES, believe that?) and we’re all excited about that. The houses—varied and different and responsive to hundreds of different demands of sites and ways of living—are absolutely great! And for a final thing, I’ve just come back from helping judge the “Homes for Better Living Competition” jointly sponsored by AIA and our sister publication House & Home. We chose three Honor Awards and five Awards of Merit—which will be published soon in House & Home—and they too are absolutely top rank houses.

So I’m full of the feeling that architects ought to do houses whenever they have a chance—and surely whenever they’re asked.

Reason 1. Houses offer a chance to design something fresh and relaxed and innovative and free of the thousands of constraints that now surround nearly every job in the public or commercial sector; and conversely they usually demand that work be done within a budget that is tight and inflexible—there is usually no money for “overruns” in a family’s budget. (Sidelight: There’s a lesson for architects in the fact that nearly half of the RECORD HOUSES and five out of eight of the House & Home winners are vacation houses or second houses. One theory, of course, is that the client is less concerned with his image or “status” in a vacation house. But I also like the theory that limited budgets provide a constraint that leads to 1) an essential simplicity, 2) freedom of design but careful development of a single design idea, and 3) an attention to detail and detailing that sets these houses apart.)

Reason 2. Houses offer an ideal opportunity for architects to demonstrate their wares—their skills and their talent—in a way that anyone can understand and relate to. The average person probably finds it difficult to form an opinion on whether or not he likes this office building or another better; or whether he likes the Boston City Hall. But everyone who lives in a house is by virtue of that fact “an expert”: or at least capable of comparing the experience of a well designed house with his own house. Sometimes it takes explanation or reassurance to make someone understand why a good contemporary house is the way it is—and a real alternative to an overscaled fake colonial house “with good resale value.” But it is a chance for an architect or his “agents”—a delighted owner—to expose more and more people to the values of good design; what it means to their way of living and feeling about themselves.

Houses are the form of architecture closest to people. When people understand about good design—whether they want the contemporary design that most architects want to do for them, or perhaps a remodeling of a worthwhile older house, or even (damn it) a good, in-scale, properly detailed version of Colonial—everyone benefits. Architects get to do their thing; and the homeowner benefits, as the saying goes, forever after.

Houses are for people; and designing them is a worthwhile reminder that architecture is first and foremost for people.

—Walter F. Wagner Jr.
The Pillar

Our Performance Certification label on a carpet gives you durability standards that are a pillar of strength.

Here's why.

Dow Badische fibers and yarns that go into Performance Certified carpets have been specially developed for esthetic appeal and durability. Then, the construction of each carpet has been engineered to exact specifications for a specific end-use. And finally, the carpets have all had to pass many stiff lab tests at Dow Badische to make sure they live up to our exacting performance standards after installation.

Next time you specify contract carpet for a specific end-use, think carpets that carry the Dow Badische Performance Certification label. You'll find that label a trustworthy support.

If you would like personal help in solving particular specifying problems, contact our Contract Carpet Consultants Service and ask for our Performance Certification Booklet and Contract Carpet Selection and Specifications Guide.

Dow Badische Company, Create Center Williamsburg, Virginia 23185 (804) 887-6573

Dow Badische produces acrylic and nylon fibers and yarns especially engineered for carpets of beauty and performance.
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HEREIN LIES THE PERMANENT SOLUTION TO YOUR PARTITIONING PROBLEMS.

Georgia Crystalline Marble. The elegantly permanent material for washroom stalls, shower stalls, dressing room partitions, or any other compartmental partitioning your project requires.

Georgia Crystalline Marble is a hard, natural stone that will last as long as your building, with a lifetime of exceptionally low maintenance costs. It resists absorption of moisture, odors and contaminants. With its highly polished marble surface that resists scratches, stains and films, it's never a problem to keep sparkling clean. It never needs painting and, of course, it never rusts. So, in the long run, it's the most economical partitioning material available.

Marbstal® prefabricated compartments come complete with all the necessary hardware in first-quality chrome-plated brass. You have a choice of two wooden doors—red oak or birch veneer. And the classic natural marble color blends beautifully with any decor.

Marbstal compartments are adaptable to industrial, commercial, recreational and institutional buildings. They can be specified either for buildings under construction or for remodeling projects.

Marbstal units are also available in a style accessible to and usable by the handicapped. These compartments feature out-swinging doors and grab bars on each side partition.

So specify prefabricated Marbstal, from The Georgia Marble Company. Or write us for more information.

Nothing else is so economical, so versatile, so beautiful.

And nothing else is so permanent.

**GEORGIA MARBLE COMPANY**

Structural Sales, 2575 Cumberland Pkwy., N.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30339 (404) 432-0131 a J. M. Marston Company
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Why Zonolite® Monokote®
fireproofing is as basic
as the steel it
protects.

The optimum fire protection system
still remains the subject of much research
and debate. But one fact is recognized:
no matter what combination of sprinklers,
smoke detectors and other devices
are used, there should be no trade-off in
basic structural protection. Zonolite®
Monokote® fireproofing provides the
basic protection needed to maintain the
structural integrity of your building.

- Monokote protects steel columns,
  beams and decks, which can
  buckle and fail at 1100°F, and
  minimizes the chance of costly
  structural steel repairs.
- Monokote helps contain fire
  by minimizing the passage of
  heat through steel decks and
  concrete floors.
- Monokote becomes an integral
  part of your structure, sheathing
  supporting members with a
  permanent, durable, protective,
  monolithic surface.
- Monokote is quickly and safely
  spray applied to desired
  thicknesses for up to four hours
  of protection.

Monokote is a proven product,
backed by the long and extensive
fireproofing experience of W.R. Grace
& Co. For complete information on
fireproofing that is as basic as the steel it
protects, contact your local Zonolite
Monokote representative or write
Construction Products Division,
W.R. Grace & Co., 62 Whittemore Avenue,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140.
In Canada, 66 Hymus Road,
Scarborough, Ontario M1L 2C8.

GRACE
Q. Can I increase roof insulation values for energy conservation purposes without substantially increasing the weight of the roof or the height of parapet walls?
A. Here is a comparison of different types of roof insulation materials showing the thickness required for each to give the same insulating value:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fiberglass</td>
<td>1-5/8 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perlite</td>
<td>2-1/2 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fiberboard</td>
<td>2-1/2 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urethane</td>
<td>1 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, urethane is three to six times lighter in weight than the other materials. Celotex makes Tempchek® urethane roof insulation. It is recommended for exactly the purpose you are asking about.

Q. I design buildings in various parts of the country in many different climates. My standard design calls for a steel deck with rigid insulation. What roofing system can I specify as a standard that will perform in all weather conditions?
A. There is a system that has been the mainstay of the industry for many years and has successfully waterproofed millions of squares of roofing in every area of the country. It is our Series 300 roofing system. It utilizes a Vaporbar®coated base sheet and three plies of perforated asphalt felt, applied with hot asphalt. Result: a total of four waterproofing layers of hot asphalt gives the building maximum protection from the elements, while the four plies of felt material give the system maximum strength for resisting external stresses and forces that so often damage roofs. It must be recognized, however, that numerous two-ply coated felt systems have also performed well.

To give you additional reassurance, Celotex offers a Roofing Bond or Inspection and Service Contract on the completed roof when applied according to Celotex published specifications.

Q. I'm located in the upper Midwest. During cold weather there is frost on steel decks. If roof insulation is secured with asphalt, will there be positive adhesion?
A. It is doubtful. However, you can achieve positive adhesion, and a Factory Mutual Class I Rating, by fastening the roof insulation to the deck with the Insulfast Nail/Disc System from Celotex. With Insulfast Nails, your roof insulation can also be installed in a moderate wind.

Q. When are expansion joints required?
A. The responsibility for determining the need for structural expansion joints is that of the architect and/or structural engineer. However, all agree that they are needed if:

1. There is a change in direction of steel framing.
2. Deck material changes, e.g., between steel and concrete sections.
3. There is a difference in elevation of adjoining decks.
4. A single dimension of a building exceeds 200 feet.

Celotex makes a complete line of Expansion Joint Shields for waterproofing the opening created by structural roof expansion joints. For flexibility in design, they are available with copper, stainless steel, aluminum and galvanized metal flanges, and all are available with straight flange, curb flange and curb-to-wall configuration. Connecting tees, corners and crossovers are prefabricated in the same metals and designs, saving on-job labor.

If you have questions about roofing, please send them to us. We want to assist in any way we can, and we think that starting a dialogue with you through this series of ads may prove fruitful for both of us.

Send your inquiries to John Hasselbach, Commercial Roofing Department, The Celotex Corporation, Tampa, Florida 33622.
WE TOOK THE BEAUTY OF STAINED GLASS AND LAID IT AT YOUR FEET.

The translucent colors and interlocking shapes of stained glass gave us the idea for one of our high fashion sheet vinyl designs. It's our new "Victoria Gardens" pattern, available in our luxury line of comfortable foam-backed GAF GAFSTAR® Brite-Bond™ Citation. The Brite-Bond line of flooring has a super-shiny urethane surface that needs no waxing to stay bright. It fills all specifications for a floor that's practical, beautiful, and unusually comfortable.

For more information, call or write GAF Corporation, Floor Products, Dept. F28, Box 1121, Radio City Station, New York, N.Y. 10019.
Concrete evidence

Structural harmony was only one of the beautiful reasons why these project architects chose Andersen® Perma-Shield® Windows.

They also knew Perma-Shield Windows have many of the same long-lasting qualities as their concrete surroundings. Because their tough, protective sheath of long-life, low-maintenance rigid vinyl is designed not to rust, pit or corrode. Not to chip, flake, peel or blister.

The architects also liked how easily Perma-Shield Windows install into concrete and masonry. And how they keep occupants comfortable while keeping fuel and maintenance costs down. That’s because Andersen Perma-Shield Windows are made of treated wood—one of nature’s best insulators—then built two times more weathertight than industry air-infiltration standards to help seal out dust and drafts. Help seal in comfort.
Cheesman Garden Apartments,
Denver, Colorado
Architect: Slater, Small & Spenst; Denver
Installation: Perma-Shield Casement
operating and fixed units in precast frames

Shenandoah College Residence Hall
Winchester, Virginia
Architect: Keith Williams & Associates; Winchester
Installation: Perma-Shield Awning
Windows in masonry frame, with stucco facing.

And with optional double-pane insulating glass,
Perma-Shield Windows can reduce conducted heat loss through the glass area by up to 35% (compared to single-glazed units without storms).

Why not cast your next concrete or masonry design around any of the six Perma-Shield Window and Gliding Door styles? They're all strong evidence of Andersen beauty, comfort, low-maintenance and fuel-savings.

Need more evidence? See Sweet's, File 8P. And call your Andersen Dealer or Distributor. He's in the Yellow Pages under "Windows." Or write us direct.

The beautiful way to save fuel.

Andersen Windows
ANDERSEN CORPORATION
BAYPORT, MINNEAPOLIS 55033
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A SHORT COURSE IN "STEEL FRAMING SYSTEMS" FOR ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND DEVELOPERS

The Background
Steel framing systems composed of cold formed steel studs and joists afford time and cost savings for all types of building construction...residential, commercial, institutional and industrial...of almost any size. Their remarkable growth in acceptance and use over the past ten years attests to that. Yet many designers and others involved in the selection of construction materials still overlook the potentials they offer.

Our Purpose
If you are concerned about soaring building costs and open to new ideas on ways to economize while maintaining construction quality, we'd like to tell you about steel framing systems...give you a concise understanding of what they are...how product diversification has extended their range of application...how innovations in installation techniques have simplified and speeded erection...how and where their many benefits can be applied to advantage on your projects.

Our Proposal
Come and spend two hours and fifteen minutes with us—over a noon hour—at an informative, no frills, no nonsense meeting. The location will be an easy to reach, downtown hotel. There'll be no time-wasting cocktail hour. We'll provide a tasty box lunch and appropriate beverages so we can eat while working. We'll start promptly at 11:45 a.m. and end promptly at 2:00 p.m.

The Program
These are some of the topics we plan to cover:
1. Description of the components.
2. Low rise load bearing applications.
3. High rise curtain wall, spandrel wall and other applications.
4. Structural savings through weight reduction.
5. Thermal value comparisons.
6. Prefabrication and panelization techniques.
7. Design flexibility.
8. Other cost saving considerations.
9. Examples of completed projects.

Our Qualifications
Inryco is recognized as a nationwide leader in the steel framing field. In addition to manufacturing the product, we have acted as subcontractors for framing systems erection and have provided technical assistance for designers on hundreds of projects. Thus we can share actual experience with you on all aspects of the subject.

The Times And Places
Tuesday—June 1—Philadelphia
Thursday—June 3—Washington, D.C.
Tuesday—June 8—Los Angeles
Thursday—June 10—San Francisco
Tuesday—June 15—Dallas
Thursday—June 17—Chicago

Reservation Deadline—May 1
Our meetings are open to all interested architects, engineers and project developers. Please use the coupon on the facing page to request a reservation, and please send it in promptly. In order to properly organize our arrangements, we must hear from you by May 1.

Inryco
an Inland Steel company

General Offices: Melrose Park, Ill.
Formerly INLAND-RYERSON CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS CO.
ECONOMIES OF INRYCO/MILCOR® STEEL FRAMING APPLY TO A WIDE RANGE OF WALL CONDITIONS

Steel studs provided the entire structural support for the top three floors and heliport on this office building. Exterior facing material was metal wall panels.

Steel framing for interior load bearing wall is shown with wind bracing installed. Punchouts in the steel studs make installation of piping and wiring simpler and faster than with wood or masonry construction.

Steel stud panels pre-finished with cementitious facing expedited installation of the top floor curtain wall and the column covers on intermediate floors of this six story bank building.

During construction of this hotel, spandrel panels (steel framed and with cementitious facing in place) were fabricated on each floor, moved out to the perimeter, lowered over the edge and secured. Revolving restaurant on top has similar exterior construction.

NOTE: Inryco/Milcor steel framing systems have also been used in many apartments, motels, and other residential applications.
While the demand for antebellum mansions isn't what it once was, there are plenty of opportunities for a paint product good enough to bear the name Olympic. The product is Olympic Overcoat, a beautifully durable, flat, acrylic-latex finish that's the perfect answer for hardboard, concrete, stucco or any exterior surface that must be painted. (Anyplace you don't use stain.)

Overcoat delivers spectacular coverage and maintains excellent hiding ability at the same time. The end result is a beautiful exterior finish that really lasts.

You can specify Overcoat in most of the popular Olympic Stain Solid Colors, plus some brand new pastel shades. To learn more about Overcoat, refer to the Sweet's catalogs, call their BUYLINE, or write us.

For more data, circle 16 on inquiry card.
When it comes to specifying hospital equipment...

you'll find your local AMSCO representative has a real head for it. In his background and in his experience rests the help that can make your next health care job a lot easier. Why try to get along without him? Just look in the yellow pages and find a walking encyclopedia of health care equipment and specification data for yourself. Or get a taste of what he knows about seeing the AMSCO insert in SWEET'S Architectural Catalog File. Two heads are better than one. Right?

AMSCO
American Sterilizer Company
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA 16512
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Otis offers you a choice of four pre-engineered escalators. Whether you're building a small project, remodeling an existing building or putting up a big complex, one of our J Series units will meet your specifications.

You can choose easy-to-maintain stainless steel balustrades or dramatic glass balustrade Escal-Aire® units. And you can pick either the 32-inch or the 48-inch width to precisely match your carrying capacity requirements.

The J Series is built with traditional Otis high quality workmanship and designed to meet or surpass the American National Safety code for escalators. They have special features like extended newels that enable passengers to hold on to the handrail for a few extra seconds while stepping on and off. The handrails are pinch-proof and the step-treads are narrow-grooved to prevent small objects from wedging into the moving surfaces. The steps are supported by four, neoprene-tired wheels to minimize rocking and to give smooth, quiet operation.

You can even order special architectural effects to highlight your building's decor. There are various metal treatments including architectural bronze or anodized aluminum for the decks and moldings. Or, you may choose interior panels of architectural bronze, porcelain enamel or laminated plastics in a variety of colors.

So if you are planning to build anything from a treehouse to a skyscraper, take a look at the Otis J Series escalators. They are priced to fit your budget and built the way Otis has always built its products. Dependable, so you'll feel safe when your children are riding on them.
You’ll find **180 pages of Armstrong product information in Sweet’s Architectural File.**

But if you have a question the catalogs don’t answer, just call Sweet’s **BUYLINE®,** the national toll-free telephone inquiry service.
Introducing Quiet Zone II from Armstrong. Step on it and it feels like carpet; spill on it and you know it’s vinyl.

Made to “give” for comfort, this quiet resilient flooring is also made to give you all the maintenance advantages of vinyl.

It takes more than just another floor covering to meet the needs of today’s busy offices — to simultaneously resist the impact and quiet the noise of countless shoes. It takes a resilient floor covering with the special character of Quiet Zone II. A mighty tough customer with one of the softest hearts in the business.

In Quiet Zone II, an ingenious combination of materials provides a unique combination of benefits for tenants and custodians alike: the built-in comfort that cushions all-day walking and standing, the special composition that helps muffle underfoot noise, the long life and minimum maintenance that are synonymous with vinyl.

How’s it done? We start with a tough, virtually nonporous layer of vinyl that stands up brave and strong to heavy traffic. And then we back it up with a layer of foam vinyl one-eighth-inch thick that provides a nice cushion with each step you take.

The fact is, Quiet Zone II has a lot going for it. Because it’s vinyl, it resists staining. Because it’s vinyl, spills can’t soak in. Because it’s vinyl, keeping it clean is a relatively simple matter. What’s more, it’s as easy to work on as it is to walk on. Most wheeled equipment — copy machines, typewriter tables, mail carts — rolls smoothly across its surface. Available in rolls six feet wide and up to 75 feet long that eliminate a lot of seams, Quiet Zone II comes in a number of richly textured patterns and attractive colors that help disguise the everyday dirt and traffic marks any flooring material has to live with.

Once you take a walk on Quiet Zone II, once you experience its special underfoot feel for yourself and see how remarkably easy it is to care for, we think you’ll agree that nothing else comes close in terms of comfort and practicality. For more information, write Armstrong, 301 Rock St., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
Red cedar complements a modern mansion.

The problem: Design a truly spacious residence of over 7000 square feet while maintaining graceful lines and complementing the oak forest environment.

Part of the solution: Red cedar Certigrade shingles. According to the Architect's rationale, "... cedar shingles are uniquely compatible with both the environment and the home. Due to the complexity of the roof shapes, a material was needed that would assume almost any form. Frankly, I would be hard-pressed to think of another material providing both the function and appearance required for this job."

Even if your next residential project isn't quite as extensive as this one, consider the material with natural elegance, durability and superior insulative qualities. Red cedar shingles and shakes.

Red Cedar. A natural solution.

(For information on "How to Specify," write Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau, 5510A White Building, Seattle, Wa. 98101.
In Canada: 1055 West Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C., V6E 2H1)

These labels under the bandstic of red cedar shingles and handsplit shakes, are your guarantee of Bureau-graded quality. Insist on them.

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
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fountains
are the wine of architecture

Sears, Roebuck and Co. Pacific Coast Administrative Offices Alhambra, California

kim lighting, inc.
City of Industry, California

Custom Architectural Fountains
Pre Engineered Fountains
Fountain Components
Fountain Lighting
Street and Area Lighting
Environmental Lighting
Landscape Lighting
Swimming Pool Lighting
TURN A SHOPPING MALL INTO A CATHEDRAL.

Moduspan® space-frame system lets your buildings soar almost as far as your imagination.
Because Moduspan eliminates the need for welded steel trusses that restrict building design.
Instead, Moduspan employs lightweight, standardized modules, a simple nut and bolt construction.
And random supports and overhangs in two directions.
As a result, there's almost no limit to the variety of modular configurations you can use on roofs, walls and specialty designs.
But Moduspan isn't just beautiful. It's also practical.
Moduspan virtually eliminates on-the-job delays caused by waiting for custom designed fabrications.
It also makes the attachment of such auxiliary items as light fixtures, sprinklers and glass simple because the entire structure is made up of Unistrut channels.
And Moduspan components are available in both 4' and 5' systems and six durable colors.
Moduspan. The space-frame system that can make some of your wildest dreams come true.
For more information write to Unistrut Corporation, Wayne, Michigan 48184

Moduspan
General Contractors: The Whiting Turner Contracting Co., Towson, Baltimore, Maryland.
Directors of the AIA endorsed a resolution that would allow architects to advertise and to engage in design-build, if members voting at next month's national convention adopt these changes in the Institute's Standards of Professional Ethics. Details on page 34.

The AIA has bestowed its 1976 Architectural Firm Award on Mitchell/Giurgola, Architects, of Philadelphia. Leo A. Daly, FAIA, will receive the Institute's Edward C. Kemper Award for significant contribution to the Institute and especially for his work on the AIA Task Force on Energy Conservation, while Wendell J. Campbell, AIA, founder and former president of the National Organization for Minority Architects, will receive the Whitney M. Young, Jr., Medal. At its national convention in Philadelphia next month, the Institute will also present AIA Medals to the following: Edmund N. Bacon, FAIA, former executive director of the Philadelphia City Planning Commission; Charles A. Blessing, FAIA, for his drawings in Cities in Perspective; artist Saul Steinberg; James Marston Fitch of Columbia University for his work as teacher, author and critic; Robert Le Ricolais, Hon. FAIA, of the University of Pennsylvania for architectural research; Vincent J. Scully of Yale University for his work as architectural historian; and Gordon Cullen, British artist and author of Townscape. Institutions receiving Medals include the New York City Planning Commission for the establishment of SoHo, a residential quarter for artists, and the Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies of New York City for its research and education programs.

Walter A. Meisen has resigned as assistant commissioner, construction management, Public Buildings Service, to take a position with the architectural and planning firm Daniel Mann Johnson & Mendenhall. According to Nicholas A. Panuzio, PBS Commissioner, Mr. Meisen will be succeeded by a career Federal employee, whom Mr. Panuzio "hopes" will be either an architect or an engineer.

The updated 1976 Dodge/Sweet's Construction Outlook predicts a 12 per cent gain in construction contract value over last year's figure, with a projected total of $102.5 billion. The figure is down somewhat from the 15 per cent gain predicted last October, but nonetheless, say Dodge economists, signals that the long decline in the nonresidential building market may finally have hit bottom. The revised Outlook, published by the McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company, also sees a shift in the composition of nonresidential building, with institutional construction receding, commercial work gaining, and general manufacturing taking up some of the slack produced by declining energy-related construction. Dodge figures for January 1976 construction jumped 25 per cent up from the January 1975 total. In the building categories, nonresidential contracts dropped 17 per cent, to $1,939,053,000, while residential contracts increased 40 per cent for the month, to $2,157,040,000, reflecting gains in single- and multi-family construction.

The NCARB, changing its rules for registration exams, has announced the subject of its 1976 test—correctional institutions—well in advance of examination time. The NCARB Test Guide, available to candidates in midsummer, will include the "mission statement" (program) and a bibliography on correctional institutions. (The Test Guide may be obtained from Architectural Record Books, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020.)

The Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, a National Landmark Building designed by Frank Furness, will open its restored and renovated public spaces in Philadelphia April 24, exactly a hundred years after the building's first opening. The restoration was directed by architect Hyman Myers, a Furness scholar, of the firm Day & Zimmerman.


The National Science Foundation has provided funds to establish the Center for Earth Covered Buildings at the University of Texas, Arlington. The Center will be part of the Center for Energy Policy Studies, directed by Frank L. Moreland, in the Institute of Urban Studies, and will function initially as a clearing-house for information and research on earth-covered buildings.

The New York Landmarks Preservation Commission has named William Lescaze's House and Office a landmark. The building, called by the Commission a "pioneer example" of the International Style, was built in 1933-34. Two other Manhattan buildings were designated landmarks at the same time: the Municipal Asphalt Plant, a parabolic arch designed by Kahn and Jacobs in 1941, and the Rotunda and other interiors of City Hall.
Sweeping changes in the Standards of Professional Ethics will be offered for members' approval at the Philadelphia convention of the American Institute of Architects, May 2-5.

After more than a year of a debate, the AIA Board of Directors last month endorsed, by a 20-15 vote, an Executive Committee draft resolution that would eliminate the ban on advertising by member architects and that would allow member architects to engage in design-build activities. (The prohibition against accepting consideration for a product endorsement would still stand.)

Closely linked to these changes in the ethical code is a provision that would require an architect to be competent in anything he does—that is to say, an architect who undertakes contracting or other nontraditional services should be competent in those fields. Louis de Moll, AIA president, comments, "Competency has not been considered as part of our ethical standards before. That's why some of us feel that this is really an advanced set of standards—though others feel we're letting down the bars."

Asked why the Board is submitting such controversial issues so quickly to this convention, Mr. de Moll in a recent interview said the evidence is strong that the profession is ready at least to discuss these issues.

Of the 34 resolutions submitted by chapters and other Institute components for consideration at the convention, two—one from Pittsburgh, the other from the California Council—call for withdrawal of the ban on advertising, and Pittsburgh also asks for elimination of the ban on design-build practice. Since the convention must deal with these resolutions in any event, says Mr. de Moll, "One reason to go ahead with a Board resolution is to tie it all up in one package."

These issues were, moreover, debated at Grassroots meetings held earlier this year, and members of the AIA Executive Committee perceived a consensus strong enough to prompt a draft resolution for consideration by the Board. Says Mr. de Moll: "The resolution sums up what we think we're hearing, which is difficult to tell because proponents sometimes speak out more loudly than opponents. We did not take a show of hands. We may be wrong. We may find when we get to the convention that there is strong opposition." But he feels that the resolution has a good chance of succeeding.

(Though Mr. de Moll did not labor the point, the Board was conscious that the government has recently taken aim at professional prohibition of advertising—the American Medical Association is defending a Federal Trade Commission suit, and the American Bar Association recently eased its rules in an effort to forestall similar action against the lawyers.)

Opponents of the ethics change say that advertising would demean the profession, and that its cost, furthermore, would add significantly to the architects' overhead. But, says Mr. de Moll, "I don't think there are going to be many firms that will be doing any real advertising."

The chief objection to the design-build resolution is the fear that it would draw great numbers of architects into construction and development work, raising complex conflict-of-interest issues. Mr. de Moll does not think so: "If someone does want to get involved, to have a financial interest in a project, that doesn't mean he's unethical. It also doesn't mean that suddenly somebody's going to get into contracting."

One remedy for conflicts of interest is full disclosure, and the ethical provision does require that an architect involved in any business activity disclose his financial interest to his client or employer.

Discussing the ethics changes, Mr. de Moll says that a major question is, who should AIA represent? "Under current ethical standards, we represent a fairly narrow spectrum of architects who practice in the traditional way. We will brighten the horizon to a broader spectrum of design professionals—although getting new members is not our intention. We may even lose some members who feel strongly on the question."

He goes on to point out that only in the United States and Canada do architectural associations forbid members to engage in design-build activity on the ground of professional conflict of interest.—Charles E. Hamlin.

Wright Prairie house burns in Oak Park

Forest Avenue in Oak Park, Illinois, boasts no fewer than seven Frank Lloyd Wright houses in a three-block stretch, including Wright's own house, plus a Wright garage, plus a number of noteworthy non-Wright houses of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

In January, the Hills house, designed by Wright in 1901 and now owned by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas DeCaro, burned, the fire gutting the third story and causing considerable damage to the second.

The DeCaros have retained architect John Tilton—himself the owner of Wright's Beachy house on Forest Avenue—to restore the house. Because Wright's own 1901 drawings are available in plan and elevation and for interior detail, Tilton's firm will be able to effect the repairs and some remodeling in the spirit of the original.

The cost of repairs on the 19-room house is estimated at $160,000. Tilton was asked to make up the "substantial difference" between this figure and insurance compensation, the DeCaro's neighbors and the Forest Avenue Historic District Association will have a "housewalk" on May 8. Twelve houses along Forest Avenue, including five by Wright, will be open.—Donald Brown, World News, Chicago.

PCI annual awards program honors seven buildings

The Prestressed Concrete Institute single-drew seven buildings in its 13th annual awards program recognizing excellence in architectural and engineering design using precast and prestressed concrete.


Some 1,300 communities across the country with pending applications—and HUD officials—were told by a Federal District Court judge that if the communities want to continue to get their share of HUD's $3-billion community development block grants, they must have a valid plan to provide housing for low-income families.

The decision came on a case in which the city of Hartford, Connecticut, went to court to insist that seven suburban towns were not entitled to some $48 million in HUD block grant money because their housing plans were defective.

HUD was brought into the case for waiving a requirement of the law that the suburbs must, among other requirements, estimate as part of their plan how many low-income families might live in the town if housing were available.

Hartford—and the judge—pointed out that one specific purpose of the 1974 legislation was to de-concentrate low-income families outside the central city. Indeed it had 90 per cent of the poor in its region because there was no housing for them elsewhere. Hartford further said that it did not want to prevent the suburbs from getting their $4.4 million—but that it did want them to come up with a proper number of the law required. HUD officials admitted that they had approved the first-year applications under the new law without being overly sticky on technicalities, in order to get the program under way as quickly as possible. But Housing Secretary Carla Hills also pointed out that some 200 applications for funds had been turned back to the localities because of deficiencies.

Only three towns were actually turned down, however: Bloomfield, New Jersey, Maple Shade Township, New Jersey, and Parma, Ohio. All told, 19 localities went without their first-year block grant entitlements—most of them deciding they would pass up the money rather than plan to bring in low-income families.

The Suburban Action Institute, a civil rights group in the housing field, was jubilant about the Hartford decision: "Opening up the suburbs." Others say that the main effect will be to stiffen HUD's processing of applications from the cities, towns and counties now preparing applications.
Congress ponders perplexities of energy use in buildings

If energy inefficiency in buildings can be outlawed, Congress will surely do it this session. After months of wrestling with the problems of increasing energy supplies, the attention of the lawmakers is turning increasingly to proposals for curbing energy consumption. Attention focuses on energy conservation measures that will assure third of the energy used in the country.

Congress is clogged with proposals and counter-proposals directed at different facets of the energy inefficiency problem. There is little apparent coordination of the efforts, but it seems likely that any proposals could become law by summer.

The measure that probably will have the greatest long-term significance would establish Federal energy efficiency building standards for new houses and buildings. It has the firm endorsement of the Ford Administration, which has won it, and the American Institute of Architects, which has sought and won inclusion of a requirement for the eventual use of performance standards.

Another bill, proposed by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.), is directed at improving energy efficiency in existing buildings. It would offer owners of those structures Federal loan guarantees and subsidized interest rates. While the bill could provide up to $10 billion in loan guarantees, it would never cost the taxpayers more than $140 million annually, Kennedy says, because the loans would be repaid.

The AIA says Kennedy's bill is "an important first step," but feels an energy efficiency retrofit program should be coupled with tax credits as well.

The Administration also favors tax credits, but without loan guarantees. The guarantees program, White House officials say, is "premature." The insulation tax-credit proposal has cleared the House, and the Senate will act on it this spring. Homeowners would be able to deduct a percentage of the costs for energy conservation improvements, up to $500.

And in another assist for homeowners, the Administration is pushing a bill that would provide grants to help low-income and elderly people improve the thermal efficiency of their dwellings.

The Administration stresses that all its proposals for energy conservation in buildings use definitions that include insulating materials to improve the thermal properties of buildings, rather than heating or processing equipment. The Kennedy bill, by contrast, would provide the loan guarantees and subsidized interest rates for a wider range of purchases, including heat pumps and solar collectors.

The smaller scope of the Administration proposal is explained by John A. Hill, Deputy Administrator of the Federal Energy Administration. "We are concerned that a definition that includes such equipment [as heat pumps and solar collectors] will open up our proposals to abuse; outdated and inefficient equipment, which would have been replaced through a normal process of modernization, would be subsidized—and unmerited windfall paid for by the Treasury."

AIA President Louis de Moll has been the most persistent spokesman on energy conservation legislative matters. He won the battle for performance codes that will ensure more design flexibility in the standards bill. Mr. de Moll has now turned his attention to what he calls "quality control" in energy conservation efforts. Specifically, he is asking Congress to make sure that energy audits are not "bureaucratized" by "a professional in the construction field who is licensed by the state."


NCIC elects new officers, expands legislative program

The National Construction Industry Council (NCIC), now one year old, has a new set of officers and intentions of making its feelings known in Federal law-making circles.

The new chairman is Philip Abrams, a past president of the Associated Builders and Contractors, has headed the legislative committee for the 30-member council and intends to increase the council's legislative efforts.

NCIC is composed of trade and professional groups in construction that attempt to speak with a single voice on some construction matters.

Other officers elected at the meeting include G. Paul Jones, Jr., of the Prestressed Concrete Institute as vice chairman, and Samuel M. Torrence of the National Asphalt Pavement Association as secretary-treasurer.

In addition, the council voted to establish an executive committee that will be composed of Mr. Jones and Mr. Torrence, plus two members-at-large. The at-large members will be Arthur J. Fox, Jr., of the American Society of Civil Engineers and Ben M. Hogan of the Associated General Contractors.

In steering the council toward greater legislative involvement, Abrams wants it to begin by fighting changes in worker's compensation laws. If the Congress undertakes to make proposed changes, which would in effect nationalize the program, the NCIC hopes it will also grant immunity against third parties. This includes architects and engineers.

Additionally, Abrams wants the council involved in Congressional changes to the Federal procurement laws. The council delegates turned down his suggestion that he be authorized to hire a legal counsel to help assess, monitor and suggest modifications to the legislation. —William Hickman, World News, Washington.

Manhattan Hyatt Regency proposed for 42nd Street

Developer Donald J. Trump, who a couple of months ago proposed a major convention center for Manhattan (see RECORD, February 1976, page 35), has put forward another proposal for the enrichment of midtown New York—the transformation of the moribund Commodore Hotel into a shiny new Hyatt Regency next door to Grand Central Station. (The Commodore, now losing well over $1 million a month, will be carried $6 million in tax arrears, plans to close its doors next month.)

The development will be the first to take advantage of the city's Business Investment Incentive Policy under its Economic Development Administration.

In a complex procedure designed to offer developers tax relief, the Trump Organization will first buy the Commodore from its present owner, the bankrupt Penn Central Transportation Company, for $10 million and will then sell it to the city for $1, thus removing the property from the tax rolls. The city will thenreleas the property to Trump for 99 years. Rents will increase on a sliding scale, starting at $250,000 annually and finally reaching full tax-rate equivalency (estimated $4.2 million) after 50 years. A "no windfall" provision will give the city a percentage of net profits, and, if the new hotel is successful, the developers may, any return equivalent to taxes well before the 50-year limit.

In addition, the Trump Organization will contribute $250,000 for the improvement of Grand Central, the money to be spent as Trump and the

GAO studies computer-aided building design

The General Accounting Office (GAO), a government "watchdog" arm of the Congress, wants to know more about computer-aided design (CAD) for buildings. Its Office of Logistics and Communications is exploring the benefits, problems and "inhibitors" that might be slowing expansion of the technique.

Louis H. Klotz, GAO's team leader on the project, says, "There appears to be a lack of a central focal point for realizing the potential of CAD and resolving CAD problems in areas such as funding, contracting, implementation, development and research." Klotz worries that some members of the construction team will be unaware of his project and will miss an opportunity to discuss the effort. He invites inquiries at the GAO, Washington, D.C. 20548. He stresses that his probe has nothing to do with GAO's "audit" functions. —William Hickman; World News, Washington.
Marcel Breuer worked with Knoll for a year refining his 1929 design. He signed off May 2, 1975. We're proud to add the MB lounge chair to the Knoll collection.
Brazilian boomtown will build new residential projects

Vitória, capital of the Brazilian state of Espirito Santo, is in the midst of a development boom that is expected to increase its population from its present 450,000 to 1 million by 1980. The expansion has been stimulated by industrial growth and mineral resource development. The Praio do Sul Housing Project is the first of a number of residential projects planned to absorb new population. Designed by architects Vasco de Mello, Roberto Bica, Maria Elizabeth Ramos Peirao and Imre Szolty Magyar, it will occupy landfill areas as far as the available land will be open for parks and playgrounds, the 2,082 residential units will be accommodated in high-rise buildings, which will range from eight to 19 stories to provide variation in the over-all composition. Common facilities, such as the Cultural and Teaching Center, will be located at the center of the project. The developer is Urbe S.A. of Vitória, and the contractor is Formaespace S.A. of Sao Paulo.

UN plans international seminar on the building industry

An intergovernmental seminar, Building for a Sound Environment, will meet October 4-8 in Budapest. The meeting, organized by the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), is the fifth ECE Seminar on the Building Industry. The first of four topics to be taken up by participants will concern the interrelationship between construction, the industrialization of building, and the environment. Questions will include the internal and external environmental performance of buildings and the environmental impact of construction activities, as well as legislation, design and performance criteria. An introductory paper will be read by G. Sebestyen of Hungary and L. Sundborn of Sweden.

The second topic will be the consideration of the sources, the production and the use of traditional building materials—cement, lime, gypsum, bricks, timber, ceramics and stone. The session will take up the problems raised by the exploitation of minerals for building products, as well as those of restoring depleted land. A. Alexan-
This All-weather Crete insulating specialist can assist your design team in planning a completely seamless, insulated roof or plaza system. Licensed applicators apply this unique material in desired thicknesses providing slope to drains. This added thickness also offers greater thermal efficiency resulting in yearly energy and dollar savings.

All-Weather Crete offers a K Factor, better than any other poured roof deck insulation! AWC can be sloped to drains thus preventing dead level roofs or water pockets. Its amazing working properties make it ideal for covering conduit or other roof irregularities! AWC contains no water—can be applied even in freezing weather. A monolithic insulation needing no curing.

Applicator territories are still open. Contact Silbrico Corporation.
Two wrenches...

...is all it takes to erect Amarlite's new CWT-550 reverse pressure wall. And that—plus a lot of other reasons—will save you time, money, and headaches on your next curtain wall job.

The CWT-550 is a low profile, flush exterior curtain wall designed for medium- and high-rise construction. It's a thermally protected energy-conserving system that also reduces potential glass breakage because it permits glass to be set to the front.

CWT-550 can be installed from the interior of a building, project design permitting, and with less manpower spent on installation since there aren't as many parts or sealing conditions.

The high performance standards set by the CWT-550 prove once again that Amarlite doesn't compromise reliability and quality, even when we make things so simple that all it takes is two wrenches...

Call or write today for more information.
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For architectural sightseers at the AIA convention, Philadelphia concentrates noteworthy building within walking distance

Sightseers at the American Institute of Architects' convention in Philadelphia next month will find plenty of architecture to look at. After making their pilgrimages to such patriotic and architectural shrines as Independence Hall and the PSFS Building, visitors can tour the city's many noteworthy new buildings—some of them permanent parts of Philadelphia's cultural and commercial life, some of them temporary structures built especially for the Bicentennial celebration. The Philadelphia Chapter AIA offers this sampling of recent building about which conventioners may feel professional curiosity, most of them conveniently located in the vicinity of either City Hall or Independence Mall. Points of interest we were unable to show here include Mitchell/Giurgola's Penn Mutual Building and INA (but see page 113), Ueland & Junker's Chestnut Street Transitway, and H2L2's Graff house reconstruction.

Penn's Landing Overlook at the end of the long Quay that thrusts into the Delaware River was designed by Murphy Levy Wurman, as were the adjacent Esplanade and a Sculpture Garden on the other side of the Boat Basin from the Quay. Penn's Landing, a 38-acre waterfront development, will comprise offices, apartments and hotels as well as public spaces.

Richardson Dilworth Plaza, designed by Vincent C. Kling & Partners, forms a nexus for Kling's Municipal Services Building, Kling's Penn Center, Kling's Centre Square (see top left corner) and Kling's Fidelity Mutual Life Building.

Louis I. Kahn Memorial Park, part of the Washington Square Park West renewal, was designed by Dagit & Saylor with a grid of trees creating a "cloud of green," per Kahn's imagery.

The "ghost" of Ben Franklin's house, hovering above the original foundation, haunts Venturi and Rauch's Franklin Court. Beneath the garden, a museum contains Franklin memorabilia.

Ueland & Junker designed Mummer's Museum to exhibit the group's famous New Year's parade costumes and to provide social facilities. Tower lights "scintillate" on New Year's Eve.
P-76 Living History Center, adjacent to Independence Mall, will feature an historical documentary film projected on a screen 73 by 90-feet; sound equipment will match these heroic dimensions. The building, designed by Mitchell/Giurgola, houses exhibits and cafes.

A newly founded Liberty Bell, uncracked, will hang in the freestanding belfry of the Visitor Center near Independence Hall. The bell, a Bicentennial gift of the British Government, will be dedicated July 4, 1976. The Cambridge Seven were architects of the exhibition building.

The Liberty Bell Pavilion in Independence Mall was designed by Mitchell/Giurgola as a permanent home for the bell, formerly housed inside Independence Hall. The pavilion, with its lead-coated fascias and granite and oak interiors, provides shelter and exhibits for waiting lines, while glass walls provide a view of the bell for passers-by.

Near City Hall in the downtown central business district, the Philadelphia Center for Older People, a sort of “Y” for the elderly, offers an auditorium, lounges, and studios for arts and crafts, as well as a restaurant. Joe J. Jordan was the architect.

Centre Square, opposite City Hall, comprises two speculative office towers embracing a four-story galleria, all designed by Vincent G. Kling & Partners. The complex gives access to an extensive pedestrian concourse, trains and parking.

City Hall Courtyard, which lies at the geometric center of William Penn’s city plan, is undergoing a $500,000 renovation at the hands of architects Murphy Levy Wurman.

The Marketplace, on the bank of the Schuylkill at the end of Market Street, was converted from an assembly plant. Occupied by architectural and decorator wholesale showrooms, it was designed by architects Levinson Lebowitz & Zaprauskis.
Why only Elkay water coolers can give you all these features

Elkay is constantly looking for new ways to make water coolers more efficient to use—easier and faster to install, adjust and service. Out of this research have come the advanced design features you see above, the combination of which is available to you in no other water cooler. For complete information, write today for free up-to-date literature on Elkay water coolers.
Energetic arguments

ON SITE ON ENERGY, edited by Alison Sky and Michelle Stone; New York, Site, Inc., 1974, 125 pages, illustrations, $6.95 (distributed by Charles Scribner's Sons, and also available by mail from Site, Inc., 61 Greene Street, New York, New York 10012).

Reviewed by Mark Simon

On Site is an annual publication that is trying to relate the environmental arts and architecture. With each issue devoted to a specific topic, the publication is more a series of books than a magazine. On Site on Energy is aimed at a discussion of the energy question from points of view other than purely pragmatic ones. It is composed of more than 30 essays, both written and visual, produced by artists, architects, social scientists and other thinkers. Form and content range widely. It is an important and impressive collection of comments on energy that presents at times terrifying facts or predictions and elsewhere hopeful inspirations. In his introduction, James Wines is troubled by the variation in response to our energy problems: "What emerges from this collective dialogue is a sinister impression, not only of the magnitude of the crisis itself, but of the inability of intelligence to concur on the nature of the questions, much less the answers." The problem is obviously serious and is bound to seem sinister initially, but it is encouraging to find here so many vigorous personal points of view and efforts. The general awareness of the energy crisis has only recently arrived; and general concurrence on solutions so soon would seem blind and scary. Indeed, only a multitude of personal energies will find solutions.

The following is a collage of quotes from On Site on Energy, taken from the various articles; they are thrown at one another, in it is hoped, an inspired way:

Richard G. Stein:
"In those objects from which we demand high performance, there is a perfection and refinement of the object for the task it is expected to perform, and a careful material selection and use that results in an unmistakable esthetic. Examples are abundant. Gliders, concrete dams, racing bicycles, portable tents, sailboats. And yet we tolerate forms in our buildings and cities that perform very badly. There are, in fact, several underlying principles that would fundamentally reshape our buildings and cities, if applied. First is the building of buildings that are more responsive to orientation, to breezes, to sun penetration (or rejection) and to view. Obvious enough. Second, the acknowledgment that the occupants of buildings are individuals with an infinite number of special requirements, preferences, activity patterns and physiological differences. Delivery systems for environmental control must recognize this. Third, the great urban densities of the world's largest cities require substantial and possibly unacceptable per capita energy premiums."

Jeffrey Cook:
"What we might call the 'new energy-conservative environment' is an environment that does more with less. It is based on a time value appraisal of building investment. Thus simultaneously a more stable and permanent architectural design might depend upon large integrated water tank or rock beds for thermal storage, and might also become much more dynamic and variable by the articulation of such movable elements as roof covers and wall shutters. Overhangs, pergolas and reflecting surfaces enliven thermal conditioning as well as visual environment. Architectural elements have purpose. Visual stimulation has energy meaning."

Denise Scott Brown:
"My fear is that architects will not meet the present crisis realistically, but will use it as an excuse for a new wave of authoritarian declaraions on how people should live, a new set of unrealistically defined 'problems' and a new spate of expressionistic, pseudo-technological architectural gimmicks."

Alan H. Balfour:
"Corporations survive by selling more and more of something in order to grow. The problem with solar energy is that unlike oil and gas it cannot be wrapped up in a bottle and sold. The stuff itself, at least for the present, is free. What then must capitalism do with it? Ways are devised to create proprietary and costly applications of high technology, and there is in the process of conversion a need to satisfy return on investment which far outweighs the need to supply the energy in the most appropriate general form. The consumer is forced to pay not for the converted energy, but for the supposed research, risk and profit by the manufacturer."

Percival Goodman:
"We have all heard 'less is more,' which speaks for an esthetic dogma whose aim was to have matter give way to spirit. Or 'more with less.' This describes 'ephemeralization,' a theory of miniaturization based on the observation that a technical change is an advance when it requires less material or labor or power input to achieve an equivalent result. It is said that Henry Ford, when deciding between engines of equal performance characteristics always chose the smaller or lighter model. A third phase which my brother and I use is in the form of a question: 'Do you really need it?'"

Hugh Hardy:
"Environmental control is based upon the arrogant assumption that any interior space can be made habitable, whether it is a windowless box four stories below grade, or a greenhouse porch 60 floors above the street. It assumes the virtue of fixed temperature and humidity year round, an engineering ideal only achievable through wasteful energy consumption. We can, however, begin to re-establish the relationship between buildings and their sites, and use this to house an overlapping variety of activities based upon community interest as well as personal gain. We can look upon existing buildings as man-made resources of great value, and irreparable cultural prizes too significant to discard. And, perhaps most important, we can better understand how the economics of re-use will increasingly offer a realistic alternative to demolition and new construction. If not, we will have destroyed an essential link with the past in favor of buildings which limited energy supplies may soon make uninhabitable."

Lewis Mumford:
"Every power-centered civilization has made its imperious conquests of nature and man at the expense of its own continuity, and usually at a sacrifice of its many genuine, long-term benefits. We shall not understand the real nature of the energy crisis unless we realize that it comes from the fact that our historic power systems, by their hostility to organic limitations, have still no means of balancing production against consumption against creativity."

Using the above quotations out of context may be unfair to their authors and arguments. It is hoped that they are not. It is also hoped that they make clearer the qualities of 'On Site on Energy,' a most effective and useful book for anyone concerned with energy.
PLYWOOD PRESENTS THE ARIZONA AILIFT.

What's up in roof systems? Prefabrication is what's up in roof systems. Preframed roof decking by the acre to prefab roofs by the ton. Like this one.
A glulam and plywood hip roof with a heavy timber overhang. The job: Federal Savings and Loan in Mesa, Arizona.
As if a cost-cutting plywood roof system wasn’t enough, architect Peter A. Lendrum Associates and J.R. Porter Construction Company, both of Phoenix, decided to build the roof on the ground, and hoist it into place with two huge cranes.
Why would they build the roof on the ground? Because they could save two weeks construction time and $4,000 to $5,000.
There were other advantages. “Ground-fabrication also allows construction of the building at the same time as roof framing without crew conflict,” said Robert D. Smith of Peter A. Lendrum Associates.
“In addition, a number of trades such as framing and electrical can work simultaneously on the roof at ground level.”
Electrical wiring was installed on the ground and so was the air conditioning system, which eliminated a lot of the up-and-down movement in roof construction.
A 60-TON ROOF IDEA THAT SAVED TWO WEEKS.

"By fabricating on the ground, we eliminated scaffolding, which increases worker safety and decreases material handling," said Smith.

After the corner of the roof sections were sheathed with APA grade-trademarked plywood to keep the sections in square, the airlift was ready. Two huge cranes were used, one with a 125-ton capacity, and the other—Arizona's largest—at 150 tons, to lift the two 30-ton roof sections into place at the same time.

Structural engineers Magadini-Alagia Associates of Phoenix played a vital role in making sure the roof could withstand the rigors of crane erection. Once in place, the plywood roof sheathing was completed, covered with roofing felt and finished off with flat clay roofing tile. The system: glulam beams (6¾ x 21 inches) placed on 8-foot centers with bolted bent plate and hanger connections. Intermediate framing consists of 2 x 6's 24 inches o.c.

Roof sheathing was half-inch STRUCTURAL I C-D plywood. There are two essentials in building a big roof on the ground, according to the architects.

(1) Construction has to be precise to insure the proper alignment of supports and beams. (2) Good schedule coordination is important in construction.

Overall, the idea worked so well that the architects plan to use it in the future whenever possible.

The Arizona Airlift. Just another way plywood systems and Yankee ingenuity can cut roof costs in 1976.

Send the coupon for more ideas.
The Chester pool wall. Self-supporting. Structurally stable. Incorporating an extrusion forming all circulation and overflow ducts. The beginning of a totally engineered pool system, low in maintenance, free of repair. The Chester system — pool, filtration tank, piping between. All aluminum. Chester ... the single source, single responsibility pool package ... designed, fabricated, and constructed by the builders with over 20 years of proven performance ... backed by a comprehensive 5 year warranty. See Sweets architectural file 13.22 Ch. Case histories are available for study which may parallel your present situation.
EVERYTHING YOU WANT
IN HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS

• Design Freedom
• High Performance
• Rugged Dependability
• Attractive Pricing
• Complete Engineering and Estimating Services
• Factory-Supervised Maintenance

CALL OR WRITE FOR SPECIFICS
ESCO
P. O. BOX 455 • FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76101
817 332-7655
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EVERYTHING ARCHITECTS HAVE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT ACRILAN® 2000 + CARPETS. BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK.

Dear Monsanto:
Yes, I’m an architect, and I’m not afraid to ask about Acrilan 2000 + Carpets. So send me the straight line facts on Acrilan 2000 + carpet specification. And, just in case I need some assistance, tell me how I can get it.

NAME ____________________________
FIRM ______________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______
Monsanto Textile Company
320 Interstate North Parkway Atlanta, Georgia 30339
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Everything you need to know about fire protection,
in one place!

Just published — new 14th edition of NFPA’s Fire Protection Handbook, world’s most complete and authoritative encyclopedia on fire protection. Updated and expanded with all the latest facts on fire safety in a new, easy-to-read format. Answers to all questions on every aspect of fire protection.

• 1,296 enlarged 8½” X 11” pages.
• 131 fact-filled chapters
• 50-page subject index for easy reference
• 790 illustrations, photographs and diagrams

NFPA’s new Fire Protection Handbook includes essential information for chiefs, industrial, commercial, institutional and health care, safety directors, architects, engineers, builders, inspectors, insurance underwriters — anybody concerned with fire hazards.

Be first to own a copy of this latest edition.

National Fire Protection Association
470 Atlantic Avenue, Dept. H07
Boston, Massachusetts 02210
(617) 482-8755

Mail to:
National Fire Protection Association
Publications Sales Dept. H07
470 Atlantic Ave., Boston Mass. 02210

I enclose my check for $ ________ Send me ________ copy(s) of the new 14th edition of The Fire Protection Handbook @ $43.50 each, No. FPH1476.

□ Bill me

Name ______________________________
Address ____________________________
City ___________________ State ______ Zip ______

(Write for discounts on orders for 12 copies and over)
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Alkco designs:
a new group of indestructible lighting fixtures for prisons.

Designed to withstand the high-abuse rigors of prison conditions. New designs include: wall fluorescents for cell task lighting; ceiling fluorescents for corridors, offices & vestibules; ceiling incandescents for hallways & shower stalls; wall incandescents for over cell basins & surface exit signs ... all with heavy-duty vandal-proof & tamper-proof detailing. Alkco designs ... with you in mind!

Inquiries for illustrated catalog handled promptly.

Alkco Manufacturing Co., 4224 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, IL 60618
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We just wrote the book on cedar shake & shingle panels.

It's yours for the asking... Just write us.

Shakertown Panels
P.O. Box 400 A
Winlock, WA 98596
In Canada: Bestwood Industries, Ltd., Box 2042, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3R6
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Fidelity

from DESIGN GROUP I

Leathers and woodgrains in Design Group I feature patterns in painstaking detail. Look like the real thing. It's the fashionable way to get the expensively luxurious look — on a realistic budget.

We'd like you to take a look at the entire Design Group I line — a dazzling illustration of Wilson Art's leadership. In addition to leathers and woodgrains, you'll see solid colors, marbles, slates and patterns. Design Group I — the most exciting collection of laminated plastic from 1976's design leader, Wilson Art.

Contact your Wilson Art representative. You'll like what you see.
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Tomorrow's design innovations today

WILSON ART BRAND LAMINATED PLASTIC

Copyright © 1976, Ralph Wilson Plastics Co., Temple, Texas

Wilson Art — manufacturers of Wilson Art high-pressure laminated plastics — Chem-Surf, Tul-Surf, Dor-Surf, Metallic Laminates, Wilsonwall and adhesives.
A preliminary frame analysis, conducted by Bethlehem's Sales Engineering Buildings Group, helped the architects of First Federal Plaza Bank building in Rochester, N.Y., to achieve optimum framing economy.

At the outset of the building’s design, a concrete core was considered. But the preliminary framing analysis, requested by the project’s structural engineers, Rupley Bahler Blake, showed a steel core would provide significant savings.

John Goodman of the consulting engineers says, “The structure was designed in steel with four wind bents in each direction. Two are located at the exterior face of the tower and two at the interior face of the core.”

These rigid bents are used to resist the horizontal force of the wind. Because of the spacing of the columns within the two interior bents, vertical X-bracing was needed in two of the bays in each bent to limit total sidesway at the tower roof to five inches.

A control joint, surrounding the tower and low rise, isolates the tower so that low-rise columns will not have to resist tower movements, Mr. Goodman said. At each of the tower’s exterior columns there is a second column supporting the two levels of the low rise. These double columns are joined to a common concrete pier below the plaza.

Bethlehem Steel provided 3,050 tons of structural shapes and 40 tons of high-strength bolts for the building frame. The floor system is lightweight concrete slab on steel deck.

Early involvement helpful. Our preliminary framing analysis program can be most beneficial to you and your client if the study is conducted before finalization of architectural parameters. This way, our Buildings Group and your structural engineer can develop an optimum frame design with minimum restrictions.

We’ll be happy to tell you more about our preliminary framing analysis program along with the other technical and advisory services we can offer. Just ask for the sales engineer at the Bethlehem Sales Office nearest you. Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 18016.
Architect's rendering depicts the First Federal Savings and Loan office building in Rochester, N.Y. When completed in late 1976, the structure will feature a revolving roof-top restaurant, an outside glass-enclosed elevator, and a mirror exterior which will reflect the surrounding community.

Phone:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>(404) 522-4918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>(301) 685-5700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>(617) 267-2111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>(716) 856-2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>(312) 664-5422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>(513) 381-6440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>(216) 696-1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>(313) 336-5500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>(713) 224-5311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Los Angeles (213) 726-0611  New Haven (203) 865-0833  New York (212) 688-5522  Philadelphia (215) 561-1100  Pittsburgh (412) 281-5900  St. Louis (314) 725-4500  San Francisco (415) 981-2121  Seattle (206) 265-2200  Ask for Sales Engineer

Architectural building description

Rising twenty-one stories on the west bank of the Genesee River, the $20-million First Federal Plaza adds its unique statement to the skyline of Rochester, New York. It acts as a terminal at the south end of the attractive Genesee Crossroads Park. With its completion, it will make this park accessible to pedestrians from Main Street, one of the main arteries across the City. The project site is located within one of Rochester’s Urban Renewal Districts.

With more than a dozen easements, it created a structural and architectural challenge. Adequate access to the park from Main Street was one of the main concerns to the architects, Corgan & Balestiere, P.C., of Rochester. To accommodate this, almost one third of the site would have to be dedicated as park access. This turned out to be impossible since the remaining space would not have been adequate for placing a high-rise building, or it would have been 30 ft of a six-story building to the west of the site. To provide the desired leasing area and maintain adequate access to the park from Main Street, the architect provided a covered arcade on the Plaza level with parking below and second floor overhang above.

In order to retain unobstructed views from the neighboring buildings to the west and the lower tower floors, the architect rotated the tower 45 degrees to Main Street. Contributing to this strong design solution are the diagonal shapes in the park to the north and a Y-shaped pedestrian bridge across the river.

The exterior of the two story base will be clad with precast concrete with tan aggregate, and glass.

The tower skin consists of bronze reflective insulating glass with matching spandrel sections. The skin is interrupted every three floors by a recessed colored band that matches the curtain wall mullions and extends to support the precast concrete shaft that contains an exterior glass-enclosed elevator cab. A circular revolving restaurant cantilevers above the nineteen-story tower, separated by a mechanical floor.

The reflective insulated mirror exterior is more than an aesthetic item, says Richard Cott, representative for First Federal. "It has great energy saving qualities. This glass reduces the amount of heat transmission by two-thirds. Thus, there is much less heat loss in the winter and much less heat gain in the summer."
When Charles Eames designed this chair in 1956, he demonstrated his ability to achieve a unique solution, which even when repeated, continued to be unique. Today, one of these chairs sits in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art.

In total, over one hundred thousand Eames Lounge Chairs have been made, each with the same exacting standard of quality as the original. But our story doesn't stop here.

Besides producing the classic Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman, we're also producing other Eames chairs for other requirements. From office to airport to institution.

Each Eames Chair is still produced one at a time to be one of a kind.

For more information contact your Herman Miller Dealer, or write or phone: The Herman Miller Sales Aid Center, 616 772 9585, Zeeland, Michigan 49464.
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herman miller
1. STANDARD PRECAST PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SHAPES SAVE TIME AND MONEY AT THE JOB SITE.
answer to your need for speed economy in quality construction!

(2) HERE'S HOW THEY DO IT:

TAKE, FOR EXAMPLE, THE DOUBLE TEE... IN ONE, MONOLITHIC PIECE YOU GET TWO BEAMS... AND A FLOOR... MANUFACTURED WITH MASS PRODUCTION ECONOMY IN A NEARBY PLANT WHILE EXCAVATION AND FOUNDATION WORK PROCEEDS AT THE SITE. IN ALMOST ALL INSTANCES, UNITS ARE ERECTED DIRECTLY FROM TRUCK TO STRUCTURE WITHOUT STOCKPILING OR REHANDLING AT THE SITE.

BECAUSE THE BEAM AND THE FLOOR GO INTO PLACE IN ONE QUICK, SIMPLE OPERATION, THE TRADES CAN FOLLOW IMMEDIATELY!

EACH PRECAST SHAPE BRINGS ITS OWN SIGNIFICANT SPEED AND COST SAVINGS ADVANTAGES!

SEND FOR OUR "SPEED AND ECONOMY IN CONSTRUCTION" FOLDER

ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST CONCRETE and PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
Right on the plumbing center line. That’s what makes it so slim and straight. So unobtrusive . . . so regal.

Sloan’s Slimline BPW-1000 is the only bedpan washer to center on the fixture. Simple connections provide a permanent, rigid installation at modest cost.

The Sloan Slimline Bedpan Washer is ready for use at all times. Simply pivot the spray arm down and operate the flush valve. Sloan’s double-action simultaneously cleans the bedpan and flushes the fixture. No more messy hose spray to operate and leave dripping.

Eliminating the expensive installation of a hose spray bedpan washer with its separate pedal valves, etc., the Sloan Slimline Bedpan Washer saves both time and money.

For nearly 70 years Sloan has led the way in flush valve design. Now in this modern, economical health care device, Sloan is right on with a quality product which in a few short months has already received tremendous acceptance.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
10500 SEYMOUR AVENUE • FRANKLIN PARK, ILLINOIS 60131
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In Norfolk's Skyline:

A decade of Ceco formwork

Contractors and owners coast to coast save on forming costs with Ceco services

Impressive architecture in concrete is adding excitement to Norfolk's modern, growing skyline. These four projects are typical of Ceco's concrete formwork in Norfolk over the past decade.

With Ceco services you get simplicity, speed and reliability.

- And a firm contract price that represents cost savings to contractors and project owners.
- And performance by formwork specialists who take pride in getting the job done right.

Ceco offers economical and time-saving formwork for rib-slabs, waffle-slabs, flat-slabs, columns and beams. Services are nationwide on a local basis. For more facts, please see Sweet's or contact your nearest Ceco office.

1. Virginia National Bank Building (1965)
   Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, architects
   Williams and Tazewell & Associates, architects
   Weiskopf & Pickworth, structural engineers
   Basic Construction Co., contractors

2. United Virginia-Seaboard Bank Building (1968)
   Vlastimil Koubek, architect
   Baskam & Chester, structural engineers
   Thornton Construction Co., contractors
   L. J. Martone and Associates, concrete contractors

3. I.C.C. Office Building (1975)
   Toombe, Amisano & Wells, architects
   Harald Nielsen & Associates, Inc., structural engineers
   Batson-Cook Co., contractors

4. First Virginia Bank Building (1975)
   Dudley, Morissette, Cederquist & Associates, architects & engineers
   Basic Construction Co., contractors
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He won't make you pay a penny for lighting...

but can he run a drill press?

This guy does some of his best work in the dark. So an entire work force of his kind could bring the light bill for your plant down to almost nothing.

But the kind of work your factory may require — operating machines, performing precise assembly — takes skilled people. And people need adequate light to do their jobs right.

GE has a way to let your company provide the good lighting your workers need to keep productivity, morale and safety high. Yet keep consumption of critical energy reasonable and lighting costs cut to the bone.

GE Lucalox® high pressure sodium lamps give you more usable light for every watt of energy you pay for — deliver more than twice the light to work areas than comparable mercury light sources. Which means that if your people need more light to do their work faster, more efficiently and more accurately, to help lower your total business costs, you can provide them twice the light of mercury lamps with Lucalox lighting... at virtually no increase in power costs!

Or, if your work area lighting is currently adequate, you can lower the cost of that lighting by replacing existing 1000-watt mercury lamps, for example, with 400-watt Lucalox lamps — and get about the same amount of light, while saving the energy costs of around 600 watts on every lamp.

So suit yourself. Either way, you can cut your costs without cutting your light with General Electric Lucalox lamps. From the most complete line of high pressure sodium lamps in the world — from 70 to 1000 watts. From the people who invented the Lucalox lamp and have 10 years of experience in making and delivering it. General Electric, Dept. 602, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112.
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Cut the cost, not the light.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Who does skylighting for shops and shopping centers more ways than anybody?

Create the skylight of your wildest dreams—any shape; single, double or triple glazed; any glazing material; any painted or hard-coat finish.

If it can be made, IBG can make it. Even if no one else will try.

ROPER IBG means skylighting versatility.

We’ll be glad to share our experience with you. Give us a call.

In the U.S.A. contact Ray Miller, Box 100, Wheeling, Ill. 60090 (312) 634-3131.

In Canada contact Stan Kenny, Box 2000, LOR 1BO, 90 Bartlett Road, Beamsville, Ontario. (416) 563-8276.
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For other countries contact G. Schultz, IBG International, Box 100 Wheeling, Ill. 60090 (312) 634-3131.

See our catalogs in the Sweet’s file. To get your personal set of our catalogs use the card number below.
We tested theatre seats against fire. Neoprene cushioning foam performed best.

We conducted three burn tests at Factory Mutual's Test Center. In each test we used seven theatre chairs in an environment intended to simulate that found in a typical theatre or public auditorium. Our fuel source in each case was typical theatre trash—popcorn boxes, drink cartons, cups and napkins—placed under the center chair. As the photographs above show, there was considerably less flame damage among the chairs cushioned with deep foam of Du Pont Neoprene than among those cushioned with other common cushioning foams.

The Test Chairs
Test #1 used cushions of Neoprene deep foam. Test #2 used cushions of high resiliency (HR) polyurethane foam containing flame retardants. The chairs in these two tests were otherwise identical, with upholstery fabric and plastic seat backs containing flame retardants.

Test #3 was conducted with a standard type polyurethane cushioning foam in chairs with untreated components.

Smoke Obscuration
During each test, light obscuration by smoke was measured by photo cells six feet from the floor. Data gathered show the chairs cushioned with Neoprene produced less total smoke because only one chair was consumed by the fire.

Combine the results of these tests with the resilience and comfort of Neoprene foam, and it's easy to see why this versatile, durable material has been widely specified wherever public safety is at a premium.

For complete test data, plus information on suppliers of Neoprene foam cushions or finished seats, write: Du Pont Company, Room 24402C, Wilmington, DE 19898.

Cushioning Foam of DuPont Neoprene
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The small firm is alive and well, and furthermore....

Firm size and design quality seem difficult to separate, as we discovered when we sent a purposely exaggerated prediction on the future of small firms (given at the top of subsequent pages) to architects who represent both extremes of the firm size scale. We did not attempt to weight any argument for or against a particular firm size, however, and hope that the remarks you read on the next three pages help to stimulate further discussion among our readers on this question of firm size...and design quality.

Question an architect on the future of small-to-medium-size practice, and you will find, as we did most recently, that feel that only the firm size, and in the preference of clients for their unique capabilities: personal service and quality design.

This is the opinion of an informal survey conducted by RECORD into some issues affecting future practice. The small firm's future is one of these issues.

Why this confidence in the small firm, whose moral supporters include the founders and leaders of the country's largest firms? Part of the answer may be that no matter how large a business his practice may be, every architect perceives that the profession's design and service aspects are protected in the small firm. Consider the summation of TAC's John Harkness: "Architecture treads a delicate line, being part art and part business. I believe business tends toward bigness, artistic creation does not. The challenge for the architectural firm of the future is to solve this apparent conflict so as to produce artistic buildings in a business-like manner."

Obviously artistic buildings can be produced in a business-like manner, but most of the architects we queried feel that only the small firm is capable of consistently good design. Says Robert Marquis of Marquis Associates, "...the extremely large firm cannot, with rare exceptions, produce significant and creative architecture." He is not alone in this assessment.

In listing the advantages—and there are advantages—of large firms, few heads of such organizations stress design. "The action is going on in firms, it's not going on in the individual spot," says Thomas Bullock, president of CRS Design Associates, the parent company of Caudill Rowlett Scott Inc., a 300-person office. He defends the small practitioner, but advocates AIA being a "firm" organization rather than a "member" one. "In today's world, inflationary pressures are such that clients are more interested in process, in reliability and responsible services than they are in just design." But about design, he says "I still think we're in the design business, and I still think we're shooting for quality."

In posing this question about firm size, we did not try to polarize thought, or, in the words of one architect, set up a David and Goliath situation. We did hope to prompt argument in the finest sense. A decision on how to practice architecture, for almost every architect, invariably leads to size of the practice. Those who feel that architecture is individual creation will probably not see themselves in a large corporation. Others, like Tom Bullock, see architecture as more than just design and want the profession to accommodate—if not welcome—the mavericks: "I had a desire and interest and ability to do something else better than design, and that something else architects have gone down the line there are some guys in management who should be in design, and there are some in design who should be getting into management.”

The profession—in talking here about firm size—is still concerned with design quality, an issue that ranked number one in the August 1974 Case and Company study for AIA, "Survey of the Membership.” (Incidentally, the same study said that a substantial proportion of the AIA members are practicing their profession in the same small scale as in the past.) The following statements from architects—representing firms of varied sizes—reveal that much of the profession believes that design still has a strong appeal for clients, and that local needs remain the staple of local architects.

The question of size is basic in architectural practice. We feel this presentation of views—opinions, and not conclusions—is an appropriate introduction to our effort this year to stimulate thoughtful dialogue on the future of the profession. No one opinion is right, of course, and every architect's way of practicing must be a matter of personal choice. However, any reasonable person can change his mind, and if the arguments we initiate help change the profession for the better, then fine. We hope this is the result. In later issues, look for these subjects: the large firm; problems of non-traditional practices; ethics.

—Charles Hamlin

continued on page 67
If you specify any computer floor but aluminum, it's a bad compromise!

Truth is that in 1956 when the need for raised flooring in computer rooms became apparent (with function the chief design criteria) a stringerless floor made up of pedestal mounted die-cast aluminum panels was the choice. That's how the Floating Floor System was developed. Since then, Floating Floors® have been providing trouble-free service in thousands of computer rooms.

Stringerless design makes Floating Floors the only true infinite access floor system. Male and female locking devices, at four corners of each floor panel, provide the highest lateral stability. In fact, Floating Floors meet Federal specifications for seismographic zone P3 (San Francisco).

The sad truth is that in order to compete with Floating Floors, other manufacturers have had to promote floor systems of inferior materials and design such as stringer-supported wood and steel. While costing a little less initially, these other floor systems can represent a very bad investment over the long term.

Computer downtime due to electrostatic build-up or magnetic dust may result from one of these wood or steel stringer-supported floors. Costly delays are often caused by the inconvenience of working under stringers, or disassembling and re-assembling them.

Floating Floors on the other hand have proven to be problem-free even after as many as 20 years of service. Monolithic construction with aluminum ensures dissipation of static electricity. And since aluminum is non-magnetic and does not require painting, iron rust and paint flakes are not present to enter the air and interfere with computer operation. Aluminum will not of course rust, warp or burn.

The Floating Floor system is designed to meet future expansions and changes. Components can be easily changed around since precision die cast and milled aluminum floor panels ensure a uniformity in size (machined to +.005 — .000) not found in hand assembled products. And there is plenty of strength for the installation of new equipment.

In fact, the overall quality of Floating Floors is so good that we are able to give a FIVE YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE AND BUY-BACK PROGRAM with every floor installed.

For more complete information refer to Floating Floors bulletin 10.27 FL as shown in SWEETS under Specialties — Access Flooring. Call us for assistance.

FLOATING FLOORS, INC.
6955 Wales Road, Toledo, Ohio 43619
Tel: (419) 666-8750
IN CANADA: Bruce (EDP) Services Ltd.
3650 Weston Rd.
Weston, Ontario
Tel: (416) 741-0854

FLOATING FLOORS, INC.
Available World-wide from Licensees and Distributors • Installations Coast to Coast
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"A firm has to be big, on the order of 150 employees or more, because it's unlikely that the one-man shop is going to be able to make an impact on the world of construction. We will see more and more mergers of smaller firms into larger ones, with the very possible result that by the century's end, most—if not all—of the country's architectural services will be provided by perhaps only 20 firms."

True or false?
NOW—A BETTER WAY TO FASTEN ROOF INSULATION TO METAL DECKS

GREFCO'S perma-fastner system

Holds better—saves bitumen. Specially designed, patented screws hold the board to the deck in a vise-like grip, without any adhesive—hot or cold. Strong 3" x 3" steel distribution plates—not tin tabs—secure the board firmly. No damage to the insulation or felt. The self-drilling, self-tapping Perma-Fastner screws completely fill the holes they make in the deck.

Use over the entire roof—not just the perimeter. One Perma-Fastner every 4 sq. feet locks any type of board tightly without adhesive. Secures the entire area with only half the number of fasteners needed by other techniques which employ nails or clips. With the Perma-Fastner system there are no protruding edges to tear the BUR or insulation.

Perma-Fastner system is FM and UL approved. Specify Perma-Fastner for positive protection against wind uplift, vibration and construction movement.
professionals are the ties programming; rehabilitation of size per se.

In the Northeast (excluding offshore clients), the viability of a professional organization is currently founded in diversity, flexibility, capability to respond, accountability and hard work. Older, more established firms and single specialty firms have been badly eroded by today's conditions of practice. I do not see these circumstances changing in the foreseeable future, and thus a unique opportunity for certain organizations has been presented.

The diversity to which I subscribe is not architectural, but rather broadly in the design profession. We like the analogy of a full-service law firm, in which wills and trusts are valued not less than mutual funds and real estate, and where it is expected that the best professionals will be leaders in their respective fields. Diversity in a design firm could encompass a mix of activities that include urban design and planning; facilities programming; rehabilitation, restoration, adaptive re-use, retrofitting; interior planning and design; furniture and furnishings; and graphics, as well as a variety of technical consultant capabilities.

The increasing demand for skills and services related to existing buildings and their environments (which come in a delightful diversity of condition, age, shape, size, character and use) has a particular relevance to the question of size and viability in practice. In a sense it is a related, but markedly different practice, and one in which we believe that the smaller firm has a distinct advantage.

Long before the century's end, in fact in the relatively near future, I expect that major forces outside of the control of the industry will create what would seem to most architects an entirely new ball game. All of us should probably prepare for (and some will welcome) open-price competition for services; our pious statements supporting the consumer will be sorely tested by our freedom (or necessity) to advertise. It looks like an interesting future, and I wouldn't miss it. Would you?

**EVANS WOOLLEN**

Woollen Associates
Indiana, Indiana
Firm size: 15

I would not expect that we will be down to 20 firms by the year 2000. So far, I think there is a reasonably bright future for a good firm in the area of 25 persons. At this size it is still possible to know what everybody in the firm is doing. Clients are beginning to realize that by and large they are served by a limited number of people. They are becoming more interested in the quality of the team with which they will work rather than the number of totally separate teams that are only incidentally housed under one roof. When the principals themselves are closely involved in the team (as they are unlikely to be in the very big firm), there is a commitment that benefits the client.

**HUGH HARDY**

Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates
New York, New York
Firm size: 30

Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates consists of three principals, two associates, 17 architects, and a variety of support and clerical personnel. Since the basis for design is based on collaboration in which the three principals are always involved, we have chosen to limit the size of our organization, and to carefully select the type and number of the jobs undertaken at any one time.

**LEN R. WITKE**

Brust-Zimmerman, Inc.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Firm size: 45

The impact that an architectural firm makes on the world of construction may be due to quantity rather than quality; i.e., the more employees, the more work handled, the greater number of persons who see the products. There is no reason, if good architectural critics remain, that a single architect having a valid solution to a common construction need cannot have the same impact as a firm of greater size.

Society will continue to demand the production model solutions to many of their needs including certain buildings, and it is my belief that architecture may be moving in that direction. Nonetheless, this does not mean that all answers come in neat, pre-designed packages. There will remain the critics whose search for quality will be answered by a variety of firms. Some will consist of many, but most certainly there will be others consisting of lesser numbers who can perform and who can provide for the contemporary needs of our society.

**BRADFORD PERKINS**

Llewelyn-Davies Associates
New York, New York
Firm size: 24

There is no evidence that the small- or medium-sized firm is even dying—much less dead. The statement—that by the year 2000 most or all architectural services will be provided by as few as 20 firms—ignores the strong factors that have made ours a fragmented profession.
Arched doorways; entrances to exotic shops.

Here, strong double doors are controlled by Rixson 28 closers... fully concealed to preserve the mystical allure of Moroccan architectural design... durable floor closers to assure long-life economy with minimum maintenance.

**RIXSON-FIREMARK, INC.**

9100 W. Belmont Ave., Franklin Park, IL 60131  In Canada: Rixson-Firemark (Can.) Ltd.
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The Moroccan Village—BUSCH GARDENS, Tampa, Florida

Architect: Peckham-Guyton, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri

Hardware Dealer: Taylor & Cotton Inc., Tampa

---

**Moroccan Mistique**

No. 28 Floor Closers

Exceptional control for center hung, single-acting doors.
by dollar volume. Volume by number of jobs will continue to be widely spread among smaller- and medium-sized firms.

Big firms don't get bigger by swallowing little firms; they grow by adding personnel. In our area, the number of people who leave the large firms to start their own practice or join in other small firms has, over the last 10 years, exceeded the number added by the larger firms.

LAWRENCE B. PERKINS, SR.
Perkins & Will
Chicago, Illinois
Firm size: 350

Bilge!
"Die Baeume wachsen nicht auf den Himmel" which means "The trees do not grow to the sky." The profession exists to provide concerned personal service on projects ranging from porches to palaces. The very large office cannot—repeat—cannot fill out the program for the small church before the overhead has overtaken the gross fee. Can you imagine the school board of Dryden, New York, asking on bended knee for a big firm to handle a six-classroom addition to the regional high school? Any of several Ithaca (nearby) architects could serve them better and make a living.

MICHAEL E. PLUNKETT
Lane + Knorr + Plunkett
Anchorage, Alaska
Firm size: 13

I agree that architectural firms are going to continue to grow larger and mergers are going to be commonplace. So long as there is respect for design talent, conscientious concern for professional service and concern for cost, there will always be room for the small firm. The problem will be that in order to survive as a small firm the principals and key personnel will have to have a great deal of formal education, experience, business sense and just pure talent. If the architectural profession is anything like the accountants, more of the country's architectural service will be provided by fewer national firms. Progressive design will still be produced by small firms. This will be the only way they can stay alive.

JAMES SCHMITT
Felbes and Schmitt Architects
Schenectady, New York
Firm size: 4

In the American automotive industry, the Dodges, Huppmobiles, Oldsmobiles, Pontiacs, Fords, Cords, et al merged or dropped out. The industry developed literally from a carriage trade product to one enabling the masses to be individually mobile. The architect too served the wealthy as individuals whereas he now is charged with the task of housing all the activities of the masses.

One might be inclined to continue the parallel to its logical conclusion that architectural firms too will eventually merge or drop out. But such an inference will prove wrong. In spite of big business's super industrialization, massive corporate power and technological superiority, small business is still the backbone of America. Why? Because innovation can more easily flourish there and it can more easily and quickly adapt to the changing market. Small architectural firms respond directly to solving the day-to-day human problems.

Sitting through a solar energy seminar recently, I was struck by the familiar fact that each time energy is transferred or exchanged some is lost. Thoughts are the energy of the mind and they are susceptible to such a loss. Maximum efficiency of communication is a one-to-one conversation. Long live the small practitioner—and he will!

W. C. MUCHOW
Muchow Associates, Architects
Denver, Colorado
Firm size: 20

The factors that determine the size of an office, or project team, are: a) The size and scope of a particular project, and b) The most efficient method of producing the required service. There is a direct relationship between project size and the numbers of people it takes to produce it. So long as there are small projects, there should be a need for small offices or teams.

Large and small offices both have their strong and weak points. It is not as though it were a one way street. We continually hear expressed a desire for a more personal and human society. This can only result from a fragmenting of bigness.

SAMUEL CROTHERS, III
Chappelle and Crothers Associates
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Firm size: 9

This is a provocative but unreasonable statement. No over-all economic or governmental structure is ever going to do away with the medium-sized project. True, a large firm can be partitioned to handle small projects, too, with a series of studios and studio heads, but there are still organizations, schools, banks, that still cherish or value the style that might come from a creative, small practice, particularly in the case where the style might be generated by one person.

Certainly one-man shops will become fewer and fewer, and the large firms will increase, but the fine, jewel-like, beautifully studied and conceived solutions to projects, which one talented architect can encompass within his mind, will still be demanded by clients with taste and standards who cannot be satisfied by a large, impersonal firm. In most of the RECORD's statement there is the inference that, because a firm has an individualistic approach to design, it will be poorly organized. What many of the medium- and small-sized firms need is much better management, where the business of the firm is guided by a businessman, and where the design of a firm is guided by a designer. The complex and technical aspects of architecture can no longer be dealt with by flamboyant, social, lovable, "seat-of-the-pants" architects—but there should be even more opportunity for the competent, well-trained, sensitive architect guiding a small-to medium-sized firm, solving problems scaled to his practice.

JOHN E. BALDWIN
John Baldwin & Associates
Brunswick, Georgia
Firm size: 13

I do not find the statement inevitable, though there is a trend in some areas toward this end. I sincerely feel the one-man shop is a must if architecture is to survive. I compare the one-man shop in the same manner as the general practitioner who still makes house calls. I truly see a need to return to more one-man shops, where the architect relates directly with a client for a personal solution.
Construction Budget Analysis

it's an economical service that provides budgetary building construction costs, within hours.

for only $20 per building
By calling (609) 921-6500

Now, it is much easier for architects, engineers, developers and owners to determine preliminary figures for new construction costs, anywhere in the U.S.

It's called CONSTRUCTION BUDGET ANALYSIS, a new service of Wood & Tower, a construction cost management firm that's been providing cost information for twenty-five years. Here's how simply it works.

Just telephone the Princeton office of Wood & Tower, (609) 921-6500, and ask for a CONSTRUCTION BUDGET ANALYSIS. A specialist will take down the type, size, location and other information about the building you are considering. The information is then processed by Wood & Tower's computer system, by a program which has taken years to develop. It develops a budgetary cost for your contemplated project, by building system, from construction cost information maintained by Wood & Tower. The result is adjusted to reflect current labor rates and material costs for the intended construction location.

Within three hours a Wood & Tower specialist will return your call with the results of your CONSTRUCTION BUDGET ANALYSIS. That same day, you will be mailed a printed cost breakdown of the construction categories which made up the budgetary analysis of your contemplated project. It will be sent along with our invoice for twenty dollars.

There are no contracts or agreements to sign. This entire service is available to you at the low cost of $20 per building.

Next time you need a construction cost analysis of a building under consideration, just telephone for a CONSTRUCTION BUDGET ANALYSIS. We'll do the rest.

WOOD & TOWER
Princeton-Chicago-New York

Our 25th Year of Construction Cost Management and Information Services.
A new look at 1976, and some "good news" for architects

In these extraordinary times when your government can point with pride at the "good news" that the unemployment rate has been brought below eight per cent, or express satisfaction that its policies have finally reduced inflation to something less than a two digit number, there's also a shred of good news for architects. It is this: the long decline in the all-important nonresidential building market may finally have hit bottom.

That's not quite the same kind of good news as learning that your design has taken top honors in a major competition. It's more like having the doctor tell you that it's finally time to take the cast off your leg. Just the same, the way the market for architect's services has been shrinking these past two years, any indication that some change is coming has to be considered "good news"—even if it only means we've at last hit bottom. Hitting bottom is a necessary step to recovery, and recovery is what the recently released First Update of the Dodge/Sweet's Construction Outlook for 1976 is all about.

Right now that recovery is hung up somewhere between stage I and stage Il. Stage I—which covered most of 1975—consists of the early pickup of housing plus some temporary public-works projects which typically come forth at the depth of a recession. By now the thrust of last summer's spurt of highway construction has subsided, and the housing market is pretty much going it alone. Before much longer we can expect to enter stage Il of the construction cycle when the lagging nonresidential building market reinforces the already-established housing upswing. That's what our 1976 Outlook was originally based on—and, with a few modifications, that's what it still anticipates. (Record, November 1975, page 65.)

With the housing recovery clearly on its way, attention is naturally drawn to the other side of the construction business—nonresidential building. And there it's possible to see some signs of turnaround, too. But at the same time, the nonresidential building market is also changing in composition, with institutional building receding as commercial work comes on stronger. (Industrial construction doesn't fit the recovery pattern at all, and has to be treated as a very special case.)

Commercial building already appears to be on the way up. The seasonally-adjusted rate of contracting for stores and other mercantile buildings reached its low point in the first quarter of 1975. The three improved quarters that followed, as well as a strong showing in January, 1976, would seem to bear out the old axiom that there's no better stimulus for retail building than a pickup in housing.

Contracting for office building had also passed its cyclical trough by mid-1975, but after two quarters of meager improvement the prospect for gain in 1976 is still not especially bright. That's because the flow of large office buildings has dwindled to a trickle, and without a few more of these, it's going to be a long, slow recovery in the office building market.

Industrial construction is where the opposing forces of energy and the business cycle have been meeting head on. And unless these two movements are carefully separated, nothing makes much sense here.

Despite the very low rate of capacity utilization in most industries last year, contracting for new manufacturing facilities rose 22 per cent in 1975 to a record $6.8 billion (a revised figure). What pushed industrial construction so irrationally high during the worst months of the recession was an extra layer of $4 billion of petroleum refineries and petrochemical processing plants (half of it in Alaska). Except for the energy industries, contracting for manufacturing plants declined about 25 per cent last year—exactly what you'd expect in a severe recession.

1976, both energy and the business cycle will be heading the other way. As energy-related construction drops back to a more normal level (and that means a drop of a couple of billion dollars in contract value), a recovery of general manufacturing building will take up some—but by no means all—of the slack. Most important, though: the kind of manufacturing construction that involves little, if any opportunity for architecture (energy) will be waning; the kind that does offer a market for good design (general manufacturing) will be coming back.

It's not all "good news" however. The institutional building market, which held up quite well through the worst of the recession of 1974/75, is now starting to sag. Educational and other institutional building, which originates largely with state and local government agencies, has recently begun to show the inevitable effect that the crushing combination of inflation, recession, and Federal budget tightening has on state and local government finances. A lot of this work is being shelved until circumstances improve.

The following table shows the First Update of the 1976 Dodge/Sweet's Construction Outlook:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Types</th>
<th>1975</th>
<th>1976</th>
<th>per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonresidential</td>
<td>actual</td>
<td>forecast</td>
<td>change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offices</td>
<td>$3,959</td>
<td>$4,400</td>
<td>+11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stores, commercial bldgs.</td>
<td>5,371</td>
<td>6,100</td>
<td>+14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>6,828</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>-34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$16,158</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>$5,914</td>
<td>$5,300</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital &amp; health</td>
<td>3,773</td>
<td>4,300</td>
<td>+14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other nonres. bldgs.</td>
<td>6,065</td>
<td>5,900</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$15,752</td>
<td>$15,500</td>
<td>-2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total nonresidential</td>
<td>$31,910</td>
<td>$30,500</td>
<td>-4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>$23,445</td>
<td>$33,100</td>
<td>+30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 &amp; 2 family homes</td>
<td>4,710</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>+38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartments</td>
<td>$30,155</td>
<td>$41,600</td>
<td>+38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total housekeeping</td>
<td>$1,114</td>
<td>$1,300</td>
<td>+17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total nonhousekeeping</td>
<td>$31,269</td>
<td>$42,900</td>
<td>+37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total residential</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
<td>$42,900</td>
<td>+42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbuilding</td>
<td>$8,872</td>
<td>$8,100</td>
<td>-9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highways &amp; bridges</td>
<td>7,453</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>+14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>6,331</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>+15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger &amp; harbor</td>
<td>5,560</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total nonbuilding</td>
<td>$28,416</td>
<td>$29,100</td>
<td>+2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total construction</td>
<td>$91,595</td>
<td>$102,500</td>
<td>+12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge Index (1967=100)</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>+11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| "Good news" "good news" for architects

On balance, the immediate outlook suggests more churning than gaining in nonresidential building markets. But compared to the steady decline of the past two years, this expected "action" (involving the turnaround of commercial building) is an obvious improvement.

George A. Christie, vice president and chief economist
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company
There's only one source for authentic fixture reproductions... the company who made the originals.

Seventy-five, eighty-five, ninety-five years ago, thousands of Welsbach fixtures graced the streets of nearly every major city in America. Today, the same elegant fixtures and classic ornamental poles are available with gas or modern day electrical light sources.

There's the pompous Boulevard perched atop a stately fluted pole right off the streets of Baltimore. And the cheery Coney Island which seems so much at home amid a crowd of happy people. The Independence Square and the Philadelphia are truly colonial with design ancestry dating back to the 1700's. And many more.

To preserve the timeless charm of our richly endowed heritage, go authentic. And there's nothing more authentic than Welsbach.

Welsbach Lighting Products Company, Inc.
3001 E. Madison Street
Baltimore, Md. 21205
(301) 276-4600
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Insights on planning and urban design by "America's greatest urbanist"*

LEWIS MUMFORD
ARCHITECTURE AS A HOME FOR MAN

Lewis Mumford's complete writings for Architectural Record are now collected together in one definitive volume. These 24 important essays span 50 years of the career of America's foremost architectural and social critic, and show the wide scope of concerns that have earned Mumford a unique place among the major thinkers of the 20th century.

Reproduced exactly as they first appeared in the pages of Architectural Record, these influential writings are arranged within one handsomely designed volume into five "mini-books":

- American Architecture Today
- Mass Production and the Modern House
- The Life, the Teachings and the Architecture of Matthew Nowicki
- The Future of the City
- Essays, 1937-1968

The full range of problems now facing America's cities and our built environment as a whole were foreseen by Lewis Mumford long before they became national issues. Mumford's prophetic warnings are now more timely than ever, and the solutions he suggests are just as timely. From mass-produced housing to mass transportation, from urban planning to new towns, from the death of the city to the rise of Megalopolis, the crucial problems of our times are discussed in depth in this one important book.

Architectural Record Books
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Please send me _____ copies of Lewis Mumford: Architecture as a Home for Man at $15.00 each.

Name
Address
City
State Zip
Payment must accompany order.
Insulation is

$1,849,996

Projected cost to heat and cool the 46-acre J.C. Penney warehouse for 20 years with only 15/16-inch Fiberglas roof insulation.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas roof insulation — the only glass fiber roof insulation on the market. Dimensionally stable. Retains thermal value. Easier and less expensive to apply than organic/mineral boards. For over 30 years, the best base for built-up roof decks.

*TM Reg. O.-C.F.*
cheaper than oil

$877,972

Projected cost to heat and cool the 46-acre J.C. Penney warehouse for 20 years with thicker 2 1/4-inch Fiberglas roof insulation.
(After allowing for the added cost of thicker insulation!)

A remarkable savings of $972,024!
With it, architect Paul Slusarev, Project Manager of the massive new J.C. Penney warehouse/office in Lenexa, Kansas, is helping to point the way for designers of schools, offices, stores, and other commercial buildings everywhere.

Saves money two ways
Using 2 1/4 inches of Fiberglas® roof insulation vs. a conventional thinner layer saves money two ways:
1. It saves on energy costs. Estimated savings per year, based on gas heating and electric cooling in Kansas City, Kansas, with a projected increase in energy costs at 7% per year and future savings discounted at 10% per year: $64,160—or $972,024 every 20 years.
(Due to present availability of natural gas, propane and fuel oil are used as additional fuels for heating, and as a result of using these higher-priced fuels, actual savings may vary.)
2. It saves on construction costs. The first cost of this energy-tight warehouse is actually lower than if a less efficient version had been built! Reason: the improved thermal performance of the roof permits use of less costly heating and cooling equipment. The savings are large enough to cover the added cost of the thicker roof insulation twice over.

Smart for re-roofing, too
Thicker Fiberglas roof insulation also makes sense when it's time to re-roof existing buildings. It should pay for itself within a few years, then go on saving thousands in fuel bills for years to come.

Find out the recommended amount of Fiberglas roof insulation to use to save your clients money. Call your Owens-Corning representative, or write F. K. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas
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Carrier air conditioning works in any ceiling.

But it hardly shows.

Look hard enough, and you’ll see Carrier Moduline® air terminals hiding in every one of these ceilings. That’s the obvious beauty of our Moduline air conditioning.

What’s not obvious is that these terminals fit ceilings with T-bar, tegular, concealed spline, plastered, vaulted, coffered, waffled, or flat construction. And if you want no ceiling at all, just hang the Moduline unit from the floor above. It works.

The system’s versatility goes beyond fitting your ceiling design, too. It can accommodate any future interior changes. Easily. Inexpensively. With controls that snap on or off the Moduline units to put the comfort where you want it.

Moduline air conditioning gives your clients any size zone they want. It cools only when and where it’s called for. And cuts operating costs, automatically.

To learn more, look up your Carrier representative. To see more, write for our new 20-page Moduline Air System brochure, Machinery and Systems Division, Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York 13201.

Number One Air Conditioning Maker
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Now there's a new way to design in fire protection for life safety in modern high rise and other buildings without intruding upon design aesthetics. Grinnell's new CLEANLINE® Recessed sprinkler is so unobtrusive, so trim and compact, once it's installed you'll hardly know it's there.

But don't let CLEANLINE's quiet good looks fool you. Beneath that attractive closure you'll find one of the most reliable sprinkler heads in the industry. When room temperature reaches a predetermined level, the attractive closure falls away, exposing the fast-response Duraspeed sprinkler. As a second predetermined temperature is reached, the sprinkler activates, distributing a uniform water spray to put down a fire.

The standard finishes available are satin chrome and white. CLEANLINE Sprinklers are also offered in a variety of finishes to match any decor. All metallic finishes are UL-listed.

There's a lot more to tell about CLEANLINE. For more information and complete specifications, call your nearest Grinnell district office listed in the Yellow Pages, or write Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Company, Inc., 10 Dorrance Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903.
New acoustical ceilings as boldly sculptured as a western horizon.

There's brand new excitement in the sharply contrasting design of these natural mineral fiber panels. It's as if nature carved them out of the western hills. Yet, rock-like as they look and rock-like as they ARE, they soak up sound to .75 NRC.

And, being ACOUSTONE, these large module panels offer high fire resistance and light reflectance. Available in 2 x 2' and 2 x 4' modules as well as foil-backed for enhanced heating and air conditioning economies. See your U.S.G. Representative or write to us at 101 S. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. AR-46.
“BlocBond helped job in 9 months. Believe

"Normally, we take 12 months to do a job the size of Westwood Fashion Place Mall. But we had to bring this one in within nine. Not easy."

That's Ken Miller talking. He's Vice-President and Project Manager of Monumental Properties, Inc.

"BlocBond* went a long way in helping us do it — because you just trowel it on the concrete block walls. (NOTE: BlocBond can also be sprayed on. See photo below.) With block and mortar construction you lose time—you've got to put mortar between every block.

Spraying is the fastest way to apply BlocBond. Three men can cover about 1200 sq. ft. an hour.

"BlocBond is also more water-resistant than any other system I know of. There's a definite plus. "And you know the final thing that made us go BlocBond? The first-class textured finish it gives on the exterior walls—that really sold us. (BlocBond comes in white, gray, and beige.)

"It's a quality product and a good system. We'll use it again."

BlocBond is a revolutionary masonry product that lets builders use a new construction technique.

It's made with a cement base, alkali-resistant glass fibers, and has water-resistant qualities. One-eighth-inch thick, BlocBond is equal in racking strength to a conventional block and mortar wall—and superior in flexural strength. It is also more water-resistant and more fire-retardant.

Basically, here's all there is to using it:

1) Dry lay the blocks.
2) Wet the wall.
3) Spray or trowel BlocBond on exterior and interior surfaces.
4) Mist walls to assure full hydration.

Give it the finish you want. Apply trowel BlocBond 1/8" thick—it can be left as is, swirled,
or ribbed with a brush. Apply spray BlocBond ½” thick for a basic stipple finish. Or, for a smoother finish, spray one coat ⅛” thick, trowel it over, then spray a second coat ⅛” thick.

What do the people who work with BlocBond think of it?

James Hoggatt, masonry contractor for Westwood Fashion Place Mall, says, "My men found BlocBond easy to work with—really enjoyed doing the job. Now, we're recommending it on a lot of projects."

Clip the coupon. Or write to Mr. B. B. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas
"The headquarters of the New York State Bar Association," as a most distinguished critic recently wrote, "is an object lesson in how to build intelligently, sensitively and well... In a happy alliance, the lawyers and the architects, James Stewart Polshek and Associates, have preserved a row of handsome 19th-century town houses and incorporated them, not as a false front, but as a working part of a completely and strikingly handsome contemporary complex built behind them. The words that come to mind are skill, imagination and taste, qualities not encountered too often on the urban scene."

We at Follansbee Steel are particularly gratified that Mr. Polshek specified TCS (Terne-Coated Stainless Steel) for all pitched-roof areas on this outstanding building in which originality of design and integrity of site are so felicitously coupled.

FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION
Follansbee, West Virginia
The Guarantee also applies to Anso-X, the anti-shock version of Anso nylon. Carpets of Anso-X are guaranteed anti-static for the useful life of the carpet.

Anso nylon was the right choice for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Colorado and it could be the right choice for you. Discover why it’s the fastest growing contract carpet nylon in America. For more information phone or write: Allied Chemical Corporation, Fibers Division, Contract Department, 1411 Broadway, New York, New York 10018. (212) 391-5069.
Whether you select our BB600 Slimline on the left or our CB1900 LifeSpan on the right you can't go wrong. They're both that good.

But for the very best specify our CB1900. We guarantee it for the life of the building. It's the slimmest, longest living hinge you can get.

Both are part of Stanley's full line of architectural hinges. All quality products backed by a reputation for experience, cooperation and service.

We put a whole lot of light in a little bit of Texas.

It's the Dallas-Ft. Worth airport, the biggest in the world.

That little bit of Texas is bigger than Manhattan Island. And practically all of its lighting—indoors and outdoors—is done with Sylvania lamps.

Altogether we supplied nearly 50,000 lamps in over 60 different types.

For instance, the airport's 52 miles of roadway are illuminated by Sylvania Metalarc lamps. These high-intensity discharge lamps save energy and produce a powerful white light very much like daylight. The uniform color of the 6000 Metalarc lamps gives the airport a uniform look over its entire area.

Sylvania lamps are used outdoors everywhere. On the runways, they're used for the electronic flash approach system. Highway intersections are marked by the golden-white light of Lumalux high-pressure sodium lamps.

Inside the terminals—mercury, fluorescent and incandescent lamps help create beautiful interiors and dramatic effects.

DFW is the most thoroughly planned air facility ever constructed—and that includes the lighting. The cooperation of developers, consultants, contractors and distributors made this gigantic undertaking possible.

As one airport official put it: "We wanted the best lighting for our money, and we got it."

You can too. From GTE Sylvania.
Bacteria never did have much of a chance for staging a population explosion on porcelainized steel. And now, with the introduction of Vitriform 90, bacteria have even less chance for survival.

This amazing new material, with its non-porous, glass-smooth surface, requires no moldings in its installation. And only a minimum number of groutlines (1 every 4 feet on vertical joints). Elimination of moldings means the bacteria have virtually no place to nest and multiply.

Vitriform 90 can be formed at 90° angles with the porcelain already applied ... without spalling, chipping or crazing. Panels butt right up against each other. A special adhesive is used for installation that supplants the need for moldings. Vitriform 90 can be installed over existing walls; is guaranteed for 50 years, and never requires painting or expensive maintenance.

Laminated to Type X fire-coded gypsum board, Vitriform 90 creates a fire-proof barrier that won't degenerate like woods, plastics, vinyls and resins.

Recommended For Interior Walls And Ceilings Of: Hospitals, operating rooms, doctors' offices, clinics, nursing homes, infirmaries, restaurants, kitchens, dining rooms, food processing plants ... anywhere control of bacteria is essential.
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NOW!
A NEW WALL COVERING
THAT FURTHER INHIBITS THE GROWTH OF INFECTIOUS BACTERIA.

Send For Your Free Copy.
The Clinical Research Department, Hospital Institute of Modena, Italy has issued a detailed report on the growth of bacteria on various building materials. Titled "A Study in Comparative Bacteriology," reprints are being offered free by the AllianceWall Corporation.

AllianceWall
Corporation
Box 247, Alliance, Ohio 44601
Manufacturing plants in Alliance, Ohio; Okmulgee, Oklahoma; Odense, Denmark and Genk, Belgium.
The new, improved E CUBE '75 produces an accurate, three-part Life Cycle Energy Analysis at low cost. With many new features it computes the hour-by-hour energy requirements of your building or planned building for an entire year—taking into account all weather, design, operation, and occupancy factors.

Air Side Systems Simulations. E CUBE '75 can now handle Variable Air Volume (VAV) systems directly. It also offers expanded treatment of Multizone, Dual-Duct, and Reheat air distribution systems. The energy consumption of various air side systems can be predicted—you can compare their performances and costs, and pick the one that's best. Other improvements make E CUBE '75 more complete and easier to use.

Energy Systems Simulations. E CUBE '75 can simulate many different energy systems—from central stations to rooftops. It projects all costs, so you can choose the system or combination of systems that will work most efficiently and most economically for you.

E CUBE '75 is Inexpensive. For example, a life cycle energy analysis of a large building with 8 zones, 2 air side simulations, 4 system simulations and 4 economic comparisons costs less than $160.

E CUBE '75 is Accurate. That's what it says in HUD Report: "Study of Computer Utility Analysis." E CUBE is the most advanced program in this field with thousands of runs made by people in private practice, industry, American Gas Association members, and the U.S. government.

E CUBE '75 is Private. You give your information directly to the computer. Your project data and the results are never seen by any third party. Of course, we stand ready to provide assistance at your request.

E CUBE has been a big help to thousands. And the New Improved E CUBE '75 can help you even more to make the right decision. Right financially, and right for conserving America's energy.

For more information, or details of Seminars for new and advanced E CUBE '75 users, mail in the coupon or call Ken Cuccinelli (703) 524-2000.


☐ Send more information on E CUBE.
☐ Send information on Seminars.

Name
Address
City State Zip

ENERGY CONSERVATION UTILIZING BETTER ENGINEERING
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MEG Modline II

A tubular chromium display system with a brilliant finish that's easy-to-assemble. And at a low cost that will surprise you.

Enhances the display of soft goods.

Beautifies cosmetics and fragrances.

Chinaware and stemware look distinctive.

Portable TV sets and small appliances.

Display shoes and handbags.

Hi-Fi and stereo components.

J-M is in the wall business.
In a big and beautiful way.

With two dry-built thru-wall systems that give the impressive look of masonry without its massive weight.

That's right. You have a choice. Of J-M Corspan® or J-M Struct-O-Wall™. Both are complete thru-wall systems. Both combine design freedom with economy and long life. Both systems can be installed easily and quickly, from the floor of the structure, without the need and expense of scaffolding. Both give the desirable and massive look of masonry without the massive weight.

J-M Corspan is an extruded masonry panel manufactured in a wide variety of configurations and textures. It can be used as a complete wall for an entire structure of any size. Its unique advantages—strength without great weight, ease of handling, carefree beauty, versatility of shape and texture—have inspired architects to use Corspan in equally unique ways, many of which would be impossible with conventional masonry materials.

J-M Struct-O-Wall is a versatile, economical wall section combining time-tested J-M masonry Architectural Panels with lightweight structural steel studs, insulation and interior finish and a mechanical fastening system, to save time, money and space.

Find out more about these unique wall systems. Refer to Sweets Architectural File, or write for brochure BSD2A (Corspan) and BSD14A (Struct-O-Wall), or contact Dave Lucy, Johns-Manville, Greenwood Plaza, Denver, Colorado 80217, 303/770-1000.
Series 9000. A new slant on style.
A new standard of performance.

The look is warm. The design is soft. Clean. Uncluttered. Gently rounded and trimmed in polished chrome. Finished with meticulous detailing in natural wood veneers, soft leathers or acrylic enamels.

Series 9000 Desks and Credenzas provide you with your choice of pedestal drawer options; your choice of credenza storage units to suit your precise needs, your own unique work habits. And as your needs change, so can Series 9000.

Series 9000 is a unique group of office furniture that will bring a new look to your office and a new standard of performance. We call it the next generation of office furniture.

You'll find Series 9000 on display at your Steelcase Dealer and Regional Office. They're listed in the Yellow Pages.

For full color literature, please write Department G/4.

Steelcase Inc., Grand Rapids, MI 49501. Los Angeles, CA 90067; Ontario; Steelcase (Far East) Ltd., Tokyo.
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CAUDILL ROWLETT SCOTT'S ONGOING WORK FOR A SAUDI ARABIAN UNIVERSITY
1 Laboratory building
2 Laboratory building
3 Classroom building
4 Classroom building
5 Administration building
6 Classroom building
7 Classroom building
8 Library
9 Faculty & student center
10 Auditorium
11 Gymnasium
12 Mosque
13 Water tower
A Future graduate school
B Future computer center
The buildings shown on these pages constitute the incomplete core of a complex that is rapidly covering most of its 1,300-acre site. And even at this evolutionary stage, the University of Petroleum and Minerals graphically represents the growing pride and aspirations that the Saudi Arabians hold. For while not overly large by Western standards, the classroom, laboratory, and other buildings shown here represent enormous determination on the part of the client government and of architects Caudill Rowlett Scott to create outstanding architecture under almost impossible conditions. And it is these conditions and results that will be of primary interest to architects undertaking new work in this burgeoning area.

Site selection, with some all-new criteria, was the first difficult task. Work for CRS began over 10 years ago with their technical assistance in selecting a site. The final determination was motivated by proximity to the headquarters of ARAMCO (the nation’s largest oil producer) immediately to the west, which allows an interchange of technical facilities and—initially—use of established means for sewage treatment. The existence of electric and telephone lines was another factor. Site selection was also motivated by proximity to the original campus to the east together with existing housing and dormitories to the north (visible at the top of the aerial photo), and by the presence of the local main highway (between the old housing and new campus) from which the new buildings can be seen impressively “riding” the top of a 100-foot-high ridge.

Wind control was a primary concern in siting. While the impact of the view from below—and the far-ranging views from above—were primary psychological factors in the elevated site, the L-shaped jebel (resembling the mesas of the American West) has an even more important effect in this area: ameliorating the effects of the wind. Constant winds of up to 23 miles per hour—with periodic much higher speeds—carry sand and discomfort from the north. The ridge serves as a natural buffer for the man-made oasis, the “heart” of the plan, surrounding the mosque, and raises the buildings above the drifting sands. Where interruptions in the ridge occur, the buildings have been built to fill them, as in the case of the faculty and student center, on a podium of rooms opening westward toward terraced courts (photo, above). The library and classroom buildings 6 and 7 are visible in the photo, opposite. Ongoing work includes 800 dwellings (the first phase is visible in the foreground of the aerial photo) to accommodate ...
element, the pointed arch, in a manner that produces functional efficiency—as described before. For the support of the open arcade surrounding the marble “box” of the mosque and its open forecourt, containing the minaret (photos, above), the arches are crossed in a manner even more strongly reminiscent of the arcades surrounding traditional religious and educational compounds.

But the biggest accomplishment of CRS may have been getting the buildings built at all. As described in RECORD, June 1975 (pages 101-108) most areas of the Middle East countries do not have the labor or materials for large construction projects—especially those to be built by the technical standards of the West. With the exception of concrete, concrete block and terrazzo, almost every component of these buildings had to be imported from outside the country—and mostly from the United States. U.S. products range from masonry reinforcement, waterproofing materials, roofing, mechanical equipment and insulation, to glass, finishes, hardware, tile, all furnishing and laboratory and data processing equipment. While the site is fortunately close to a local port for delivery, unloading clearances can take over six months, and delivery required careful forethought. The control of poured-in-place concrete, the primary current local construction medium, was the subject of another early study by CRS who brought in specialists Architectural Concrete Consultants, Inc. Consultant James Shilstone states that he saw concrete poured for one local building with the only available cement (from various countries) ranging from black to yellow—a serious problem for CRS who early determined that exposed concrete finishes were the only feasible ones. (The use of local marble was rejected because it is available in only small sizes.) Strength of concrete was another problem (especially for the 48-foot spans), as no local standards had been developed which considered (for instance) the high temperatures or salt content of local water. The testing for foundations in the porous local rock had to be conducted carefully with few known guidelines. Again and again, the architects emphasized scheduling with flexibility and on-site control.—C. K. H.

Evans Woollen describes his firm's design for the new New Harmony Inn in New Harmony, Indiana, as "situational" architecture—an architecture that bends every effort to be particular to the place where it is built. In this case the place is a midwestern town of some 900 people, founded in 1814 by a communal sect of German Lutherans who called themselves Rappites. Ten years after the founding, the Rappites, having erected buildings in the manner of the men's dormitory shown in the small photograph on the following page, sold the town outright to Robert Owen, a wealthy cotton mill owner in Scotland, and they moved away. Owen hoped to found a utopian society based on universal education, and, though the communal aspect of his experiment was finally a failure, New Harmony survived as an important intellectual center well into the late nineteenth century. Much more recently, at the instigation of the wife of a descendant of Robert Owen and of architectural historian Ralph G. Schwarz, New Harmony has become the subject of renewed development—the result of a whopping $21 million investment to turn it into an important center for tourism and educational programs (without, it is hoped, the chaotic consequences that sometimes attend such endeavors). The new 45-room inn is a major part of this refurbishing. According to Woollen, the first design, eight years ago, for a site just outside the town, was strongly neo-Corbusian. Though it was in the end not built because the land could not be ac-

THE NEW HARMONY INN: A TRIUMPH OF MODESTY
quired, it elicited strong reactions. "It had a lot of amenities," says Woollen, "but nothing to do with New Harmony; people thought something would be lost if it were built." The town itself has several strong and readily identifiable qualities. The older buildings are no more than three stories high, and the important ones are made of brick, while the less important ones are of wood. None of them, moreover, seem quite as memorable as the over-all format of the town, which is characterized by streets lined with beautiful old trees.

The new inn is designed modestly to reinforce the existing situation. "By virtue of its having been off the beaten track, there is a built-in respect for context in New Harmony," Woollen says. "People in the 1870s went right on building like they had in the 1840s; their own world was bigger and more real than the world outside. It was as though a bell jar had been put over the town—and with the inn we did not want to let too much air in."

Thus Woollen Associates' design for the inn, because of its effort to be particular to New Harmony, stands in contrast to its designs for other projects, like the Pilot Center in Cincinnati (RECORD, October 1975, pages 81-86) or the Indiana University Arts Center (RECORD, February 1973, pages 119-124). Some will also note that it stands in contrast to Philip
Johnson’s famous “roofless church,” which is virtually next door to the inn and which can be seen in the lower left hand corner of the aerial photograph on the previous page. (Recent reports indicate that the unfortunate deterioration of the church’s ten-foot wall, and its consequent reduction in height by about half, have resulted in a happier scale relationship between it and the rest of the town.)

The New Harmony Inn consists of two separate buildings. The smaller one, and the one nearest the street, is the entry house, and it contains a registration area, a lobby and a small chapel in the rear. The lobby, which is shown in the photograph on the left, is large enough to encourage meetings, lectures and small concerts; and chairs, which are stored on the balcony level, can quickly be brought in for these purposes.

The larger building—or “dormitory”—in allegiance to the lore of New Harmony—is organized not along long corridors, but according to the entry system, with rooms opening directly onto one of three stairways. One of the double-height suites on the third floor of the inn is shown in the photograph above.

Woollen Associates’ design for the New Harmony Inn seems in every way “situational”—responsive to the context and the traditions of the place where it is built. But that raises a very important question: in being so modest, so particular to the place, is it being particular to itself (presuming, as architects usually do, that buildings are each meant in some way to be quite special)? Certainly no one would argue with the basic good sense of Woollen Associates’ approach. But it is easy to wonder whether their example will or should be followed by other talented professionals who will assist in New Harmony’s current rejuvenation (including New York architect Richard Meier, who has been commissioned to design a new visitors’ center). Whether or not the “situational” approach here satisfies everyone’s expectations of what architecture should finally be, it seems eminently worth pointing out that that is certainly where it well must begin.—Gerald Allen

The section on the right, taken through the Dormitory of the New Harmony Inn, shows a typical configuration of rooms and the way some rooms open on the back side of the building to terraces with a view of the nearby river. The photographs above and on the right show the straightforward and almost traditional style of the detailing and the furniture. The beds were designed by Woollen Associates; other furniture was obtained from domestic and Scandinavian manufacturers and chosen for its basic simplicity. The photo below, right shows the back of the inn.
Mitchell/Giurgola Associates: three benchmark buildings

Early in May, at Philadelphia, Ehrman Mitchell and Romaldo Giurgola, who have been working together for 20 years, are going to receive the 1976 Architectural Firm Award of the American Institute of Architects, which is gauged as much to the durability of a firm's philosophical framework as to the quality of its output. Mitchell/Giurgola, based at Philadelphia and New York City (Giurgola teaches at Columbia), can be gauged favorably in both ways. For this close-knit office, numbering about 50 people, has been making ends meet by gently prying loose those once-liberating, now-inhibiting precepts of "modern" architecture which, for so many, being ends in themselves, scarcely meet much less elucidate the naturally varied nuances of human emotion, need, and experience (page 117). The bi-national enclave called Casa Thomas Jefferson (below, overleaf), located at Brasilia, is an example of Mitchell/Giurgola's fascination with a building's physical and social context as the wellspring of formal properties, while the Columbus East High School (page 110) is a telling metaphor of mixed rural and industrial images. Back in Philadelphia, where the firm has newly housed the Liberty Bell (now isn't that something for an Italian-born architect?), the INA Tower (page 114), terse and metallic, comes down softly on its surroundings.—William Marlin
Casa Thomas Jefferson,
Bi-National Cultural Center,
Brasilia

It has been said that where there is no vision, there is a void. Brasilia conjures up both. A good place to go bananas over this pylon-studded polemic is on the upper tier of the rooftop amphitheater of Casa Thomas Jefferson, located in one of the city's more neighborly districts, and built by the USIA, always gung-ho for getting out good news, in collaboration with a local group called the Thomas Jefferson Cultural Council. Once not so hep about design, the USIA got out some good news here.

In contrast to the seething symbolism that one beholds from the rooftop, the Casa is a nice neat hit for humanism, with some of the spontaneity of a favela in Rio. A functional mix is contained within several two-level structures that are smartly scrunched together. Like iron filings, these fragments gravitate around a landscaped interior courtyard, a deliberately magnetic, unifying field of space with colorful flowers, exotic trees, and cooling pools of water.

At several points, the courtyard seeps out to the surrounding streets in the form of shoulder-squeezing, slit-like walks which, cut between the fragments at the far corners of the over-all composition, offer intriguing glimpses inside. Wider entranceways are positioned in the middle, but on either side of the courtyard, second level overhangs give a sense of intimacy as one comes upon the inner space, supplying a clear clue to the complex, yet cohesive nature of the architecture that edges it.

The functional fragments contain 20 classrooms and two language labs; offices for the school faculty, the USIS, and the Fulbright program; a 25,000-volume library, just inside from an angular terrace; and on the other end of the courtyard, just inside from a second terrace where receptions and performances are held, a two-story-high, skylit exhibition hall. Seen through the skylight, the rooftop tiers of the amphitheater edge upward, and beneath it is a 250-seat multi-use auditorium. Interpenetrating lines of sight pull the interior surfaces, done in white, bright plaster, into a spritely continuum. The reddish-pink stucco of the exterior, the hue of local clay, closes around this variegation—both a countenance of and a check upon the traits of complexity.

Embellished as the Casa is with sculpture, paintings, and crafts—part of a remarkable program of exhibits and lectures—its construction was deliberately kept simple: a reinforced concrete frame, with terra cotta infill walls, and poured floor slabs.

Local workmen felt at home from the start using local techniques, moving their families onto the site. The place is familial still.

Unpretentious stucco walls set Casa Thomas Jefferson comfortably into its surrounding. Alternately low and narrow, entrances open into a lively, landscaped courtyard that discloses the functional fragments of the architectural composition. Entering one end of the courtyard, near the library (right) through slit-like walks, the exhibition hall is seen at the opposite end (bottom drawing, photo below right). Standing on the terrace in front of the hall (top photo, below), the plaster walls of the classroom and office wings ramble back toward the library. Inside the hall (top drawing), the rooftop amphitheater (bottom photo, below left) is glimpsed through a generous skylight.
Columbus East High School, Bartholomew County, Columbus, Indiana

By now, good architecture is just so much ham and eggs around about this famous farming and factory town. In fact, by the late 1960s, so many well-known architects had built here that something of a myth developed—namely, that a museum-quality collection of fine contemporary architecture can assure a healthy, well-rounded, and vigorous community life, and that if you hadn’t been asked out to Columbus to build something, you must be lacking. Which is a lot of baloney.

This new high school by Mitchell/Giurgola cracks a lot of books, especially architectural ones, which have tended to say dandy things about Columbus's “Shine On, Harvest Moon” affection for decent design. For though Columbus East is meant to be a contribution to that museum-quality collection, it nonchalantly tracks mud into the gallery by kicking up the conceptual sod with respect to what “pure” design really is. As it happens, the school is indeed “pure” to the extent that it is a no-baloney reading of the town’s overlapping rural and industrial moods.

In no way is this a little house on the prairie; rather, it is several little houses beside and on top of each other. The over-all composition kicks up the sod like a prefabricated covered wagon, the prevailing impression being that of a machine-tooled, super-spiffy product of the latest technology rumbling across the site. The reason for this impression is that the external surfaces of the upper two floors, laid over a steel-frame module measuring 44 by 32 feet, are composed by aluminum sandwich panels with integrally gasketed windows that are flush with the external planes of wall. Sizeable stretches of window-wall are carried in aluminum frames and glazed with solar-grey panes. Lightweight, quickly installed, the gloss-white panels, being modular themselves, create a closer grain of scale, even as they express the large, flat, linear surfaces.

Whereas the upper two floors contain flexible-use space, thus suggesting the less determinant cadence that is established by the aluminum and glass, the more active, public spaces on the ground floor are for more specific uses, and this determinacy is expressed, contrasting cleanly, clearly with the facades above, by cladding of clay tile. This level, recessed beneath the upper two, evokes an almost old-timey image, while at the front of the main building, the round columns are several feet out from the masonry and create a long colonnade—good for waiting for the school buses at day’s end.

Designed for a student capacity of 2,100, and taking up more than 363,000 square feet, Columbus East, with its treatment of contrasting materials, was planned with another kind of module in mind—a module 15 minutes long. In addition to specific subjects of study, the architects had to consider various speeds and styles of study, ranging from the needs of the individual, to the level of the seminar, on
to the more familiar classroom format, and on up the hierarchy to general lectures. Studying the frequency and density of flow as students or faculty phase from one activity into another, the principle of circulation became the premise of design.

The ground level, as mentioned earlier, is functionally more determinant than the others. The lecture halls, and a bookstore, television studio, and planetarium are positioned here, as is a cafeteria which has direct access to an open, angular-plan common that is wedged between the main building and, right to the other side, a huge 5,000-seat gym and an enclosed pool. This last facility is covered by a retractable air-supported vinyl roof. The gym may be reached by crossing the common or through a tunnel beneath it. At the other end of the main building are a 900-seat auditorium, with adjacent space for musical instruction and, ranging off into the greensward at a ramshackle diagonal is a wing containing the cafeteria kitchen and, beyond that, an industrial arts shop. Vertical circulation is punctuated by the skylights above the stairwells which, reading on the exterior, denote the linkage of levels.

The second floor, adaptable for independent pursuit, contains resource materials, open stacks, studios and labs, departmental offices, and carrels closely teaching stations for maximum accessibility between students and consulting faculty. The third-floor level is just the opposite from the one below in that its 33 seminar rooms, which can be thrown together if need be by moveable partitions, are meant to be quiet and intimate. An animal lab and greenhouse for the science department are tipped into one corner, and along the length of the building, wood-plank rooftop terraces are nestled between the set-backs of the seminar rooms.

Columbus East is a reconciliation of disparate elements, both of its functional program and its community context. Its taut character reminds us that, for all the talk about “complexity and contradiction,” there can be a still higher relationship—“complexity and complementarity.”

While such theoretical and formal concerns may well smack of an ivory-tower approach, as critics of Columbus’s “museum-quality collection” of buildings have charged, this particular ivory tower really comes down off it and, coming in at a little over $12 million, was strictly accountable to budget. This makes Columbus East all the more believable as a bell-wether for change in the intellectual climate of the practice—a practice which, in many ways, has gone back to school. In a town full of “regular guys,” but not many regular buildings, here is a meeting ground.


The general commons space at Columbus East High School (opposite page) is an alternately compressed and released space, set along several levels, and dramatically skylit. It is a highly flexible space, meant to accommodate a variety of individual and shared pursuits, ranging from the cafeteria to generous lounge areas which run alongside a range of lecture halls. On the far end of this main structure are a gym and an innovative pool building with a retractable roof of vinyl (bottom photo). The enclosing structure for this highly diverse three-level plan sets up deliberate contrasts of material finish as if to accentuate the changing nature of the program from one level to the other (previous page). Aluminum sandwich panels on the upper two levels, denoting more flexible instructional spaces inside, contrast with the clay tile cladding at the ground level, denoting the more specific, public functions there. The give-and-take between metal and tile surfaces is dramatized by the squared-off “triumphal arch” at the front.
Examples of FORCED UNIFORMITY in America are many, ranging from objects of everyday life to the environment itself.

5. To mention one: A public telephone booth placed in the street is exposed to rain, snow, and blizzards, but has the same design as one placed inside an air-conditioned building.

6. In the cities the trees are lined up like soldiers.

7. Or else they are arrested without regard to their foliage and freedom of growth.

8. Or chopped up to fit the pattern of the city.

9. Natural flowers are replaced by plastic ones.

10. No ecological movement can be successful in a culture in which there's no REVERENCE FOR NATURE.
11 CLOWNISH ARCHITECTURE

12 The Parthenon! No! Such imitations could be a post office in Ohio, a residence in Kentucky, a bank in any metropolis, or even a park monument in Tennessee.

13 A gas station made to look like a church. (Perhaps because many Americans worship the automobile.)

14 Public Library—Philadelphia

15 Courthouse—Philadelphia

16 Two adjacent buildings in Philadelphia fulfilling entirely different functions—yet so alike in appearance that one is often mistaken for the other—a spectacle as ridiculous as an elephant and a horse each carrying the same amount of weight.

17 ARCHITECTURAL GENERATION GAP

18 The architectural generation gap becomes accentuated when the old and the new are juxtaposed without a proper relationship.

19 Occasionally both the old and the new retain their individuality and are in harmony. (Society Hill in Philadelphia.)

20 VISUAL POLLUTION

21 In addition to the other forms of pollution, there is also a growing visual pollution. It is caused in many ways.

22 Sometimes by imposing too many verbal symbols on the landscape.

23 Sometimes by having recreation at the cost of nature rather than with nature.

24 And sometimes, by deliberate design expressing affluence with gimmicky shapes and the extravagant use of materials.
In the evening when the sun has hardly set, the impatient merchants turn the neon lights on, spoiling the crimson sky. At night the mystery of darkness is never felt. The moon and the twinkling stars are given no chance.

In contrast to the popular streets of the American cities, the monumental area of Washington, D.C., having a variety of open spaces, trees, water, and pleasant breezes creates an "environmental monument," greater than the individual monuments.

A great monument must be inspiring from a distance as well as from close up. In the case of the Washington Monument, stuck on top of a mount, the closer we get to it the more uninteresting the monument becomes, and eventually we face a blank wall.

By comparison, the Indian monument "Kutub Minar" in New Delhi is almost the same height but is different in quality. It is well-related to the environment, and in addition, the closer we get to it the more we discover and feel involved.
28 The contrasts in the American environment are overwhelming. There are horse-driven buggies still being used in the Pennsylvania Dutch Country, where a church or perhaps a school stands tall as the symbol of life of the people.

29 On the other hand, only a hundred miles away we find the city of New York dominated by giant skyscrapers and rushing traffic.

30 In spite of being sandwiched between the synthetic environments of the East and West Coasts, many people in the Midwest continue to live in harmony with nature and enjoy the tranquility of life.

31 Within some of the large cities there are carefully preserved old dwellings—reminding one of the early American settlers and the cultural enrichment they brought before uniformity took over.
32 By warping the existing places in cities in order to walk a dog, take out a pram, run around with children or get together informally, people express a desperate need for spaces where human happenings may be possible.

33 When the various elements of American architecture scrutinized separately are placed together within the context of the total American architectural scene, including the natural environment, they bring an awareness of what is happening and what is not.

34 America, the wealthiest country in the world, has set foot on the moon, dived deep into the ocean, and is conceiving of houses in outer space and under water—but so far on earth has built mainly to achieve excellence in construction. America should now concentrate on building with the aim of touching the "spirit of architecture."
By the end of 1975, statistics showed that consumer buying power had expanded for the first time in two years. All 1976 economic indicators—including Dodge/Sweet's Construction Outlook, predicting that stores and other commercial building construction will be up 14 per cent—point to an economic upturn from the past inflation-ridden times.

Hoping to capitalize on this upturn, many retail owners have been cautiously expanding or revitalizing their facilities, and experimenting with new ways to attract shoppers into the stores. This work has involved architects in both renovation and new construction.

Good design can be an important factor in a store's success, along with the product and merchandising techniques. The design can create an image that will not only entice people into a store, but will enhance merchandise display. Through all of its ramifications—including layout, circulation, use of graphics—good design works a subtle influence on the shopper, and, therefore, sets the stage for the merchandise.

The six projects shown in this Building Types Study represent some of the latest, most successful designs of retail ventures, each with a different kind of problem for the architect to solve.—Janet Nairn
Jack London Village is the latest retail shopping center on Oakland's waterfront and is part of the initial stage of an ambitious overall waterfront redevelopment plan by the Port of Oakland. The Jack London Waterfront Plan will eventually include office, hotel, residential and retail facilities and open space. The Village is built on 2.5 acres of a 5-acre parcel of land owned by the Port.

"The creative and technical world of the architect and environmental designer," says Frank Laulainen, the prime design force, "must stretch out to a world beyond the ordinary design solution to achieve a successful specialty shop environment, for both the visitor and the merchandiser."

His design concept does achieve this special (and fun) environment that is not only an experience for the visitor who comes to get out of his car to shop, eat and walk around the waterfront (for this is the first time this land has been accessible to the public since the early whaling and shipping days), but profitable for the retailer, too.

The theme of the design was generated from the Port's criteria to build a new complex that is reminiscent of the rugged, robust days of an era in which Oakland-rais ed writer Jack London lived and wrote about.

To accomplish this visually, yet provide up-to-date facilities for displaying merchandise, a small-scale, two-level complex, to be filled with specialty shops, restaurants, art galleries, craft studios and a theater, surrounds a central courtyard. All structure is wood-framed and wood-faced; heavy timbers are used throughout. The complex also has a fresh water pond, adding to the diversity of spaces and further relating the center to water. Spectacular views to the Oakland Estuary, Oakland skyline, San Francisco Bay and San Francisco skyline abound.

Opening a shopping center of
As a specialty shopping center, a variety of patterns—for visual effect and circulation—are experienced by the visitor walking around. Even though the complex covers a large area, it is not monumentally scaled, but adjusted to human scale. Retail shops and restaurant owners' desire for individual and different space are easily provided by the nature of the forms.
this size in tenuous economic times indicates that the owner and developer felt the center could be an economically viable venture if designed as a "theme center." It has been able to successfully compete with other kinds and more established shopping areas.

The art of attracting shoppers is a combination of many factors—design, planning and use of materials. Outside the center, adequate parking is available. And future plans provide for shuttle service to and from the three main entries. Inside, the subtleties of design and circulation system guide the shopper through the Boardwalk (lower) level and lure him to the Vista (upper) level.

Variety is the key. There is not one straight, single flight of stairs, but rather split level staircases with landings, and both straight and curved ramps (also enabling the handicapped to move about). Walking surfaces are a combination of wood decking, cobblestone-textured concrete and pebbled concrete. One walkway wraps around the lagoon, connecting at one point to a public path (programmed in the waterfront master plan). Rest areas and open space were coordinated with view corridors, offering views to both water and other levels and activity.

The variety in forms (including gable roofs and turrets atop circular pavilions) also increases interest. A water tower, the tallest element, is the main identification and reference point.

A total mix of forms, open spaces, materials, views, landscaping and interior spaces, combined in the right proportions and patterns have produced this new, exciting environment. Pathways and bridges vary in materials, as well as width. Some are wide and open (bottom, far left), some are under roof overhangs and some wind their way through smaller shops and display windows (top, right).

Spaces for larger stores, along with boutiques, are provided—many with angular ceilings, determined by type of roof and pitch. Clerestory windows increase use of natural light, and are yet another variation to visual form and interior space. Pavilions are used for restaurants and some shop space. Landscaping is augmented by marine artifacts, including a beached boat (center, opposite).
The owner’s need to expand retail facilities approximately tenfold, and maintain an inventory of 1,500 categories of items, caused him to seek new quarters. His desire to stay in the same area and continue serving many architectural offices, advertising agencies and The Art Students League, led to a move across the street into a Gothic Revival-style building.

To save the building's features of vaulted ceilings and ornamental plasterwork, and to allow shoppers to browse and to inspect goods, an open plan, utilizing open display cases, was designed. A simple framing system—composed of pipe scaffolding—was installed throughout, but concentrated in the main corridor leading from the store’s entrance, from which are hung colorful graphics, lighting fixtures and signs guiding shoppers to the main departments.

Three basic departments (framing, fine arts, technical and commercial) are separated. The type of merchandise dictates its location: easily damaged goods (e.g., papers, boards) were placed behind counters; the framing department was set apart on a carpeted island for quiet; and the commercial art section was centered near the main corridor.

To meet budgetary demands and to have easily maintainable space, durable materials, including ceramic tile flooring and plasterboard walls, were chosen. Pegboard walls in some areas add flexibility in the use of graphics and display capabilities. Acoustical tile was used on flat ceilings to the right and left of entrance for noise control. Most lighting is fluorescent, augmented with incandescent.

On a long, broken-up front building face (due to building's column), all-glass display windows were extended with angled side panels to attract passers-by from all directions and minimize glare. On both sides of the column, flat windows permit views directly into the store. To unify the exterior with the interiors, three brightly-colored, large pipes were installed above the entrance and display cases. In the rear of the store (far left), vaulting and stained glass windows were not obstructed, and were accented with lights. The framing system is especially prevalent at entrance (below) and in corridor (opposite).
STORE DESIGN CAPITALIZES ON LOCATION TO ATTRACT BUYERS

Designed originally not for The Gap but as space for any kind of retail operation, The Gap found this space particularly suitable for its approach to merchandising casual wear clothes, and the store has proven to be one of the most successful in the chain. As one of the program requirements, the building was to be one-story, meshing with the urban fabric of re-designed Market Street. The street, a main and heavily traveled thoroughfare in downtown San Francisco, is lined with commercial stores in a combination of old and new buildings, of varying heights—both high-rise and low-rise and is a major transit corridor for both buses and the only Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) stations in the city.

The site is a corner lot facing a large, open area, with sunken plaza and entrance to a BART station, and a cul-de-sac for cable cars. To incorporate the building into the site, and not appear to be lost next to an eight-story building to the west, a sloping roof—the angle of which correlates to the grade at the BART entrance—visually continues the line of escalators and stairs. The store’s entrance was placed at the corner of the building, capitalizing on pedestrian traffic along the street and from escalators and stairs. Circular columns add diversity at street level. Large display windows, slightly recessed behind the columns, have no mullions. Extra thick glass helps protect against vandalism in this much trafficked area of San Francisco.

A large, vertically-framed skylight not only allows light to fill the interiors but adds a dimension of height to the building, maintaining the scale of the area, and adding a change in form at roof line. A blue roof injects color into the area, and since completion the neighboring building's open wall above the store has also been painted the same color, brightening the whole corner. For a small store, the interiors are quite diversified, with mezzanine level offering more and varied display space. The strong form of beams reflecting light from a skylight also adds a constantly changing pattern at ceiling height.
This small building of 1,000 square feet fits onto a corner site and offers a pleasant respite for the passer-by on a fully developed commercial strip area. Intended initially as a prototype (though the owner later abandoned this plan), the building's design was envisioned by the architects as a distinctive "floating cube" (30 feet square, 35 feet high) over a berm.

The building was built on grade and elevated on a concrete retaining wall which supports the berm. Four wood columns—each offset one-third the distance from one corner of each side—support a pinwheel roof framing system, which in turn supports a skylight roof (top and bottom). All four corners, therefore, cantilever off the columns. The roof skylight is stabilized with bracing, clearly visible in top and bottom photos. A continuous window seen just above the top of the berm gives the illusion the cube is floating, while admitting some light above record display cases on the interior. The entrance is sunken, acting as a physical transition from the outside to an interior with a special image desired by the owners. Rest rooms and storage space are in a separate building.

The interior walls are mostly covered with redwood bark, with some sections covered with carpet to dampen reverberation of sound. The exterior is covered with cedar boards; copper strips were placed over columns.

In New York City's financial district, a bookstore owned by the Museum of Modern Art demonstrates that a well designed renovation, in this case on one floor of a handsome late 19th century building, can be a profitable venture for the owner and still preserve the urban fabric of the area. The store has been so successful that it has recently expanded into space in an adjoining building. The architects, however, designed the store (while in the process of conducting a space planning study of all Museum facilities) under strict budgetary constraints, as the Museum's future expansion includes removing this building.

The architects integrated four separate spaces by adding doorways (replacing some bearing walls with partitions and steel lintels), thus opening up and interconnecting the spaces; and specifying the introduction of arched ceilings, an idea generated from arches seen on the exterior and throughout the interiors. The lighting system, designed to provide a high level of incandescent illumination at low cost, uses white porcelain industrial fixtures to light display areas, with smaller lights to highlight walls.

To make the store visible from the street, since the store's entrance is off the building's vestibule, an original wood door at street level was replaced with an all-glass one, permitting the passer-by to look into the vestibule and see a seven-foot-high partition announcing and guiding the visitor to the store. Two signs and a colorful banner were also placed on the exterior.

THE SEVEN-LEVEL SHOPPING MALL AT WATER TOWER PLACE:
A TRY FOR A REVOLUTION IN RETAILING

It is fashionable these days, among the cognoscenti, to be down on Chicago's new Water Tower Place—to consider it too big, too commercial, not really a suitable resident of the city's elegant Michigan Avenue. Well, it is certainly big. Its ten-story base presses up against the lot line on all four sides; and this base mass plus the tower, which includes 22 floors of the Ritz Carlton Hotel and 44 floors of luxury condominiums, add up to more floor area than Big John Hancock in the next block.

Commercial? You bet. The ground floor includes the hotel entrance, another entrance for the condominiums, an entrance to two floors of office space on floors 8 and 9, a motor concourse with a secondary retail entrance, a major new theater, a bank, and—on the Michigan Avenue side—a grand arcade entrance (drawing above) which opens left to the first floor of Lord & Taylor, right to the first floor of Marshall Field & Company, and straight ahead—via a spectacular "cascading garden" escalator (drawing right)—to the lowest level of a truly innova-
tive circulation system. This system of malls, open courts, elevators and escalators is designed to attract shoppers to move through not two or three levels of shops and stores as in a conventional mall—but seven levels of shops and seven floors of the two big "magnet" stores. Commercial? Intensely.

A good neighbor? Time will have to tell. But customers are pouring into the two department stores (the first retail spaces to open), and the 150 shops and boutiques and restaurants on all seven levels (only a few spaces on the top floor remain uncommitted) rented quickly and at Michigan Avenue prices. The developer is extremely optimistic.

The building massing and structure was designed by Loeb, Schlossman, Bennett and Dart and C. F. Murphy Associates, associated architects and engineers. Warren Platner Associates was retained, in the early stages of development of the structure, as consulting architect—with primary responsibility for development of the retail scheme. The program given Platner was a difficult one: Maximize rentable area and minimize public spaces; create the maximum prime frontage; and make the spaces on the upper floors as attractive to retailers as the lower floors—by assuring traffic throughout the space. How that was done is shown in the drawings and captions on this and the next page.

Platner's customary attention to detail and detailing is evident everywhere. Having devised a system to move and attract people, he detailed the cascading garden (previous page) with care—the plantings and garden, a cascade of water, adjacent steps with "viewing platforms," and the attention to perspective and scale have created a space that, still unfinished, draws people in for "the experience." The grand atrium (opposite) offers a second "spectacular."

With such a strong, visual, and architectural expression in the mall spaces—and especially with the framing of each rentable space by the columns—architect Platner argued successfully that there should be no "standard" for storefront design and graphics. "The individual store's identity is the essence of retail life—variety and competition. We've handled the malls as if they were city streets."

And so...whatever else Water Tower Place is or is not, it

The circulation system: On the ground floor, a theater and bank, the condominium elevator entrance and the hotel elevator lobby are entered from the side streets or a through-block motor concourse. Across the concourse is a secondary entrance to the shopping area. The main retail entrance is off Michigan Avenue, under a sidewalk arcade. The entryway to the cascading garden (large drawing, previous page) opens left to Lord & Taylor, right to Marshall Fields, straight ahead to the escalator.

At the mezzanine level, the cascading escalator is still climbing. At the mid-block end of Lord & Taylor, an in-store escalator leads up to the...

Second Floor, where Lord & Taylor switches to the far side of the building. The cascading garden escalator discharges at this level, and a mall leads straight ahead to the central "grand atrium" (drawing right), which reinforces the visual impression of more shops above and below and provides vertical transportation via a spectacular glass walled elevator or an easily seen and understood escalator system (see drawing overleaf).

On the third floor, the two major stores have "switched position" again, and extend across both ends of the building in the traditional "magnet" position. The malls between these magnets and the central atrium are broad enough for easy circulation, but minimized in width to maximize rentable space. At the "magnet" ends of the malls, an open well extends either up or down one floor (see section), again reinforcing the fact that there is "more on that next floor." To move to that next floor, shoppers may use the central atrium or escalators in the stores near the entrances.

At the fourth level and above the essential pattern remains the same, except that the small wells alternate ends (see section). A drawing of one of these wells is overleaf.
is a lively new experiment in retailing; and an exciting kind of skilled and thoughtful architectural intervention into a tough and competitive business.


The small through-floor wells, or courts, at the end of the mall act as a visual signal that “there’s more” upstairs (or down). Escalators just inside the doors to the stores offer vertical transportation at the ends of the malls, supplementing the major vertical transportation by glass-walled elevator or escalator in the central grand atrium. The atrium is melon-shaped—another design device to add visual excitement and encouragement to look up and down and perceive all the floors of shopping space—another magnet.
Store’s plug-in lighting system saves both time and money

The first level (31,122 sq ft) of Luettgen’s Ltd. store in Hartford’s new Civic Center has a plug-in lighting system in the ceiling that saved 12 cents a square foot as compared with hard wiring, and at the same time let the owner have a lot of flexibility in the location of fluorescent and incandescent luminaires. While the cost of materials for the plug-in system was nearly twice as much, only half as much labor was required—turning the advantage in favor of plug-in.

Another important factor was the electrical distribution for the ceiling had to be done in advance of the time the store design was completed. The owner, Aetna Insurance Co., had allotted 6 watts per sq ft overall for general lighting and receptacles, and the consulting engineers, Burton and Van Houten had to lay out distribution that would give the store designers, Norwood Oliver Design Associates, ample wiring capacity and latitude in selection and location of luminaires. The go-ahead for the store was given in February 1975 and it had to be ready in August, only six months’ time.

Luettgen’s is a high-fashion clothing store for men and women, which meant that lighting would play an important part in the design. In addition to the recessed ceiling lighting, track lighting was provided for accents, valences for illuminating clothing on racks, and wall coves for defining merchandise locations. Luettgen’s is the pivotal store in a shopping mall at the Civic Center containing 55 quality stores.

The plug-in raceways are laid out on 8-ft centers and have receptacles for luminaires on a 2-ft spacing. Each raceway consists of a U-shaped base and cover enclosing a prewired harness of receptacles for both 120-v and 277-v power, the higher voltage being used for fluorescent fixtures.

The engineer gave the electrical contractor, Baldwin-Stewart, the option of plug-in or conventional wiring for the first floor. Because of the relative newness of the system, the engineers could not be sure which system would cost less. The second floor ceiling was to have only a minimum number of access panels into the air-return plenum which meant that it would not qualify as an accessible plenum according to National Electrical Code Article 300-22 (c) which allows surface metal raceways in “hollow spaces used as ducts or plenums for environmental air . . . where accessible.” So on the second level covering 38,394 sq ft, conduit and boxes were used.

In the table above by the electrical contractor compares the cost of the plug-in system as used on level 1 of the store versus conventional wiring as used on level 2. The costs do not include luminaires, but do include the cost of wiring them in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material (based on 31,122 sq ft)</th>
<th>Level 1: plug-in system</th>
<th>Level 2: done in conduit and box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plus incidental conduit and wire</td>
<td>$10,514 per sq ft $ .338</td>
<td>$ 5,795 per sq ft $ .186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor (same basis)</td>
<td>Level 1: 607 hours at $15/hr $ 9,105 per sq ft $ .293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: 1166 hours at $15/hr $17,490 per sq ft $ .562</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>$19,619 per sq ft $ .63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>$23,285 per sq ft $ .75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In April 1976

Architecture Engineering
Panelboard at left in the photo above serves a power raceway header for ceiling lighting. The receptacles in the lateral raceways are configured to take only the plugs of the cable adapters for either 120 or 277 volts.
Superdome's seating rolls into position to suit the sport or the entertainment.

Because the Louisiana Superdome had to be versatile enough in its seating for all kinds of athletic events, conventions, shows and other entertainment, it was designed with a system of movable grandstands on the first, or plaza, level. Using any one of the four basic field configurations, the Superdome can seat anywhere from 19,142 for basketball or arena shows to 95,427 for convention-size activities.

The movable stands are located on both the east and west sides of the field, and consist of solid steel-deck grandstands 25 rows high. The total weight of these stands is almost 1,000 tons, and they have a seating capacity of approximately 15,000. Each side is 550 ft long.

When the stands are extended onto the field for events such as football, they are connected to the concourse by means of 12 removable pedestrian bridges, six on each side of the field. This allows spectators to move from the stands to the concourse with its concessions and restrooms without having to descend to field level.

When the stands are moved back for large-field activity, such as baseball or conventions, the bridges are raised out of the way and suspended in storage under the structure of the seating level above. The movable stands are then retracted and become the lower level of seating for baseball.

The retractable pedestrian bridges (the longest is over 50 ft) are raised into storage position by electrically-activated hydraulic cylinders, and are locked into place by a special mechanism. As a safety measure, this automatic mechanism can only be released manually to lower the bridges.

The stands are designed to move at approximately 5 ft per minute. The pipe-column understructure rides on steel roller units which travel in steel trenches 10-in. deep and 15-in. wide. Joints of the pipe-column understructure are factory-welded ensuring better quality control and reducing field erection time. Each roller assembly is a caterpillar type consisting of 17, 2-in. solid steel rollers with seven in contact with the base travel plate at all times. Each is fitted with horizontal guide wheels front and rear, which bear against the sides of the steel trench, aiding alignment of the stand in its travel cycle.

To move the stands, a cable drive system is electrically activated through a reduction spur gear which connects to the chain drive. Galvanized ¾-in. cables pull the stands, each of which is powered by two motors.

On the west side of the field the entire 550 ft of grandstand moves as a single unit, a total travel distance of 50 ft, and in its forward position, offers close-up football seating along the west sideline. On the east side, the 550-ft length is divided into three segments. When these three are moved forward a distance of 50 ft they form the east sideline seating for football. Additional flexibility is provided by the center unit, which can be uncoupled from these two other segments and moved further across to another stop, and again still further to a final stop in its most extended position. As this latter point, this center 25-row segment has traveled 248 feet and has provided seating for what is known as the "arena" configuration for events such as basketball, ice shows and the like.

When the grandstands are returned to their normal retracted positions, the drive trenches are covered with special aluminum covers and when the synthetic turf is replaced, present a smooth playing surface.
In the photo, above, the movable stands are located in their closest-in position for a basketball game. The tubular supporting structure can be seen in the left foreground, and the covered tracks on the left side. In the photo, left, the stands are in the so-called "college configuration," slightly out from the stadium's lower wall. Audience capacity in this configuration is 72,500.

The roller assembly and the guiding track and cables are shown in the photos, below. There are 17, 2-in. steel rollers in each assembly, with seven in contact with the base travel plate. Each assembly has horizontal guide wheels in front and rear, bearing against the sides of the steel trench. The tubular supporting structure was shop welded to save erection time and to aid quality control.
Long life for new structures. And new life for old ones.

This sprawling new building and the towering Washington Monument have more in common than you might think. Both required a sealant that could withstand joint movement, take the punishment of environmental extremes and still maintain a watertight bond. So both structures were protected with sealants based on LP polysulfide polymer.

After all, what other sealant can offer more than 25 years of successful performance under all kinds of conditions, including the notorious humidity of Washington, D.C. and the baking sun of San Antonio.

Polysulfide-base sealants are routinely subjected to torturous tests that simulate actual conditions...tests that require a compound to remain flexible and provide good adhesion after being heat aged, soaked in water and exposed to cycles of extension and compression.

And only those polysulfide base sealants that come through with flying colors earn the right to wear the Seal of Security—the symbol of product quality and your assurance of long sealant performance.

So whether you’re involved with specifying or applying sealants—on buildings new or old, low or high; in climates hot or cold, wet or dry—insist on those products that display the Seal of Security.

For a listing of Seal of Security sealants, write C. Kranz, Marketing Manager, Thiokol Corporation / Chemical Division, 930 Lower Ferry Road, Trenton, N.J. 08607.

Thiokol

Specialty Polymers • Off-the-Road Vehicles • Synthetic Fibers • Sprayers • Propulsion • Educational Services
Friction Materials • Ski Lifts • Pyrotechnics • Closures • Rubber and Rubber Chemicals • Radiation Curable Polymers and Coatings
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Eight very different structures with one important thing in common:

they're all winners of 1975 CRSI design awards.

The jurists:

William Marshall, Jr., FAIA
Past President (1975) of AIA
McCaughy, Marshall and McMillan
Norfolk, Virginia

Arthur J. Fox, Jr.
President of ASCE
New York, New York

Edward Killingsworth, FAIA
Killingsworth, Brady & Associates, Architects
Long Beach, California

William C. Muchow, FAIA
Muchow Associates, Architects
Denver, Colorado

Richard Whitaker, AIA
Head, Department of Architecture
University of Illinois
Chicago, Illinois

Special Design Awards Consultant:
Mrs. Maria F. Murray
Director, Awards Program, AIA
Washington, D.C.

From diversity, excellence. The Second Annual CRSI Design Awards Program drew a large number of entries from throughout the nation. From this distinguished group of structures demonstrating the versatility of reinforced concrete, eight were chosen winners of 1975 CRSI Design Awards. They were selected by our panel of jurists for innovative excellence in their diverse uses of cast-in-place reinforced concrete.

All winners share equally in the Awards. There are no categories of award recognition in this program. All winners are considered equal in their achievements.

Write for the Awards Portfolio. It gives complete details on the award-winning structures. For your copy, write CRSI, at the address below, attention Victor A. Walther, Jr., Director of Marketing.

INFORMATION CENTER, Rochester, New York
Juror Comments: "Great imagination...quality of execution...creative site design...great visual impact."
Owner: Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N.Y.
Architect: Robert Macon & Associates, Rochester, N.Y.
Structural Engineer: Raymond DiPasquale & Associates, Ithaca, N.Y.
General Contractor: The LeCesse Corp., Rochester, N.Y.

ARKANSAS UNION, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
Juror Comments: "A complex building...very competently conceived and detailed...gives simple forms to create order."
Owner: University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
General Contractor: Manhattan Construction Co., Manhattan, Kansas.
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES BUILDING-SOUTH, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.
Jury Comments: "Crisp, simple, and eloquent...very expressive of its purpose...restrained design.
Owner: Commonwealth of Kentucky (Div. of Engineering), Frankfurt, Ky.
Structural Engineer: White, Walker and McReynolds, Lexington, Kentucky.
General Contractor: John Wile Construction Company, Louisville, Kentucky.

SHERMAN FAIRCHILD PHYSICAL SCIENCES CENTER, Hanover, New Hampshire.
Jury Comments: "Hammock linkage of older existing buildings...greatly enhances whole...very effective functional solution.
Owner: Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire.
General Contractor: Jackson Construction Co., Boston, Mass.

HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY, San Francisco, California.
Jury Comments: "Deft and imaginative...refreshing break from sterile box-like forms...nicely set into low-density urban site.
Owner: San Francisco Housing Authority, San Francisco, Calif.
General Contractor: The Pacific Co., Engineers & Builders, Berkeley, Calif.

EDWIN J. THOMAS PERFORMING ARTS HALL, Akron, Ohio.
Jury Comments: "Extremely competent in the planning and use of the site in a congested urban area...achieves human scale.
Owner: University of Akron, Akron, Ohio.
Architects: Caufiill Rowlett Scott, Houston, New York, Los Angeles, Dalton, Van Dijk, Johnson & Partners, Cleveland, Ohio.
Structural Engineers: R. M. Gensert and Associates, Cleveland, Ohio.
General Contractor: Mosser Construction, Inc., Fremont, Ohio.

LYNDON STATE COLLEGE LIBRARY, Lyndonville, Vermont.
Jury Comments: "Low-key...beautifully executed...most successful combining of nature and architecture.
Owner: Vermont State Colleges, Burlington, Vermont.
Architect: The Perkins & Will Partnership, White Plains, N.Y.
Structural Engineer: Sol Marenberg Associates, New York, N.Y.
"General Electric's Weathertron® is the No. 1 selling heat pump in new construction."

"That should pop Aunt Sadie's beaded umbrella."

It took a lot of good reasons to make the GE Weathertron® heat pump number one among specifiers and architects. Here are the most important.

First is the Climatuff™ Compressor with its record of dependability in over a million and a half installations.

Spine Fin™ condenser coils eliminate many brazed connections where leaks can occur. You can choose from 18 different Weathertron models—18,000 to 240,000 BTUH—for residential and commercial applications, plus a complete line of other heating & cooling equipment.

And you can offer the General Electric National Service Contract on the residential heat pump. All this from GE, the company that pioneered the heat pump back in 1935.

If you're contemplating an air conditioning installation, get in touch with a General Electric Central Air Conditioning dealer. He's in the Yellow Pages under "Air Conditioning Equipment and Systems."

The General Electric Weathertron... America's #1 Selling Heat Pump.
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you’ve met the beast...
...now meet the Beautiful Beast.

Bommer introduces the Beautiful Beast. A door closing device that's a beauty in appearance and strength. The barrel is smaller, less bulky, and the hinge comes in many finishes.

Like our well-known 4 1/2" spring hinge (the original Beast), the newcomer is built solidly to shoulder stress. With more power than others of its kind.

Yet this beast doesn't bite. It never closes too quickly because adjustable spring tension lets you set the power needed to handle all kinds of doors. And it doesn't bite your budget. The Beautiful Beast is the economical alternative to the use of door closers and ball bearing hinges.

This new breed of spring hinge can be used with either right-handed or left-handed doors. That simplifies your ordering job. That makes it the right hinge for any door. Of course it's passed UL tests. The Beautiful Beast is approved for use in apartments, institutions, and other buildings where strict fire safety requirements demand a quality door closing device.

Bommer makes quality spring hinges like no one else. We've been making them that way for 100 years. We think the newest is our best yet. Ask your dealer about it. Just tell him you're interested in Bommer's Model 8310, The Beautiful Beast. Or contact us. Bommer, Landrum, S.C. 29356, (803) 457-3301.

100 years of quality
HOW MUCH WATER WOULD THE WATER SAVERS SAVE IF EVERY WATER CLOSET WERE AN EMBLEM WATERSAVER?

1,752,000 gallons each year on 200 units

And, the Emblem is Eljer's regular production model water closet. No premium charges for watersaving. No special orders. Every Emblem uses less water per flush than some of the extra-cost "watersaving" closets. The Emblem uses much less per flush than the 3.5 gallons stipulated by water conservation codes. And, savings over ordinary closets average a gallon and a half per flush.

So, in a 200 unit apartment building, assuming four residents per apartment and four flushes per day per resident, the Emblem can save 1,752,000 gallons of water every year. That's $1,594 savings** per year on water and sewage bills. And, as costs go up... so will the savings.

You will conserve precious water, ease the demands on sewage systems and save on operating costs at no extra cost with the Emblem. Why would anyone buy any other water closet?

*As tested by Dynamics Testing Laboratory, Toledo, Ohio.
**Based on a 91¢ average cost per thousand gallons in 5 major cities.

ELJER PLUMBINGWARE
Wallace Murray Corporation
Dept. AR, 3 Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

ELJER
For more information, circle item numbers on

**PRODUCT REPORTS**

**Tip-proof portable safety railings satisfy OSHA**

Pictured is an installation of the Rail-Guard portable safety railing system. These barriers meet all requirements of OSHA for safety railings, and are suitable for either temporary or permanent use on construction sites, roof tops, loading docks, balconies, or around machinery or pit openings. The triangular base is 30,000 psi cast iron; the rails are formed of 16-gauge steel tubing. A pin inserted through the railing at the base locks the Rail-Guard and prevents it from sliding; when the system is erected in series with the “outrigger” fixture at the ends, the entire railing is virtually tip-proof. These safety railings are available in multiple lengths with a complete handling system, according to the company. / The Rail-Guard Div., Crafts, Inc., Manitowoc, Wis.
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**Rugs—contemporary and primitive motifs**

Shown at right is “Mogul,” an area rug designed by Bill Hinz in swirling color and sculptured nylon pile. It is one of an extensive collection of rugs in nylon or acrylic combinations. Included in the series are earth-toned designs taken from primitive African motifs, and contemporary patterns of vibrant colors. Most are available in sizes up to 5 by 7 ft. / Regal Rugs, Inc., North Vernon, Ind.
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**Structural aluminum space frame is lightweight**

Developed with the assistance of Carr Smith and Associates, Inc., Engineers, Architects and Planners, this space frame assembly is all-aluminum—corrosion resistant and lightweight. Using 3/16-in. aluminum bolts, the roof can be assembled by as few as two workers, then hoisted by crane onto supporting columns. All external loads are distributed over the entire roof; the frame overcomes the critical problems of shear stress and bending moments even in areas where high winds are a factor. Suggested applications include outdoor gymnasia, covered storage, carports, etc. / Alcan Building Prods., Div. of Alcan Aluminum Corp., Charlotte, N.C.

Circle 303 on inquiry card

*More products on page 155*

---

**Fire-resistive joint sealing system**

A newly-developed sealing method for precast concrete panels is said to produce fire-resistance ratings almost the same as those of the panels themselves. The product of extensive fire testing, the system meets ASTM criteria for building assemblies. A typical joint, shown above, consists of DYmeric two-part sealant at each end, and Cerablankekt FS ceramic fiber blanket insulation in the void. The system has proved effective in preventing passage of flame or hot gases, and stops transmission of heat beyond the desired fire endurance. / Tremco, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Superdome's Super Star

On display 365 days a year—the largest unbroken expanse of Kalcolor aluminum ever applied. The effect is magnificent.

Fifteen thousand lightfast, integral-color anodized panels reflect light from fifteen thousand angles. As light shifts, as light intensity changes, as shadows are reflected, the response varies from panel to panel. The overall appearance of this spectacular undulating surface changes in character—sometimes brilliant, sometimes seemingly iridescent, sometimes almost translucent, always beautiful.

You can accomplish similar effects to your own scale. Specify Kalcolor aluminum for new construction or remodeling. Windows, doors, fascia, curtain walls... any application that calls for corrosion-resistant, abrasion-resistant, lightweight, hardcoat anodized sheet, extruded or cast aluminum components. No dyes are used to achieve any of the nine super-stable colors.

For technical literature on KALCOLOR, write: KAISER ALUMINUM, Room 776-KB, Dept. A, 300 Lakeside Drive, Oakland, CA 94643.
KALCOLOR® TRADEMARK LICENSEES
Kalcolor aluminum is available only from these licensed architectural aluminum fabricators and finishers.

ARKANSAS
Howmet Aluminum Corp., Southern Extrusions Div., Magnolia 71753

CALIFORNIA
The Aluminum Processing Co., Burbank 91502
Alumtreat, Inc., Monterey Park 91754
Heath Tecna Corp.
Heath & Lee Finishes, Hayward 94545
Metalco, Inc., Emeryville 94608
Northrop Architectural Systems, City of Industry 91748
Quality Metal Finishing Co., Lynwood 90262
Revere Extruders, Inc., Pomona 91766

CONNECTICUT
The H. A. Leed Co., Hamden 06110

FLORIDA
The Anaconda Company, Opa-Locka 33054

GEORGIA
The Anaconda Company, Atlanta 30301
Southern Aluminum Finishing Co., Inc., Atlanta 30318
The William L. Bonnell Co., Inc., Newman 30263

INDIANA
Aluminum Finishing Corp. of Indiana, Indianapolis 46202
Extruded Alloys Corp., Bedford 47421
PPG Industries, Inc., Kokomo 46901

MICHIGAN
North American Aluminum Corp., Kalamazoo 49004

MINNESOTA
AaCron Incorporated, Minneapolis 55427
Metals Protection Plating, Inc., Kansas City 64127

MISSOURI
Rebco, Inc., West Paterson 07425

NEW YORK
Keystone Corporation, Buffalo 14213

OREGON
Anodizing Inc., Portland 97211

TENNESSEE
The William L. Bonnell Co., Inc., Carthage 37030

TEXAS
Atlas Architectural Metals, Inc., Dallas 75227
Howmet Aluminum Corp., Texas Extrusions Div., Terrell 75160

VIRGINIA
Hankins & Johann, Inc., Richmond 23221

WASHINGTON
Heath Tecna Corp.
Fentron Industries, Inc., Seattle 98107

WISCONSIN
Gordon Aluminum Industries, Inc., Schofield 54476

CANADA
Alumonde Ltd., Toronto, Ont. M9W 2Z5
Indalex Ltd., Weston, Ont. M9M 2L8
PPG Industries Canada Ltd.

ARCHITECTS
Curtis & Davis, New Orleans, LA

EXTERIOR
Anodizing: Aluminum Finishing Corp. of Indiana, Indianapolis, IN
Wall System: H. H. Robertson Co., Connerville, IN

GRAPHICS
Anodizing: Aluminum Finishing Corp. of Indiana, Indianapolis, IN
Fabrication: J-C Products Corp., Indianapolis, IN
Installation: PPG Industries, Kokomo, IN

PRODUCT REPORTS continued from page 151

TAMPER-PROOF FASTENER / A by-product of bikewheel rack design is the Guard-Nut, said to be economical and virtually theft-proof. A free-turning protective sleeve is placed over any standard bolt. When the predetermined torque is applied with a wrench, the hex of the Guard-Nut shears off, leaving only a smooth, circular nut. Subsequent disassembly, with a special tool, will not damage bolt or threads. • Guard-Nut Div., Rally, Inc., Mill Valley, Calif.
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VINYL-ASBESTOS TILE / A newly-introduced vinyl-asbestos floor tile for commercial installations, “Architectural Accents” offers a choice of seven contemporary colors. Suggested applications include distinct boutique areas within stores, traffic direction indicators, etc.

The tile comes in 12-in. and 24-in. gages, in shades such as “Nocturne Blue” and “Crushed Ruby.” • Kentile Floors, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Circle 305 on inquiry card

CEILING TILE / Two new patterns are part of the manufacturer’s “Independence” series of ceiling tile, designed to reflect the feeling of 18th century American interiors. Shown is “Lexington,” a soft white needlepoint design on a beige background. Similar in coloring is “Saratoga,” inspired by crewel embroidery work. Both are installed by clip-strip or adhesive; the tiles can be cleaned with a damp cloth. • Gold Bond Building Products, Div. of National Gypsum Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
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STUDY CARREL / Curved lines and warm colors are featured in the “Tempest” carrel, which includes fluorescent lighting and a power column that provides an on/off control and additional outlets. All edges have vinyl molding; legs are plated 13-gage steel tubing. • Howe Furniture Corp., New York City.

Circle 307 on inquiry card
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When you say 'flashing',
you haven't said enough.

Say 'Wasco' Flashing
and protect your client.

For years Wasco has produced the most complete line of first quality flashings in the country. Whether you are calling for copper and fabric, copper and paper, a PVC or a Butyl, saying “Wasco” assures that your client’s property is being protected by a flashing that sets the standard for the industry. Saying “Wasco” also assures 24 hour delivery from any of our 82 line distributors across the country. Using the best is always economical when you are protecting your client’s property.

Wasco Flashing
‘the protector’

P.O. Box 351, Sanford, Maine 04073
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Hager's Torsion Hinge Trio does what other hinges can't.

Hager's torsion hinges, not only close doors beautifully, but they can be adjusted for correct closing strength on the job site, unlike some other self-closing hinges.

Hager's new torsion hinges have been used successfully in a wide variety of building types. Now our new 4" x 4" size is available for use in commercial construction.

Eleven tempered spring steel torsion bars in our 4 1/2" x 4" and 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" hinges provide even, adjustable closing strength for doors weighing up to 100 lbs. Our new 4" x 4" can be used for doors up to 80 lbs. No more cluttered appearances. One center-mounted torsion hinge, used with two ball bearing hinges, eliminates the unsightly coils of bulky spring hinges. They install easily, like ordinary mortise hinges, and meet all current codes where self-closing doors are required.

Hager Hinge Company,
139 Victor Street, St. Louis, Mo. 63104.
GYM WALL PADDING / Designed to prevent injuries to basketball and indoor tennis players at potentially dangerous impact areas, these nylon-reinforced vinyl-covered pads come in 2- by 6-ft panels, with special shapes available. The urethane filler comes either 1, 1½-, or 2-in. thick; the panels are backed with ¾-in. plywood. Nine different colors are available. ▶ Oliver C. Steele Mfg. Co., Spiceland, Ind.

SPORTS BACKSTOP / A heavy-duty series of baseball backstops is constructed of galvanized steel prefabricated panels. No special tools or know-how are needed for bolt-together, on-site installation. Woven wire netting is fastened on all sides with solid aluminum tension rods and stainless steel strap clamps; individual panels can be replaced as needed. ▶ SportsPlay Products, Long Island City, N.Y.

AIR STRUCTURES / The air structure shown above uses a special skin fabric developed in Sweden, and is now available in the United States. The material is said to be light and flexible, with high-frequency welded seams, translucent strips for natural light, and an anchoring method that speeds construction and offers good wind resistance. The American company will provide lighting, heaters, and blowers for the structures, which can be specified in sizes up to 164- by 51- by 410-ft and larger. ▶ Weather-Shield Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.
Three ceiling problems, three Conwed solutions.

1. Rough treatment
There are actually two Conwed® solutions to this problem. Our ultra-hard Rock Face™ tile and panels provide both abuse-resistance and beauty and are ideal for unsupervised corridors and public places. Where abuse is heavy—such as a gymnasium—we offer an Impaction Ceiling System. It's designed to take a blow from a high flying ball, give with it, then snap back into place. It's U.L. fire rated too! Both of these solutions were introduced by Conwed.

2. Grime and grease
There are certain areas where cleanliness is crucial: kitchens, hospitals, laboratories, supermarkets. For these problem areas, Conwed makes the Metal Face Ceiling. The vinyl-coated, metal-clad surface resists penetration of dirt, moisture and odors. Even areas with concentrations of grease come clean with a sponge and mild detergent solution. The washable ceiling is another Conwed first.

3. High humidity
Conwed Ceramic Ceilings are designed to withstand high humidity and are resistant to heat and corrosive chemical fumes. They offer excellent acoustical control, a pleasing appearance and a two-hour U.L. fire rating. An obvious application is for swimming pools, but the Ceramic Ceiling is also appropriate for installation under outside canopies or soffits and in areas as diverse as kitchens and industrial plants.

And as many more solutions as there are problems.

Conwed has been making ceiling products for over 50 years. We've had one basic way of doing things—identify a need, and develop a product solution in a form contributing to interior design and minimal maintenance. This approach has made Conwed a concept and product innovator. For more ceiling solutions, write Conwed Corporation, 332 Minnesota Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

Ceilings that challenge comparison.
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What's so smart about a dumbwaiter?

To the store or shop owner, a dumbwaiter can be a real time-saver. It saves man hours. It increases efficiency. It simplifies handling.

And if a dumbwaiter is smart, a Sedgwick dumbwaiter is very smart. Sedgwick dumbwaiters are designed for safety, dependability and economy.

From electric parcel lifts to traction dumbwaiters... from standard roto-waiters to freight and under-counter roto-waiters... Sedgwick has a dumbwaiter to meet every application.

What's so smart about a dumbwaiter? Ask Sedgwick.

For more information about dumbwaiters, write to: Sedgwick Machine Works, box 630 AR, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12602 (914) 454-5400.
The logic of a tensioned membrane structure is as exciting as its design. What could be more practical than these dramatic shelters for an outdoor music amphitheater? Or more graceful than this white tensioned structure at the Aspen Design Conference in Colorado? Or more eye-catching than these unique sunshades?

When your imagination calls up sweeping curvilinear shapes or great enclosed space, Helios Tension Products are the people to bring your ideas into existence. We're specialists in helping architects produce innovative membrane structures. We can tell you if your design concept can be built and exactly how. Our expertise includes design and engineering, fabrication and erection. It's a total comprehensive service unmatched in the U.S.

If you have a project where a membrane structure may be the answer, or if you'd just like more information for future reference, write and tell us: Dept. R4, Helios Tension Products, Inc., 1602 Tacoma Way, Redwood City, CA 94063. Telephone: (415) 364-1770, Telex 345590.
To us, this building is light construction.

Light is an architectural element. Just like stone, steel, concrete.
And like these elements, light can be subdued, controlled and designed to achieve fantastic lighting effects.

Our Environ® modular systems for custom lighting control are the brains behind some of the world's most beautiful architectural lighting. Silent, automatic, trouble-free. Environ® systems can save energy and add a whole new dimension to your building, inside and out.

Get all the details. Write or call our Architectural Sales Manager.
Strand Century Inc., 20 Bushes Lane, Elmwood Park, New Jersey 07407. Telephone (201) 791-7000.

STRAND CENTURY INC
A COMPANY WITHIN THE RANK ORGANISATION

From roof to foundation

Carlisle Sure-Seal Elastomeric Membrane
Complex angles, awkward designs, and waterproofing problems are no mystery to Carlisle... whether it is roofing — liquid or sheet, sub-basement, or foundation waterproofing, subway or underground garage — it's Carlisle's business. Whenever containment or exclusion of liquid in any quantities is a problem... call Hugh Kenney at Carlisle... (717) 249-1000.

Carlisle Tire & Rubber
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PRODUCT REPORTS continued from page 159

WOOD BURNING STOVE / Combining the heat of a stove with the look of a fireplace, the "Gibraltar IV" stove is made of steel plate with a tempered glass window. The unit is 32-in. wide, 18-in. deep and 32½ in. high, and will accept 25-in. logs. It comes with firebrick, safety door lock, and an oxygen metering device to promote almost complete fuel combustion. • Self Sufficiency Products, Minneapolis, Minn.
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DRAFTING CHAIR / The model "5601" drafting chair has a hydraulic control lever that permits the user to adjust both seat height and backrest tilt while seated. The 10-caster base helps eliminate wobble; the seat pan and backrest are designed for maximum support and comfort, and the seat may be raised to a height of 21¼ in. • The Huey Co., Franklin Park, Ill.
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STONE CLEANSER / Even soft, absorbent stone that might be damaged by steam or abrasives can be thoroughly cleaned with Detergent, according to the company. The powder is mixed with water, and the resulting paste is sprayed on, covered with polyethylene sheets, and allowed to set for up to two days. The dried cleanser is then washed away with high-pressure water. The photo shows a worker washing the Caen stone interior of Grand Central Station in New York City. • BASF Wyandotte Corp., Wyandotte, Mich.
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VANITY TOP/FAUCET / Thermoplastic "Aurora" faucets are available with color-matching molded plastic vanity tops. Both faucet and counter are said to be chip- and impact-resistant, and easy to maintain. The faucet offers a 1000-month warranty against leaks and drips. • Bradley Corp., Menomonee Falls, Wis.
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LINE VOLTAGE THERMOSTAT / The "Multi-Stat" thermostat provides a long, liquid-sensing element with close temperature differential, eliminating heat anticipators. A wide range of mounting and adjustment options is available; the unit is suited for low-, standard- and heavy-duty ac applications. • Penn Div., Johnson Controls, Oak Brook, Ill.

Circle 320 on inquiry card

More products on page 163
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A luxurious condominium
ELEVATORS BY DOVER

Palm Bay Tower, situated in a tropical paradise on the intercoastal waterway, is considered one of the most beautiful and luxurious high-rise residential buildings in Florida. Dover Elevators were selected to provide efficient, dependable, economical vertical transportation. Write for literature. Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. A, P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tn. 38101

Palm Bay Tower,
Miami, Florida
Mrs. Carling Dinkler, Jr.,
President and Developer
Dover Elevators installed by
Miami Elevator Company
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SHAFT WALL / A new wall system permits the substitution of ½-in.-thick gypsum panels for ¾-in.-thick ones, reducing the overall weight by 15 per cent. The “C-H” shaft wall consists of two ½-in. Stattrack Firecode panels, one 1-in.-thick liner panel, “C-H” studs and J-runners. This dry shaft wall system can be constructed from the corridor side of the shaft; has a 2-hr. fire rating, and a sound rating of from 39 to 50 STC, according to the manufacturer. United States Gypsum Co., Chicago, Ill.
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PLASTER MOLDINGS / Four shapes of plaster moldings are made of extruded aluminum, coated with a plastic to prevent plaster from sticking to the surface. Said to cut plastering costs by reducing on-site form work, these moldings can be used as casing bead, expansion joints, feature strips or plaster screeds. Fry Reglet Corp., Glendale, Calif.
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HVAC SETBACK CONTROL / This series of control units automatically adjusts HVAC equipment down or off during the night or other no-demand periods. The panel shown, for example, shuts down 14 exhaust fans at a preset time, and provides split-load start-up to minimize surges of current. A number of options such as thermostatic control, is available. Syndevco, Inc., Southfield, Mich.
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OFFICE FURNITURE / The “Graphis Modular Desk System” is a series of basic office units designed for simple yet flexible space planning. Included are desk tops and return panels; bases in various heights; wood or steel file cabinets; and an acoustic board screen available in a number of fabric coverings. The steel components and plastic laminates are either black, white or dark brown; wood veneers are oak, walnut or rosewood. Tecnco Collection, Inc., New York City.
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‘Century Service’ for architects marks Wilson centennial

As part of its 100th year observance, J. G. Wilson has initiated Century Service, a new aid for architects in specifying rolling closures for large or unusual projects. With Century Service, a Wilson technical consultant is on call, to your office if necessary, to help in problem areas of planning. These include working out clearances, laying out doors, preparing specifications and submitting drawings.

You can have confidence in Wilson’s 100 year engineering experience. The centennial that spurred the idea of Century Service celebrates the initial venture in 1876 by Englishman, James Godfrey Wilson. Today, a team of over 200 people make precision closures sold in all 50 states and foreign countries.

Ray Berry new “Champion for a Better America”!

For 1976, the J. G. Wilson Corporation has selected Raymond Berry as its Fourth Champion for a Better America. A member of the National Football League Hall of Fame, Berry is a former Baltimore Colts star and now a coach for the Cleveland Browns.

Berry was selected for his outstanding contributions to citizenship, exemplified through his personal life and playing career. He is a member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.

New Bike Garage acclaimed by architects

With more people using bicycles in this energy shortage, the idea of public buildings providing protection against theft and weather is becoming popular. It's an ideal service for people in schools, parks, apartments, offices and government installations.

The rugged Tee-M Bike Garage provides double security: bikes can be locked to an interior rack, then the exterior rolling door can be secured. Two sizes provide capacity for eight to ten bikes and units can be joined for multiple use.

Some building managers are considering renting space in their Bike Garages to users to amortize costs.

Construction is of durable heavy gauge galvanized steel. Units are shipped completely assembled with prime coat of rust inhibiting paint. It's a one-time investment for long-term economy and service.

Just for architects

Architect’s Corner is to keep you informed about Wilson products and services. It continues a century’s tradition of dependability and trust between architects and the Wilson company. Look for it in future issues of Architectural Record.
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ColorKlad and new Texturized ColorKlad "T" beautify at low cost—less than one-half that of copper; one-third less than zinc-based flashing, soft stainless steel, copper clad steel; usually no more than shop or field-painted galvanized.

Easily formed to specifications by standard sheet metal techniques, and now available in NINE exciting colors, ColorKlad offers architects great flexibility. Texturized ColorKlad enhances that flexibility as it eliminates glare and hides seams.

Other advantages: there's no minimum order. Specify one sheet or thousands. And ColorKlad is practically maintenance-proof, with a 20 year written warranty, upon request, against color fade or chalk.

ColorKlad—new Texturized ColorKlad "T"—for best dressed buildings pleasing to your client's pocketbook!

SEND FOR ColorKlad SAMPLES
along with our ColorKlad brochure.

Name ________________________
Company _____________________
Address _______________________
City __________ State ______ Zip ___
OFFICE NOTES

Name changes, new firms

Robert L. Hanna of Lincoln, Nebraska has re-signed as a vice president and designer for the Bahr Hanna Vermeer & Haecker, Architects, Ltd. firm. The firm now will be known as Bahr Vermeer & Haecker, Architects, Ltd., with offices in Omaha and Lincoln.

Poor, Swanke, Hayden & Connell have relocated their offices to 400 Park Avenue, New York City.

Richard H. Gregory and Robert L. Rogers, AIA, have formed an office for the practice of architecture at 100 Ardmour Street, Blacksburg, Virginia.

Robert Larsen Architect of New York City has opened a branch office at Letchworth Village, Thiel's, New York.

John E. Keegan, AIA Architect, has expanded his firm to new and larger offices. The new name and location will be John Keegan Associates, 100 West Great Falls Street, Falls Church, Virginia.

Don Wudtke and Associates, Inc., San Francisco, have announced that the firm will be known as Wudtke Watson Associates, Inc.

Robert Swatt Architect AIA has opened an office at 3155 College Avenue, Berkeley, California.

James McGranahan Associates is the new name of the architectural firm headed by James R. McGranahan, AIA, located at 5041½ South Eleventh, Tacoma, Washington.

Chatelain, Samperton and Nolan, architects and engineers, and Carcaterra and Associates, consulting engineers have merged their firms. The new firm will be known as Chatelain, Samperton and Carcaterra, with offices located at 9301 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland.

The White Bud Van Ness Partnership is the new name of the architectural firm formerly known as Pitts Phelps & White, located in Houston, and in Beaumont, Texas.

Ostwald & Kelly have changed their name to E. Paul Kelly AIA Architecture/Planning, 1537 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California.

Loeb Schlossman Dart & Hackl have moved to new offices at 845 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Design 3 Architects and Interior Designers will practice at their new location at 104 Quapaw Towers, Ninth and Ferry Streets, Little Rock, Arkansas.

New associates, promotions

Pierce, Goodwin & Flanagan, architects, engineers and planners have announced that Joe M. Powell has been advanced to associate partner. Bob Stowe, George Mahoney, Bob Thomas and Christi Oliver have been named associates.

Kim Walther has joined the Lincoln, Nebraska architectural firm of David/Fenton/Strang/Darling as landscape designer.

Richard Fleischman Architects Inc., Cleveland/Ohio have announced that Darryl W. Scherba, AIA has joined the firm as an associate.

Stephen A. Becker has become an associate in Schoenwald-Thomas-Harris-Norwood-House-Oba, a Fresno-based architectural, engineering and planning firm.
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Summitville Extruded Ceramic Tile ...goes everywhere
Only Summitville provides such a host of colors, patterns, shapes and types of real Quarry Tile ... for every floor or wall ... for every function and design criteria from super-sanitation to innovative self expression. The inherent strength, density and natural beauty found only in genuine extruded ceramic tile are probably the reasons why so many products that burn, dent, stain, peel, rot or wear out are designed to "look like" real tile. This variety of form and function is why Quarry Tile, in all of its hundreds of "flavors" goes everywhere ... from homes to hotels, from food service areas to luxury lounges.

The full story is available from your ceramic tile contractor, distributor or from Summitville Tiles, Inc., Summitville, Ohio 43962.

Member: Tile Council of America
Here's how McQuay Hi-Line fan-coil units can cut 17\% off installed costs.

It's really very simple: we practically install your McQuay Seasonmaker® Hi-Line fan-coil units for you.

**Factory pre-fabricated.**

We ship these units already installed with all risers for chilled water, hot water and drains, and with all internal control systems. Which saves you money on both field-supplied labor and materials. (In one documented case, the saving was 17\% — and that was a conservative estimate!)

**Even greater savings** are possible when you consider that one Hi-Line fan-coil unit can do the job that used to require 2, 3 or even more conventional units.

Plug-in thermostat is standard to add to your savings. The Hi-Line fan-coil unit includes a plug-in thermostat as standard equipment. It just plugs in after the unit is concealed in place, with no complicated (or expensive) wiring or troublesome delays.

**Easy on the ears.** We think a good fan-coil air conditioner should be seen and not heard. So we made sure that what's on the inside of the unit runs quietly.

For more facts on the economies and features of the Hi-Line Seasonmaker® Fan-Coil Units, just ask your McQuay Representative for Catalog #770.

Or write: McQuay Division, McQuay-Perfex Inc., Box 1551, 13600 Industrial Park Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn. 55440.
There are plenty of products and materials in your architectural plans that take precedence over the selection of water coolers. We know that. But when you get to the point of specifying your coolers, we'd like you to put your faith in Halsey Taylor. Most architects know our reputation for product excellence and reliability. They specify our coolers more often than any other brand.

Why?
We build lower maintenance cost into Halsey Taylor coolers by using high quality, heavy-duty components: corrosion-resistant regulator valves; positive start capacitors; dual temperature controls that eliminate freeze-up; and overload protectors that prevent overheating. Plus long-life fan motors, unitized cabinet construction and quite a bit more.

Installation cost is minimal because we assemble every cooler at the factory.

One more thing. Our Water Systems Engineers are equipped to analyze the chilled water requirements of any building. And to help you meet those requirements at the lowest cost. A Halsey Taylor man is always nearby, ready to assist you at a moment's notice.

For products and people you can depend on, specify Halsey Taylor. If you'd like to have our new catalog, write to Halsey Taylor Division, 1554 Thomas Road, Warren, Ohio 44481.

Halsey Taylor
KING-SEELEY THERMOS CO.
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Low on the totem pole.
More people to help solve your problems.

It generally takes something more than just choosing a door to meet the unique problems presented by your cold storage requirements. A lot of experienced people—applying their specialized knowledge—are often needed to make your selection the wise one you want it to be.

That's why it pays to look to Jamison for the cooler and freezer doors you need, because Jamison has more people than anyone else to give you problem-solving help. More than 300 people...including highly experienced research and engineering personnel, production and quality control specialists, and others eager to help you save time and money in the selection, specification, and installation of the best cold storage doors you can get.

In addition to more people, Jamison has more cooler and freezer doors than anyone else. This means you can get traditional Jamison quality, durability, and service in every price range. Call or write now for full details.
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In Japan, Taiwan, Republic of Korea, Contact:
Toshoku, Ltd.
4 Nihombashi Muromachi 2-Chome
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo, 103 Japan

In Finland, Scandinavia, Europe, U.S.S.R, Contact:
Huurre Oy
P.O. Box 330
33541 Tampere, Finland

In Australia, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Contact:
Austral Insulation Pty Ltd.
51 McDonald St.
Osborne Park
Perth, West Australia

JAMISON DOOR CO - HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
Heavy, rich-textured finish lends the warmth of age

Created with THORO'SYSTEM PRODUCTS; it is crackfree, carefree and waterproof.

The rustic charm of an old Tudor inn brought up to date in a restaurant for today. Here achieved through ingenuity of design and the use of modern miracle products—Thoroseal Plaster Mix (plus Acryl 60), a super bonding agent. First, a brown coat of sand and cement plus Acryl 60 on all required wall areas, then a scratch coat of white cement-base Thoroseal Plaster Mix plus Acryl 60. The heavily textured finish coat of regular Thoroseal Plaster Mix plus Acryl 60 was achieved by the use of a sponge. Result: no cracks, no checking, no crazing!
What's a glass building doing in Halifax, Nova Scotia?
Saving money.

Even before the ribbon-cutting ceremony, reflective Vari-Tran® coated glass in Thermopane® insulating units was cutting costs for The Maritime Life Assurance Company.

Using 1" Bronze Thermopane as a base for comparison, the owner can expect Vari-Tran 1-114 coated glass in Thermopane insulating units to save 49% of the initial cost for air conditioning, heating and distribution equipment. On top of this savings, the owner can expect an equally impressive savings in annual operating costs.

Check the beautiful efficiency of those figures on the chart. If you like what you see, contact one of our architectural representatives. He'll be glad to put our computers to work on a spec sheet for a building you have in the works. For more detailed information on LOF glass products, please refer to LOF’s Sweet’s Catalogue—(Glass for Construction).

Or you can write Marty Wenzler at Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43695. We want you to know the energy and dollar savings LOF high-performance glass can mean for your clients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass Cost</th>
<th>Vari-Tran 1-114 Glass in Thermopane Insulating Units</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$110,700</td>
<td>$164,819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating, Cooling and Distribution Equipment</td>
<td>350,853</td>
<td>180,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Initial Construction Costs</td>
<td>461,553</td>
<td>345,468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Heating Costs</td>
<td>2,266</td>
<td>2,059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Air Conditioning Costs</td>
<td>3,385</td>
<td>1,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Insurance Premium</td>
<td>18,462</td>
<td>13,826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Property Taxes</td>
<td>13,847</td>
<td>10,369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Construction costs. The Battle of the Bulge.

Time. Labor. Materials. The high cost diet that'll bulge a construction budget. Trimming that costly bulge in washroom construction is the beginning of Bradley Washfountain savings.

Bradley Washfountains save time with rapid delivery for remodeling and fast track schedules. Only 3 plumbing connections to provide washing capacity for 2 to 8 people. Uncomplicated, fast installation that cuts the high cost of labor. And a Bradley equipped washroom has lower component and material costs than a lav-equipped washroom with the same capacity. It all adds up to a total savings of 46% to 73% on construction costs. Plus reducing the amount of space needed for washing facilities by an average of 25%.

Increasing washroom efficiency and decreasing washroom construction costs. That's a Bradley Washfountain. And that's how you can trim your construction costs. By contacting your local Bradley representative. Or write for more information on the complete Bradley line.

Bradley Corporation, 9107 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051.

Bradley cuts down on costs.
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for over 30 years PATCRAFT has been a name that has meant reliability
value...and service. Here is one of Patcraft's carpets that points up
these qualities. It is "ECHELON" of 100% DuPont Antron Nylon spun very
small to create a luxurious texture.

Today, the products you buy and offer to your customers have to be
products you can depend on...names that really mean something. Here
are two of them..."ECHELON" and PATCRAFT!
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Who knows how to build reliable heat pumps that can save your customers 26% to 61%* in heating costs?

With almost 20 years’ experience under its belt, Amana knows how to build dependable heat pumps. Reliability which can mean fewer call backs and greater profits for you. With Amana you can take advantage of our special sales, application and service training program that will make you a heat pump expert, too.

Choose from a complete line of package and remote heat pump systems including universal indoor sections with supplemental heat factory installed to fit any climate. Package units have space allowed in the unit for easy addition of strip heaters.

Each Amana heat pump has Amana’s proven reliable time and temperature activated defrost control, rugged Powerpack compressor, and Amana-built coils that meet rigid performance standards.

Every Amana heat pump is factory assembled and run-tested for quick installation. You and your customers can count on dependable, carefree operation.

At Amana we think you should know what we know about quality energy saving heating-cooling products that can increase your sales and profits.

*Compared to a conventional electric furnace over an entire heating season. Based on design conditions and Seasonal Performance Factors for these cities: Minneapolis, MN.—26.58%; Kansas City, MO.—44.13%; Philadelphia, PA.—48.72%; Atlanta, GA.—59.56%; Tampa, FL.—61.09%; San Francisco, CA.—61.39%. Savings will vary with climate and weather conditions.
Park Ridge Hospital prevents epidemic of slapped-up signs with integrated signage system.

The interior of Park Ridge Hospital—a warm, harmonious blend of wall colors, textures and carpeting—is therapy in itself.

Located in Greece, New York, and serving the Greater Rochester area, the hospital was dedicated in September 1975. A two-building complex, it covers approximately 300,000 sq. ft. The medical building contains 194 patients' rooms—all private—in addition to offices, conference rooms, labs, therapy departments, etc. It is connected to the adjoining Supply, Processing and Distribution building via a glass-enclosed walkway.

Signage as a subsystem
A hodge-podge of signs, slapped up as an afterthought to construction, would have seriously marred the hospital's handsome interior. But the architects and hospital administrators, aware of the need for an efficient traffic moving system, wrote a complete signage program into their initial plans.

Matthews was called in a year before the building completion date to design and fabricate a total, integrated signage system for both interior and exterior traffic control.

Over 300 individual signs—interior and exterior—were installed. Most were fabricated of damage-resistant NOMAR fiber reinforced polyester. All of the signage is tastefully understated but highly functional, with complete continuity of color and letter style.


Architect: Stevens, Berkin & O'Connell, Rochester, NY
Construction Mgmt. Firm: John W. Cowper Buffalo, NY
Signage Contractor: Empire Sign Co., Inc. Rochester, NY

MATTHEWS
Architectural Division
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. and 9. NOMAR with screened graphics embedded. 6. Cutout aluminum logo. 7. NOMAR post and panel assemblies with surface applied reflective pressure-sensitive legends. 8. Reverse screen process on acrylic identifies patients' rooms. Slide-in cards and strips for adaptability.
Coming in mid-August

Architectural Record's presentation of the year's most significant developments in engineering for buildings

ENGINEERING FOR ARCHITECTURE

- Architectural Record's Engineering for Architecture issue is devoted in its entirety to a comprehensive annual survey and analysis of significant achievements and trends in engineering for buildings. It offers an exceptional advertising opportunity for manufacturers of building products because it provides...
  - The largest paid architect and engineer subscriber audience ever made available to advertisers—some 45,000 architects and engineers.
  - A unique all-building engineering issue that "wraps it up" for engineers in building and at the same time helps their clients (architects) gain maximum benefit from the technical expertise available to them.

- An editorial approach that attracts optimum engineer readership not only because of its informative features but also because of its advocacy of wider and wiser use of engineering capabilities.
- Outstanding coverage of the conceptual engineer in building—the engineer who works with the architect to make good design technically and financially feasible.
- High architect readership of an issue that provides, all in one place, a rundown of the most important developments in engineering for architecture—and architects.
- Bonus distribution to newly active Dodge-qualified engineers.

Make your plans now to be a part of this important issue.

Closing date for advertising: July 15
ENERGY-SAVING WINDOWS: CASE STUDY

St. Paul Public Library Renovation
Architect: Glenn Erickson, City Architect
Windows: DeVAC dual-glazed Thermo-Barrier
U Value: .52
Air Infiltration: One-fifth of Standards

Window replacement improves aesthetics...more than pays for itself, reducing steam usage 40%

Windows were causing problems in this 60 year old classic downtown St. Paul, Mn. building: frost melting to damage walls and books; drafts and windblown dust coming through; unsightliness of deteriorating paint and putty; excessive cost of potential air conditioning.

New DeVAC windows retained the style of the original with muntins and curved tops custom fabricated. Installation was made during the winter while the library was in full use, with little or no discomfort.

Here are some of the energy-saving results:

- Steam usage cut 40% over comparable heating seasons (resulting in 19% dollar savings despite 35% steam cost increases)
- Needed air conditioning equipment tonnage reduced 37.5% resulting in immediate purchase savings plus sizable annual operational savings. Installation starting May, 1976.
- Humidifiers ran 60% of the time. Probably won't run at all this season.

Other cost-reducing benefits include elimination of painting, easier window washing, reduced interior maintenance and cleaning needs, improved employee comfort and efficiency. All DeVAC windows can be washed automatically.
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Sterner custom lighting. Next time your imagination runs away with you, we'd like to tag along.

There's nothing we like better than accepting the challenge of turning your lighting concepts into reality.

The lighting fixture shown above, built for the New York State Theater at Lincoln Center, is a prime example. The architect, Phillip Johnson & Associates of New York, supplied the original lighting design ideas, and we delivered a quality-built system that included everything from the chandelier in the theater to the submersible floods in the fountain.

In addition to our custom design capabilities, Sterner offers a lighting library of outstanding fixtures... plus the expertise of our Simes and Infranor Divisions to help solve specialty lighting and floodlighting problems.
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Plaster in a Roll™
the no problem
heavy-duty wallcover
that covers problem walls

Plaster in a Roll™ goes up like wall paper over every conceivable surface including poured masonry, concrete block, plaster, gypsum board, expanded foam, metal, glass, wood and plastic.

Easily installed by any wall covering applicator, this unique gypsum impregnated jute product bridges small voids, hides blemishes and bumps. An optional anti-graffiti protective coating provides a tough, clear, low-gloss finish, highly resistant to most common stains.

If you're involved in renovation or construction in hospitals, hotels, motels, schools, apartments, public buildings or any high traffic area... if you're looking for lead paint hazard elimination or want a one-step process that takes you from a problem to a finished wall... take a look at Flexi-Wall covering systems.

We're a one-step time and money saver which can turn your problem walls into a decorator's dream. Specify Flexi-Wall Plaster in a Roll™ wherever you would use Type III heavy duty vinyl wall-covering.

Call (803) 855-0500

For complete architectural data and swatch book, write Flexi-Wall Systems, P.O. Box 477, Liberty, South Carolina 29657.
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(Sweet's Architectural and Interior Design Files #9.13/FL, Spec/Data File, Section 9/Wall Coverings. Means Building Construction Cost Data/Wall Covering Gypsum.)
Inside, there's the warmth and beauty of our traditional wood window.

For years, wood windows have been appreciated for their warmth. In appearance. And in their natural ability to provide good insulating properties. So when we developed the cladding system for our wood windows, we were very careful about leaving both of those qualities intact. Viewed from inside the building, all of the surfaces that were meant to be wood are still wood. The exterior aluminum skin is not visible anywhere on the inside of the window. And because the skin does not penetrate the frame or the sash (a), the insulating qualities of the wood are not disturbed.

In between, a number of unique options for controlling the environment and associated costs.

The removable inside storm panel in our optional Double Glazing System gives you a number of other valuable options. Like using our Slimshade® (b) to control sunlight, privacy and solar heat gain and loss. Housed between the panes, this fully adjustable blind remains virtually dust-free. The Double Glazing System also accommodates our snap-in muntins and privacy panels. But mere flexibility is not its only saving grace. The 13/16” air space between the panes does a better job of insulating than ordinary welded insulating glass. And at a lower cost per window.

This Pella Clad window system combines modern convenience with traditional values, in the recently restored Wayne County Courthouse.
Outside, an acrylic coated aluminum finish that reduces maintenance without reducing your choice of colors.

In the Pella Clad window system, all exterior wood surfaces are sealed off from the weather and other atmospheric contaminants by an acrylic coated aluminum skin. An outside finish that has earned its reputation for durability. And one which is available on our Contemporary and Traditional Double-Hung, Casement, Awning, Fixed and Trapezoidal Windows, Pella Clad Frames, and Pella Sliding Glass Doors. In Dark Bronze, Dark Brown, White (c) and eight special colors. With sizes in each to accommodate a wide variety of design and building requirements.

Afterward, the ease and economy of washing the outside of a ventilating window from the inside.

Window cleaning is another maintenance factor which deserves consideration. And Pella Windows have something to offer in this area also. All of our ventilating units can be cleaned, easily, from the inside. The Pella Double-Hung Window has a spring-loaded, vinyl jamb liner which allows the sash to pivot fully. And because each sash pivots at its center point (d), the weight of the sash is counterbalanced. Which makes the job just that much easier. Reglazing can also be accomplished from the inside, along with sash removal. And the same thing is true of our casement and awning windows.

For more detailed information, send for your free copy of our 6-page, full-color brochure on Pella Windows in Renovation. See us in Sweet’s Architectural File. Call Sweet’s BUY-LINE number or look in the Yellow Pages, under “windows”, for the phone number of your Pella Distributor.
"We decided on Glidden. For vinyl and paints. It made everything else a lot easier."

BOB MANKIN, President, Madison Decorating Company, Kensington, Maryland

"Architect's specs were tight, opening date was tight, budget was tight. Sheraton's new Inn & International Conference Center at Reston, Virginia was a big job: guest rooms and suites, 18 function rooms, restaurants, lobbies, corridors and service facilities. We had to pull it all together, at low cost, in a hurry. So we picked Glidden as our one-source supplier for all coatings and vinyl wall-coverings. The Glidden guys made everything work out for us — selection, quality, savings, and on-time service and delivery.

"Going all the way with Glidden is one of the best business decisions we ever made. Glidden products, Glidden service backup, and Glidden representatives are quickly accepted by architects and their specifiers."

Your Glidden representative will show you his new selection of 11-ounce "heavyweights." The Type I vinyl wall-coverings that have all the texture, look, and feel of Type II. Combine your next vinyl and paint order with one source: Glidden. We've got whatever you want. And you'll get it faster, easier, more economically.
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APPLETON GLO-METRICS™

Contemporary, modular-design outdoor luminaires for visually exciting lighting systems—day and night.

You can achieve a variety of architectural lighting effects in a visually unified system with Appleton Glo-Metrics luminaires.

The Glo-Metrics luminaire system is modular, offering unusual flexibility in lighting design. There are nine striking acrylic diffuser shapes in a choice of sizes...in transparent bronze and smoke color tints, plus clear and opal-white. Each design is offered for individual pole-top or wall mounting, or with bracket for pole-top cluster mounting in groups of 2, 3, or 4 luminaires. And they are all available for a choice of lamp types and wattages (with prismatic refractors where appropriate), providing various lighting levels and aesthetic effects.

The Glo-Metrics system also includes Appleton's unique Mardi-Gras™ luminaire. It has an internal, motor-driven projection system that makes the spherical diffuser appear to revolve in a dramatic blaze of colors and patterns. For wall or pole-top mounting.

Outstanding Glo-Metrics luminaire features: a double-locking system for securely attaching diffusers to their smooth, cast aluminum fitters; pre-wired, crisply styled extruded aluminum mounting arms; luminaire stems with clean, symmetrical lines; ultraviolet-resistant acrylic diffusers, and integral "in-pole" constant wattage ballasts for mercury and high-pressure-sodium lamps. The finish is attractive, durable acrylic enamel.

Ask your Appleton distributor, or write for the Glo-Metrics Catalog. Appleton Electric Company, 1701 Wellington Ave, Chicago, Ill. 60657. (In Canada, Appleton Electric Ltd., 750 Lawrence St., Cambridge, Ont. N3H 2N1)
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Guaranteed maintenance-free roofs

New, pre-engineered application of zinc

Georgia National Guard Emergency Center, Atlanta, Ga.,

MICROZINC 70®
(Batten and Standing Seam LOK Systems™)

☐ Guaranteed 20 years
☐ Preformed components minimize error, reduce cost
☐ For enduring beauty in roofing, fascia, gravel stops
☐ Self heals scratches and cuts
☐ Snap-lock components provide air flow
☐ Air space insulates, saves energy
☐ On-site labor greatly reduced
☐ Easily soldered if required

Send for our newly revised Sweet’s Catalog

Ball®
Metal & Chemical Division
Greeneville, Tennessee 37743 • 615/639-8111
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The more you have to put up, the less you should have to put up with.

Monumental ceilings can cause monumental headaches.

So many things have to work together just right: the ceiling panels, the lighting fixtures, the air diffusers, the acoustical insulation, the subcontractors. Especially the subcontractors.

When everything comes from different sources, the chance for monumental foul-ups goes up.

Enter the Alcan Planar® Ceiling System. A total system. Complete and uncomplicated. Because you can specify the panels, the fixtures, everything, from one source. From Alcan. You can even specify polywrapped acoustical blankets for pools or food processing plants.

Everything is worked into our ceiling system, so you'll have fewer limitations to work around. Just light-weight, durable, maintenance-free Alcan aluminum that gives you the freedom to execute a monumental idea. Beautifully. And the silicon polyester finish of the Alcan Planar Ceiling lets you carry a total design concept through to exterior soffit treatments.

If you want less to put up with, you ought to look at our Planar Ceiling System. Write for details to Alcan Aluminum. Dept. IA. Box 511. Warren, Ohio 44482. Or check specification information in Sweet’s Catalogue, Section 13.5.
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When Sears decided on a new Eastern Territory headquarters, they had already picked the site.
That one basic, nonarchitectural decision greatly determined the kind of building they were to get.
The semirural site in St. Davids, Pa., a suburb of Philadelphia, presented both opportunities and restrictions that led the architects to PPG Solarban® 550 Twindow® insulating glass.
On the one hand, there are beautiful wooded and landscaped views in the area.
But on the other, there are local ordinances restricting buildings' heights.
(Which, in turn, affects floor space.)
PPG Solarban 550 Twindow insulating glass let the architects provide magnificent view spaces, yet enabled them to give Sears all the floor space they needed.
The glass performed so well (it has a shading coefficient of 0.24 which reduces solar heat gain 76% compared to single-glazed clear glass) that they were able to install a highly efficient yet very compact variable-volume all-air HVAC system.
In fact, the architects remarked...
that without insulating glass, they could have lost a whole floor—just to house the mechanical system.

PPG Solarban 550 Twindow insulating glass works. And for Sears its beauty and performance work in tandem to give them exactly what they ordered.

Find out more about how this or another in our family of High-Performance Glasses can help you combine esthetics and efficiency for truly remarkable effects. Write for our book "Architectural Glass Products," or refer to Sweets Architectural File, Catalog Code 8.26/Pp. PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

Owner: Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Architect: Abbott, Merkt Architects, Inc.
Engineers: Abbott, Merkt & Co., Inc., Engineers
PPG: a Concern for the Future
We had the guts
to make the best
even better.

We gave new Aquarian II a better spout ring. A finely-honed bearing surface. A precision-machined manifold. Along with the finest disc cartridge on the market.

Hundreds of Aquarian II fittings were field-tested nationally. The installing contractors endorsed the product thoroughly. Aquarian II set a new standard of excellence for the industry. Excellence your customers will see every day.

Call your American-Standard distributor and judge for yourself.

New! Improved Aquarian II.

Reduced drag and wear.
Finely-honed spout ring bearing surfaces for O-ring seal. Of corrosion-free brass.

Efficient water control.
Polished gem-hard ceramic discs sealed inside the long-life cartridge.

Positive water shut-off.
Washersless.
Ceramic discs are unaffected by sand, silt, grease.

Leakproof. Watersaving.
3.5 GPM. Sealed-in ceramic-disc cartridge for years of trouble-free service.

Closer tolerance.
Positive seal.
Precision-machined manifold of solid brass stock plus self-lubricating, extra rugged spout O-rings.
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AMERICAN STANDARD
Where quality is a beautiful thing.
Colorful steel doors accent the new excitement in old St. Louis

Style and beauty plus ruggedness make Ceco steel doors attractive to architects in St. Louis and throughout the country. Ceco doors meet every functional need. Use them as a creative system to accent your design. Ceco doors and frames are prepared for simple erection in minutes. And both are prepared for quick and solid attachment of hardware. Ceco doors and frames are tough and stable—won't warp, swell, shrink or rot. You gain the advantages of durability and trouble-free performance. Our Colorstyle doors have factory-baked quality finishes, kept fresh in poly bags. See Sweet's files or consult your local Ceco office.

Steel doors satisfy architects' needs better
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The Ceco Corporation
5601 West 26th Street • Chicago, IL 60650
"The door people"
The Tectum environment: warm, quiet, hospitable.

Sounds like a nice place to live and work? It is. That's why successful builders are using this remarkable structural wood fiber product as roof deck, modular wall units, interior panels and partitions in buildings across the land.

**Tectum keeps the indoors in, the outdoors out.**

Tectum® paneling is made of long wood fibers bonded in a special process with an exclusive, inorganic binder. These panels are lighter than other similar products in this field, come in a wide range of standard sizes and are easily installed with ordinary hand tools. No other single product combines the acoustical and wear resistance properties of Tectum.

**Tectum stays on top of things.**

Designers and builders take note—A variation of regular Tectum, called Tectum II, is an unusually effective insulation material with an integral layer of urethane insulation. Tectum II® roof panels permit the application of a variety of roofing systems. Tectum II integral wall panels are covered easily on the exterior with textured paneling or applied stucco finishes.

**Don't like the way things look? Change them.**

Tectum is ideal for remodeling commercial or residential interiors. It's a good insulator, provides a tough, impact-resistant surface, comes in a variety of sizes and thicknesses and works as wall or ceiling panels.

**Tectum revives a lost art—silence.**

Tectum has a noise reduction coefficient that ranges from .45 to .75 and is the answer to a variety of sound control problems. Although the natural look of Tectum is most attractive, it can be spray-painted any color with an alkali-stable flat latex paint without affecting the acoustical properties.

---

We're gypsum, and then some.

---

**Gold Bond has prepared informative literature on Tectum, plus a 15-minute film specifically designed for the interests of larger builders and developers.**

To receive the literature—or schedule a special film showing for your firm—please fill out the form below and mail to:

- **Send me literature only.**
- **I'd like to see the movie, too.**

Your name

Firm name

Type of firm

Address

City

State

Zip

Phone number

Gold Bond Building Products
Division of National Gypsum Company
325 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14225
Attn: Mr. L. G. Poole, Advtg. Manager
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Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, Mich., and others seek full-time faculty in Interior Design and Housing. Preference based upon teaching expertise, subject matter competency, and field experience in area specified. Doctorate preferred, Master's required. Instructor or Assistant Professor. Salary dependent upon professional education and experience. Deadline for applications: April 15, 1976. Send nominations and credentials to: Dr. Jerry Stroope, Acting Chairperson, Department of Home Economics, Family Life, and Consumer Education, 6812 Dobb's Ferry, N.Y. 10522.

ARCHITECTURAL EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

**THE NEW LOCKER ROOM**

**MOORE OVERHEAD CLOTHES STORAGE SYSTEMS**

Clothing stored overhead where it should be. A complete system. Woven grid supports, elevating locker baskets, bench units. Thrifty, attractive, sanitary. Write for free planning guide and catalogue.

**RESTORATION SERVICES**

Decomposing brick and stone solidified and restored using patented consolidation process. Work or missing facade areas rebuilt, with composite materials. Request brochure and information: Universal Restoration, Inc.; Box 248, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

**CATALOG**


**FOR SALE**

Charretti/Tracing Papers: Difficult to get and appropriate Yellow-Trace 904, Creme-Trace 903, and White-Trace 905 architectural drawing papers. Available at our New York and Cambridge stores. Mail orders and information: Charrette Corporation, 200 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massa­chusetts 02140.

**INSTRUMENTS WANTED**

Wanted: New or used set Tacro Guides #5065-V. Call Sumner Barr, Mon-Fri., 9-4, (212) 221-6630.

**SPECIAL SERVICES**


A unique Art Service, Roads Galleries brings its "gallery" to your client. Our extensive presentation includes original paintings, limited edition prints, wall-hangings, and sculpture; all "tailored" to your client's needs and budget. Contact: Louis Horwin, Roads Galleries, 400 East 57th St., N.Y.C., 10022, or phone (212) 288-2775.

For professional assistance in planning or designing food processing or service facilities, call Food Science Associates, Dobb's Ferry, N.Y. 10522 (914) 693-2660.

**PROFESSIONAL SERVICES**

**did you?**

get your copy of the finest most comprehensive brochure on architectural illustrations & related services ever produced? If our national mailing missed you, write today for your copy. 1st. copy free, additional copies per office $2.00 each, deductible from 1st. order-requests on letterhead only please. Full Color 11 x 17 format, caselin/watercolor/pencil/ink/charcoal/dou tone/magic marker/col/plus information on models/printing/advertising/photography/engineering illus./framing/displays & more. Write

**art associates inc.**

4041 w central ave toledo ohio 43606

**Kinsey Architectural Arts**

Come to the source! We're architectural ren­ner specialists responsive to the architects cost and quality standards. Phone for instant price quotation and particular custom­ized color brochure with full details forwarded.

2509 Sylvanite, Toledo, Ohio 43613
Tel. (419) 475-7011

Architectural Graphics: Rendering, Models and Contract Drawings/Drawings, Complete and prompt service to architects and those of related fields, with nationwide ser­vice. One week minimum for renderings. Brochure by request or appointment. Reply to P.O. Box 575, Irvoynton, CT 06442, or call 203-399-7250.

**BOOKS**


**SELLING OPPORTUNITIES WANTED**


**TRANSFER LETTERING**

$5 Transfer Lettering. Big 10 x15 sheets for a buck! Ideal for blueprints, renderings and all uses. Send $1 for sample sheet and list to APA, 1306 Washington, St. Louis, Mo. 63103.

When Answering BOX NUMBERS to expedite the handling of your correspon­dence and avoid confusion, please do not address a single reply to more than one individual box number. Be sure to address separate replies for each advertisement.
When you bury the Walkerduct, you relieve a building owner of a grave concern: a dying property caused by "the gap".

Now a communication explosion can't hurt him. If his tenants ever need phones moved, or more, no problem. If they ever add data processing, Picturephones,* computers, closed circuit TV and so forth, it's still no problem.

By running all the communication, power and signal requirements under the floor inside Walkerduct, the owner has nothing to worry about. The building is safer, more efficient and able to handle any future needs quickly, easily and neatly. Without tearing up the floors. Without spending a small fortune.

Ask your Walkerman for all the details. He'll gladly fill you in.
Or write: Walkerduct, Parkersburg, West Virginia 26101.
In Canada: Walkerduct of Canada.
*Service Mark of AT&T Co.

WALKERDUCT PRODUCTS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WALKER PARKERSBURG TEXTRON
Walker Parkersburg Division of Textron Inc.
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Step into the 6-foot luxury of the enameled cast iron Caribbean bathtub with elegant Roman spout, safety grip rails and Safeguard® bottom.

Touch the quality of the Man's Lav and Lady Vanity shampoo centers with Alterna faucets in 24-carat brushed gold electroplate. Consider the styling of the Rochelle toilet & Caravelle bidet.

Desert Spring, Kohler can make it your special place.

For more information on bathrooms, write Box DB, KOHLER CO. KOHLER, WISCONSIN 53044.

Kohler products are available in Canada.
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